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PREFACE

e

The material in this guide is intended for pse in the units
42313, Informatio*Resources IIIA, and 41215, Information
Resources IIIB as taught at Kuring-gai College of Advanced .

Education. These units approach information resources by
.4'

subject, building on previous information resources units
which concentrated on format. The resources ofselected

.

.disciplines within the broad subject areas of the humanities,,
the social sciences and pure and applied sciences are _

examined. The disciplines included: literature, fine arts,_
law, history, education, chemistry, biological sciences,
medicine and engineering, have been selected because they
illustrate different information use 'patterns, and a variety
of different types of information resource. Each segment
examines briefly the nature of the subject, and the way in
which information is generated nd communicated in the

-.subject, in order to provide a background and setting for
the identification, evaluation and use of information
resodtces relevant to the subject. It concentrates on
Australian information resources, but also includes material .

produced in other countries which is relevant to the
.

Australian situation. The_resourdes listed are examples,
and do not comprise a definitive list. Some have been

eluded because they are standard works, others because

t...)
t ey are representative of a particular type of information
esource. For resources listed, call numbers at the

-K.C.A.E. Resource's Centre are indicated.

O

Janine,:Schmidt
Senior Lecturer

.0pepartment of InformatiOn Studies

41,

41.
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- 1. OBJECTIVES OF THIS SEGMENT

When you have completed this segment of\the course, 'you should have
thought about,'and begun to draw some conclusions about, questions

.-such as these:
4

i. What is it about literature which distinguishes it
from other subjects which people may engage in for
research, study; pleasure or profit?

ii. For what purposes, and at 'what levels, may people
be engaged with literature and its information
resources? What is the s,ignificAnce of these
differences in level and purpose for people like
librarians who provide the information resources?

What are some of-the characteristics of the people
who are in various ways engaged with literature?
How do they seek information? How do they use it?

iv. What are somt of the major characteristics of the
typeS of informatiOn resouece used by People who

' .are engaged with literature?

IYou should also have acquired certain skills, in particular:

2.

i. Describe the main types of information resource
used in literature, their characteristics, and what
they can be used for.

ii. Select appropriate information resources to answer
specific questions in literature.

4P
iii. Use representative. information resources to answer.

questions in literature. effectively.

iv.. Evaluate the answers found.

LITERATURE: WHAT IS IT?

2.i. Definitions of literature

Literature can be defined as the whole body of writings belonging

to a given language or people, specifically thap part which is

noted for literary form and expression, and imaginative content,

as distinguished from technical and journalistic writing. Mire

Particularly it may be defined as those creative writings of a

country or period which have permanent value on account of their

beauty of expression and form, and universality of emotional and

' intellectual content.

This segment deals with literature at a variety of.levels not

only as an academic discipline or as a subject of study,-but also

as a hobby orleisure pursuit, as a way of earning. a living, and

as a mode of creative expression.

9



The following are some attempts to define literature:

'Primarily an imaginative art form... literature"s main
function (is) to transport the reader into a world of
the imagination which illuminates the inner life of love,
hope, fear, hatred-, envy' (George Chandler)

'1. Written works which deal with themes of permanent
and universal interest, characterized4oy creativeness and
grace of expression, as poetry, fiction, ess.ys etc.:
distinguished from works 'entific, technical or
journalistic natures belles --1- tree. 2. writings,,
that pertain to a particular e ch, country,.language4, 4
subject or branch of learning.'

(Funk and Wagnalls Standard Dictionary)

'One of the great creative-and universal Means of
communicating the emotional, spiritual or intellectual
concerns of mankind. Fine literature is characterized by
imagination, meaningfulness of expres on, and good form'
and technique.' (Enc lopedia Americana)

'Writings whose value lies in the beauty of form or
emotional effedt' (Concise Oxford Dictionary)

'The organiz.ition of words to give pleasure;. through them
it elevates ind transforms experience; through them it
functions in society as a continuing-symbolic criticism of
Values'

;# .(Encyclopaedia Aritannica)'

'Exists to please - to lighten the burden-of men's lives;
po make them for a short while forget their 1;orrbws and
their sins... their disappointed hopes, their grim futUres'

(Augustine 'IStirr11)

'The art of writing something that will be read twice'

(Cyril Coilinolly)
11.4

'Literature and fiction are two,.entirely different things:
literature is at luxury; fiction is a-necessity',

ZG.K. Chesterton)

'Great Literature is simply language charged with meaning
to the utmost possible degree' (Ezra Pound)

41.
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Consumers and generators of literature

Liter-ature'is- different things for different people. For many it

is a source of pleasur6:. in reading they seek. recreation,

relaxation, imaginative stimulation, alleviation of boredom or

anxiety, escapism, self-discovery. For others literature is a

subject.for academic study and research: they include school and

university students, academics, litdrary critics and historians,:

as well'as those who study for fun.

Libraries haixe always been closely identified with the provision

of information resources for both thesd categories of user. The

library is'the storehouse for all literature. Because libraries

are so closely related to literature the'concept of Public

Lending Right has,become important.

Public Lending Right means the right of a book's creator to

receive,compensatory payment when that book is available in

public; lending libraries.
.

Public Lending Right was introduced in 1974 in Australia and*

annual programs began 'in 105/76. Since October 1980, the Public

Lending Right Scheme'has been-a unit of the Department of Home

Affairs and Eniiironment. A Committee appointed by the Minister

reviews the policy"and operations of the Scheme.

Payments to authOrs and publishers are based on annual surveys of

bookstocks in public lending librardes. They are not based on

borrowings. Each year, about /0 libraries are selected by the

Australian Bureau of Statistics to complete a Checklist of

Titles. The selected library systems cover about half the.

bookstock held, in public lending libraries in Australia. At the

present time-, libraries of educational.institutions are not

included in the survey. The checklist is used to record the

numbers of copies held of books registered in the Scheme. The.

data collected is then consolidated and used to produce estimates

of holdings Australia-wide. Where at least 50 copies are

estimated to be held in libraries, a-payment is made. Payment is

made at'the rate of-60 cents to authors and 15 cents to

publishers per estimated copy.

It should be noted that Public Lending eight applies to all

subject areas but appears to be most i portant in literature.

Additionally, libraries may be involv d with producers of

literature, those who write as a voc ion or as a means of earn-

ing a living. For them the library ay be a laboratory.

2.iii, Categorising literature

(a) Language

A distinction is often made between English literature and

literature in foreign languages.' (MuCh literature in

English is in fact translated from .foreign languages.) In

this course we shall concentrate on literature in the



English language, but you should remember that resources
similar to thek6nes we examine exist for other languages
also. In a multi-cultural society like Australia's,
foreign literature resources may be as important in th
public library as they are in university libraries..

(b) Level _}

Literature may be categorized according to the age or
reading ability of the target audience. For example

Children's literature
Literature for young adults
Literature for those with reading difficulties or

the newly literate

These are specialized areas which are not dealt with in
detail in this course.

(c) Purpose

Literature may be categorized according to the purpose for
which it will be used. For example

(d) Form

Texts for those learning a foreign language
Escape literature 4

It is conventional to divide literature into three basic
forms - prose, poetry and drama. Poetry and drama are the
older forms, having their origins in religious ceremonials
and the oral transmission of culturt. Written poetry and

.,prose date back to the fifth century B.C. in Greece, and to
the Anglo-Saxon period in England. Prose literature is
particularly associated with fiction and the novel, which
developed in their modern form in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.

V

(e) Genre

Literature may also be classified according to genres,
movements or schools. These may include literature written
in more than one ofthe three forms mentioned above. They
may also include the literature of-more than one country or
language. Some examples are

O
romantic movement,neo-classical movement ,

renaissance, restoration, Elizabethan literature
religious poetry, religious drama
lyric, epic, satirical, narrative poetry
tragedy, comedy, commedia dell'arte, kitchen sink drama
'stream of consciousness' novels, gothic novels
fantasy, didacticism, realism .

westerns, detective stories, science fiction



3 GENERAL INFORMATI44 RESOURCES IN LITERATURE AND THEIR Ot

InfoFation resources in literatne exhibit many of the cFiaracter-

isti,cs orinforMat1001 resources in flier humanities"generally for ,

example they do not go out of datq or become superseded, like much

scientific writing, and they are usually written in expressive,

rather thali technical language% Much literary criticism is

subjective: thereare no 'right' answers. (However =ins Ale areas
of liter ry criticism, -such as the study of textual problems, or .

histbrica 'studies, factual, accuracy and objectivity are;

- %essential

A particular haracteristic of information resources in literature

is that aotual texts of literary works are at least as important'

as works aboutLiterature. For the lay person texts are

literature; for the student oracademic they are his raw material.

3.i.
. Overview of the subjec

, .

If you know nothing about the information resources in a
particUlar.ar4( 'guides to the literature' may be the best place

to start., You are probably familiar with "guides tothe

literature' which cover bull subjects, like Walford amd Sheehy.

There are also specialized ones for particular subject areas.

Some examples Vr literature are:

. CHANDLER, G. How to find out about literature. 011.02

Oxford, P,ergamon Press, 1968. CHA I
*

LOCK, F. and LAWSON, A. Australian literature: R016.829

a reference guide. 2nd ed..Melbourne, LOC 1 1980

O.U.P., 1980.,

4WrPERSON,J-M.C. Literary research guide.

Detroit, Gale, 1976.

R016.0168
PATT

--N.
Na.s.

A

n.

0
(

/)

'Guides t the liteirature' can be used for various purposes,

depending on whom they are writte for, and how they are

arranged. A guide to the 1.iterat re may contain an of the

following: t

(1) give an introduction to, overview or explanation

of the subject
AR.

-4.

iN .(2)
give guidanoe on hox to study or do research in the

stiOet. 1.

(3) a bibliography on the subject listing titles of

information resources available

(4) an indication of the types of information resources

used in the subject

0

(5) annotations and ev6oNtions of specific information

resources and sometimes guidance instheir use..

I

',
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'Guides to the' literature' are intendbd to be used by studentS
who wish to know what resources are available and how to use
them. They. are use 'extenively by librarians for

(a) selection and collection building

(b) background for handling an information query

(c) identification of relevant information resources.

1/

r -

3.ii. Brief factual information

Handbooks and companions to literature can be used to answer a
variety of questions relating to authors, literary works,
cha!racters, plots, literary themes and allusions, and so on.
Much of this information could be found in general encyclopaedias,
but there are specialized resources, relating to literature as
well. For example:

BENET, W.R. The reader's encyclopedia.
2nd ed. New York,-Crowell, 1965.

IRE03

READ
1965

Cassell':s encyclopedia of world. literature; R803
ed. by S.H. Steinberg. 2nd ed. London, C3-5
Cassell, 1973. 3 Volumes.

4

HARVEY; Sir Paul and EAGLE, Dorothy, editors. R820.3
Oxford companion to English literature. HAR 1
4th ed. Oxford, O.U.Pe, 1967.

3.iii. Information about authois.and their works

Information about authors and their work can be found in general
encyclopaedia3 and bi9graphical sources, or in literary handbooks.
There are also specialized biographical and critical resources for
literature, for example:

4
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CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS: a bio,-bibliographical R809.04I .

CONT

Detroit, Gale, 1962- . Vol.. 1- . With

cumulated indexes.

Tilde to current authors and their works.

Contemporary literary criticism. Detroit,

Zale, 1973- . With cumulated indexes.

Great writers of the English language. London,

Macmillan, 1979. 3 vols. (poets,

novelists,. dramatists)

.KUNITZ, S.J. and H.H. Twentieth century

authors: a biographical dictionary of

.modern-literature.- Noe; York, Wilson, 1942.

+ Supp1ement,' 1955. t-

MAGILL, F.N. Masterplots: 2,010 ploi. stories

& eSsayreviews from the world's file

literature. Eriglewood Cliffs, Salem, 1976.

12 vols.

R80.9.05

CONT

R820.9
GREA 1-3

R80 9

K1-2

R809
MAST

,MAGILL, F.N. 'Survey of contemporary literature: R809.04

Revised ed. Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, SURV

1977. 12 vols.

PENGUIN COMPANION TO
Allen Lane, 1971.
the Comminwealth,
Oriental African;
Latin America)

LITERATURE. London,

4 vols. (Britain Ad
Classical Byzantine
EurOpe; U.S.A., and

Reader's adviser: a layman's guide to

literature. 12th ed. New York:, Bowker,

1974.

SMITH, G.K. Australia's writers. Melbourne,

Nelson; 1980.

S.

3.iv. alDefinitions of words and phrases

R809
PEN 1-4

R011
READ

R820
SMIT

Definitiont7of literary. terms can often be found in general

dictionaries, or in literary handbooks. There areal

specialized literary dictionaries, for example:

BECKSON, Kah and GANZ, A. A reader's guide

to literary terms: a dictionary -.

Lbndon, Thames and Hudson, 1961.

CUDDON, J.A. A di2tionary of literary terms.

rev. ed. LondoYk, Deutsch, 1679.

HOLMAN, C.H. A handbook to literature.

3rd ed. Indianapolis, Odyssey P., 1972.

SHIPLEY, J.T. Dictionary of world literary

terms. London, Allen and Unwin, 1970.

15
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3.v. History of literature

Many questions of the type we have discussed can be answered from
standard histories. These may be general,-or may be limited to

--t.specin:6-languages, periods, or viewpoints. For example:

.GREEN, H.M. A history of Australian R829.09 .

literature, pure Aid applied. Sydney, GRE /40
Angus and'Robertson, 1961. 2 vols.

SAXBY, H.M. A history of Australian 028.52
children's literature, 1841-1970. Sydney, S 4
Wentworth P., 1969-71. 2 vols.

.

SEYMOUR-SMITH, V. Guide to modern world 809.04
literature. London, Wolfe, 1973. SEYM 1

WILSON, F.P. Ind DOBRgE, B., editors. Oxford Varioushistory of EnglAsh literature. Oxford, class
Clarendon Pzi 1945- . numbers

ft

3.vi. Information for writers

People seek information on how to write literature, and on how
and where to publish It. Publicatibns which may be useful in
answering this kind of inquiry include:

CLARKE, J. Australian and New Zealand 808.02
writers handbook. 2nd ed. Sydney,. AUS
Reed, 1979.

GIgALDI, J. & ACHTERT, W.S. MLA handbook R808.02 .

writers of research papers, theses and GIBA
dissertations. N.Y., MLA, 1977.

Literary and library prizes. 10th. ea. New, R80.9
York, Bowker, 1980. LIT

1980

STILLMAN, F. poet's manual and rhyming
dictionary. London, Thames and Hudson,
1966,

n. *,

R808.103
STI 1

STYLE MANUAL FOMAWHORS, EDITORS AND PRINTERS R808.042
OF AUSTRALIAN'COtERNMENT PUBLICATIONS. STY 19783rd ed. Canberra, A.G.P.S.,'1978.

TURABIAN, Kate L. A manual for writers of R808.066
term papers, theses, and dissertations. TURA
4th ed. go, University of Chicago
Press, 197

16
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3:vii. Lists of bibliographicaL information about literature

Lists of references can be found in many of the types of reource
we have discussed. There are also many literary bibliographies,

\* general and speciaaiZed. Biblicagraphies of worksolTy and about

individual authors are common. Foriexample:

.--4; BAKER, E.A. A guide to historical fiction. R808.8381

N.Y., Burt Franklin, 19d9t . BAKE

GALE, Steven H. Harbld. Pinter: an annotated R822.91

bibliography. London, George Prior, 1978. PINT:G

MILLER, E.M. & MACARTNEY, F.T. Australian R826 ',

iiterature: a bibliography to 1938, MIL 1

extended to 1950. SydneyA Angus and
Robertson, 1956. 3 vols. .

MLA directory of periodical: a guide to R805

journalS.and serials in languages and 'MODE

lditeriitures. 'New York, MLA, 197r.-
111

MUIR, K.M. A bibliography of Australian
childrdn's books. London, Deutsch,
1970-76. 2 vols.

,NEW CAMBRIDGE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ENGLISH
LITERATURE. Cambridge. C.U.P., 1972-

4,

R028.52
M 1-2-

REILLY,J.MJ, ed. Twentieth-century crime y823.0872

and mystery writers. N.Y., St. Martin's TWEN

,Press, 1980.

SMITH, Myron, J. sCloak-and-dagger
bibliography: an annotated guide to
:spy fiction, 1937-975. Metuchen,

Scarecrow, 1976.

TYMN, M.B. et al. Fantasy literature: a

core collection and reference guide.

N.Y., Bowker, 1979.

.TYMN, M.B., ed. Horror literature: a lore

collection and reference guide. N.Y.,

Bowker, 1981.

R823.0872
SMIT

R823.0876
TYMN

R823,0872
TYMN

a

WRIGHT, A. A reAder's guide to English and , R820.16

American literature. Glenview, Scott, WRIG

Foresman, 1970.

17
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4. FORMATS OF INFORMATION RESOURCES'IN LITERATURE

Below are lis#ed some of the more common formats in which original,
literary works, and works about literature, may be found.

(1) Manuscripts. e.g. author's original draft. For works
written before theinvention of printing, original
publication Evas-in manuscript form..

(2) Aural or visual records. e.g. plays, novels or
.,o9 tape, cassette or disc, either video br audio or
film of a theatrical performance: (The filming of a
novel for cinema or television often leads to reissue
of the book. 'Novelization' - the production of the
'book of the film' after the film - is becoming

. -

common.)

m

-.._.

(3) Hardback books. ')I'he original publication format for
most works of liter 'andure books-about literature.

)
(4) Paperback books. More popular poems, plays and novel

may be published in this format, often afi.er-hardback
editions appear. More ephertiOral novels are often
published only in paperoack. New poetry and plays may
be published only in paperback because of the financial
problems of publishing in this call market.

(5) Annotated texts. Particularly for early works and the
classics, texts may include introductory material,
footnotes, glossary etc. Level ranges from elementary
school texts to those intended for academic researchers.
e.g. Arden edition of the works of Shakespeare,
editions published by the Early English Text Society..

(6) Collections. and anthologies. Essays, poems, plays or
short stories may be collected by author or by theme,
e.g. Collected works of T.S. Eliot, The Oxford book of
English verse, a collection of critical essays on Jane
Austen. Material in collections and anthologies has
often been previously published elsewhere.

(7) Popular magazines and newspapers. Poems and short
stories may receive their first, pr. only, publication
in magazines and newspapers. e.g. Playboy, Saturday
edition of the Sydney Morning Herald, New Yorker,
Estitial. Novels may be%serialized in magazines.

(8) Literary jourrs. These may 6ublish original literary
works, or artidles about literature, or both. Some
poetry, plays and short stories are published only in
this format. e.g. New poetry, MeanAn quarterly,
Southerly, Times literary supplemeet.

(9) Series. Some pub3ishers produce texts of literary works
or works about literature, in standard formats. e.g. .

Australian poets, Penguin new writers, . Twayne's world
. Authors series, Australian writers and their work-.

18



S. LITERARY FORMS

One of the cominon ways of categorizing literature ,is by, literary)

form. (See p3). In this section we'will consider some characteristics,

of three-forms, prose, poetry and drama, and some information resources

which deal exclusively with one literary form.

5.i. Prose

There are various forms of prose literature - novels, short stories,

essays, diaries, letters, humour and satire. For most people the

-povel is the most significant.

Novels

Some people distinguish between novels which have lasting literary

value, and thosp that have not. In public libraries novels of the

latter kind are often called 'fictior.O.and may be found, shelved "

separately from 'literature'.

1
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Evaluation and selection of Snivels
1

.
.

The.,iev:aluation of novels is difficult, because subjective-

judgements are involved, nd because the value gained from

reading novelg is a very4ndividual matter. ..Some of the

criteria listed below might be considered.

Characters. Are they consistent and credible?

Do they develop?

Plot. Is it probable, or consistent?. .

Baokground. Are the t
realistically created?
accurate?

and place vividly'and
re the factual details

Effect. Doe's the novel Contribute to, the reader's

understanding of life or personal groWth? Does it

arouse a positive intellectual or emotional,

response?

Moral or ethical value. Does it promote desirable

attitudeg and behaviour?

Form and expression. Does its language and style

have literary value?

Information resources for prose literature

People seek prose literature by particular authors, or on

particular subjects. Among the information resources which can

be used in such searches are:

COOK, D.E. and MONRO, I.S. Short s index. 8016.808831

New'York, Wilson, 1953-. C001-3

CUMULATED FICTION INDEX. 1960-69, 1970-74', . R808.83

1975-79. London, Association of Assistant CUMU

Librarians, 1980.

DAY, A.G. Modern Australian prose 19,01-1975:

a guide to information sources. Detroit,

Mich Gale Research, 1980.

FICTION CATALOG. 9th ed. New York, Wilson,

1975. + supplements.

21
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HAGEN, O.A. Who done it? A guide to R016.808837
detective, mystery an suspense fiction. HAG 1
New York, Bowker, 1969.

MAGILL,. F..N ed. Cyclopedia of literary ,R803
character N.Y., Harper & Row, 1963.. MAG a

READER'S ADVISER: A layman"s guide to ' R011
literature. 12th ed. New York, Bowker, READ
1974. 3 vols.

WALKER, W.S., camp. Twentieth-century short 8016.80931
. story explication: interpretations WALk

1900-1975, of short fiction since 1800.
London, Clive Bingley, 1977.'

O
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5.ii. Poetry

Reading poetry for pleasure is a minority interest: probably
libraries are mainly concerned with poetry as a subject of study

or academic research.

4

Evaluation and selection of poetry

The problems are similar to those involved in evaluating and
selecting novels, with the important difference that the
librarian is not usually under pressure to acquire material of

'doubtful literary merit'. It is particularly difficult to
evaluate the wcrk of recent poets who are not yet establi,shed.

In 'selecting the 'classics' of poetry, the authority of the edition,

and the quality of introductory material, annotations, notes etc.,

must be considered.

In selecting anth logies, the scope of the material included and the

editor's criteria or selection must be assessed.

Use of poetry

Texts of poetry. are sought for pleasure and for study. - Students and

acadqmic.researchers make extensive use of critical works about

"poetry. ,

Additionally, many factual enquiries relating to poetry are made.

For example people often wish to locate a particular poem, to trace'

the origin of a quotation from a poem, or to find poems on

particular subjects or for particular audiences. There are specialized

sources for answering this type of enquiry,for example:

BREWTON, J.E. and S.W. Index to children's R808.81

poetry. New York, Wilson, 1942. BREW

+ Supplements.

CHICOREL INDEX TO POETRY IN COLLECTIONS IN PRINT,

ON DISCS AND TAPES. New York, Chicorel, 1972.

GRANGER'S INDEX TO POETRY. 6th ed.' R808.810016

New York, Columbia U.P., 1973. GRAN

+ Supplement 1970-77.

SELL, V. et al. Subject index to poetry for R808.81

children and young people, 1957-75. SUBJ

Chicago, A.L.A., 1957
+ supplement 1977.

Dictionaries of quotations may also be useful.

BARTLETT, J. Familiar quotations: a collection R808.882

of passages, phrases, and proverbs traced to BART

their sources in ancient and modern literature.

( Boston, Little Brown, 1980.

23
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Oxford dictionary of quotations. 3rd1ed.
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1979.

5: iii. 'Drama

TechniqueRaf
of performing
considered as

R808.882
OXF 1

performance and production 11 within the province
of`

artist it is the written versa n of the play which is
literature. Reading plays is minority interest.Libraries are concerned with drama mainly as a subject of academic

literary study or from the point of view of production and
performance*

Evaluation and selection of drama

The issues are similar to those discussed under poetry.

Since texts of plays are often required for production, it may benecessary to acquire editions prepared for this purpose. Multiplecopies-may be requiredi

Use-of drama information resources

*
Texts of plays may be sought for pleasure, for study o for production.Students and academic researchers, produceis and performersomake useof critical works about drama.

Factual questions may relate to authors, plots, characters,
performance, etc. People may wish to locate plays on particular"

. topics or f audiences. Specialized informatione
resources In drama incltile:

bHICOREL THEATER INDEX TO PLAYS FOR YOUNG R808.82
PEOPLE IN PERIODICALS, ANTHOLOGIES AND CHIC
COLLECTIONS. New York, Chicorel, 1974.

CHICOREL THEATER INDEX TO PLAYS IN ANTHOLOGIES,
PERIODICALS, DISCS, AND. TAPES.. New York,
Chicorel, 1970- .

KREIDER, B.A. Index to children's plays in R812.041016
collections. 2nded. Metuchen, 1977
Scarecrow, 1977.

MCGRAW-HILL ENOYCLOFEDIA OF WORLD DRAMAS an R808.203
international reference work'in four. M1-4
volumes. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1972.

SALEM, J.M. Drury's guide to best plays.'
3rd ed. Metuchen, Scarecrow, 1978.

R808,82
DRUR



6. INDEXING AND ABSTRACING SERVICES FOR LITERATURE

In literature, indexing services are used mainly to locate

criticisms of literary works and writers. You should note, though,

that somegof them can also be used to locate original literary

works, particularly when these are published in journals.

. Some general indexing,services are useful in literature, for

example:

APAIS

Readers' guide to periodical literature

Indexing services covering the humanities generally are often

useful, for example:

Arts and humanities /citation index. 'New York,

Institute for Scientificjnformation,
1978-

Also indexes book reviews in journals.

British humanities index. London, Library

' Association, 1962- .

Essay and general literature index. New

York, Wilson, 1900- .

Indexes essays and articles in anthologies,

and collections.

Humanities index. New York, Wilson, 1976- .

Supersedes Social sciences and humanities

dndex.

R016.0013
BRI 1

R016.805
ESS 1

R016.0013
HUM 1

Indexing and abstracting services which specialize in literature

include:

Abstracts of English studies. Boulder, Colo.,

.National Council of Teachers of English,

1958- .

Annual bibliography of English language and

literature. London, Modern Humanities

Research Association, 1921-

MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

MLA international bibliography of books and

articles on the modern languages and
literatures. New York, MLA, 1921- .

8016.805
ABS 1

R016.82
ANN 1



7. INDEXES TO LITERARY BOOK. REVIEWS

Book reviews are important aids to%Librariaps in evaluation and
selection. They may also be useful in answering information enquiries..
Boolidieviews are included in several of the indexing services listed
aboV1V. (Be careful - reviews are sipmetimes in a separate section.) -

In addition there are a number of indexing services which deal
exclusively with 'reviews, for example:

4.

Book review digest. 1905- .. New York,
Wilson.

R028.1
BOO l'

Current.book review citations. New Yorkk .1628.1
Wilson. CURB

Index to Australian book revieW',4065-' R028.10994
Adelaide, Libraries Board of,$t*, 4 dill. IND 1

4

8. MACHINE-READABLE DATA BASES

Computer-based information services are not common in literature.
This is partly because there is little financial support, or incentive:
for such services, and partly because the subject does not lend itself
to highly sophisticated indexing and searching techniques, .ene example
of a computer-based service is:

MLA Bibliography

On-line access to the Modern Language Association's bibliOgraphy of
books and articles on.language, literature and linguistics.

Arts and humanities citation index is also available for computer
searching.

Computers are increasingly being used in some areas of literary and
linguistic studies, for example the preparation of concordances, and
studieto determine the authenticity, by word 4ounts and linguistic
analysis, of literary works whole authorship is disputed.

V
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9. STUDY QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

, 1. List the characteristics which you consider are essential

to the nature of literature.

4'

I

2. How would you categorize an English translation of Italian

44r
epic poetry intended for children, and shelved with the

,

books used by adult migrants learning English?
.

,(Refer to pp. 475).

4
3. Choose any two "guides to the literature" which cover literature.

rite a short comparison and evaluation of them in.note form.
.

J4
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4. Answer the following questions using resources of the type
listed in Sections 3.ii 3.vi. Try to locate answers from
at least two sources, and critically analyze the differences
in the information given.

(a) Define the term "realism" in a literary context.

(b)

Answer found i\l.

2.

Which source do4you prefer?

4,

Why?

What kind of literature did Pablo leruda write?
Have this Works been translated into English?
What was his real name?
When did he win the Nobel Prize?

Ansver und in 1.

Which source gives a more complete answer?

Why?

44.2,
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(c) List some of the Writers who have contributed to the

under,standing of Australian aboriginal myths and

legends. Who is the most well-known authority?

Answer found in I.

Which source did you prefer?

Why?

(d) List the Nobel prizewinners for literatlA during the

1970s.

Answer found in 1.

A

2.

Which did you prefer?

Why?

O
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5. List the various formats in which you think a play might
be made available to people.

6. What do you see as the differences between. "fiction" and
"literature"? Give some examples of eacht. Which do you
read?

7. Do you consider the evaluation criteria for novels listed
on 14 are valid? Can you suggest more valid criteria?

Use information of the type listed in section 5.i to answer
the following questions:

(a) Find a list of novels about librarians.
What is Mundome by A.G. Mojtabai about?

30



8. (b) Who wrote a short story called Bliss?
Give details of its publication.

(c) List titles of short stories about immigrants.
What is the subject.of Eyes by C. Blaise?

a

9. Use information resources of the type listed in 5.4 to
answer the fpllowing questions:

(a) Locate three poems about husbands.. Provide publication'
details.

(b) Name the author of the ,poem "After Passing the
Examination".

Whete can a copy be found?

'I
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(c) Find the titles of four poems (suitable for children)
about pOehistoric animals. Give publication details.

(d) Who said "The good ended happily, and the bad unhappily.
That is what fiction means."-/-

'10. Use information resources 'of the type listed in Section 5.iii
to answer the followinghquestions:

(a) What can you find out about the playwright Frank
Wedekind?
What are the titles of some of his plays?
What is the play "Such is Life" about?
How many characters does it have?

(b) Give the titles of plays or puppet plays suitablesfor
an all female cast of five children.

ar.



12. You are asked to help a first year college student who has
to write an assignment on "The achievements of..." (Choose

any literary writer you like.) The student knows absolutely.
nothing about this writer.

Consider whatyou would do before you actually start searching.
In earticular,

(i) analyse the question. What concepts are involved?
What types of information will you be looking for?

(ii) 1",st all the types of information resource you
would look in (e.g. indexing.service, library
catalogue, etc.). Decide yhich order you would

.use them in. For each one, decide what type of
information you would expect it to provide. (For

example, author catalogue books by the writer, etc.)

13. Sue Johnson in the Sydney Morn, Herald of July 11th, 1981,

on p. 40 wrote:

a
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Choose three books suitable for holiday reading for your
lecturer, who is going to the Gold Coast.

\
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1. OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this segffient, you should be able to'answer.

or discuss questions such as these:

i. What are some of the major characteristics of the
fine arts?

Ai. What are the subjects usually included in the fine arts?

iii. HowHow can the visual arts and music be categorized?

iv. What are some of the"-Important types of informati
resource used by people interested in art and musi

v. What are the formats of original art works and original

works of music?

vi. What are the uses of information resources in art and
music?

vii. What are the evaluation criteria to be taken into account
in selecting art and music information resources?

You should also have acquired certain skills, in particular:

i. identify and select information resources appropriate
for enquiries concerning art and music'

ii. use some art and music information resources effectively.

iii. ,evaluate the resource, and tpe information contained,
and judge their appropriateness for parti,cular'users.

2.. THE FINE ARTS: WHAT ARE THEY?

The fin, arts are concerned with the production of things of beauty,

and of intellectual and emotional significance, in forms appreciated

through. the senses.

In its broadest sense, art is acquired skill in making or doing anything,

Hence we can 'speak of the art of conversation, or the-art of making a

souffli. Usually, hdWever, the term is used to describe human activities

which involve creativity, imagination, aesthetic sense and sensibility,

as well as technical skill. The fine arts appeal to the eye or ear, and

are distinguished it modern usage from' the literary arts and the liberal

arts (philosophy, history etc.), which are primarily verbal.'

( 4



t It is conventional to classify the fine artsinto

47"_air

A

(i) visual arts - especially painting and drawing in all
its forms; but also including graphic
arts (e.g. photography, etching,
lithography) and perhaps decorative

-T arts (e.g. enamelling, embroidery).

(ii) plastic arts - sculpture and three-dimensional art
forms (e.g. pottery). Alternatively
the plastic arts may be classified as
a branch of the Visual arts.

(iii) building arts - architecture and the related arts of
landscape design, Wien planning etc.
AUtetnatively, these may be classified
as a branch of the visual arts.

(iv) performing arts - theatre, dance, opera. Film may be
classified as a performing or a visual
art.

(v) auditory arts - music.

There is considerable overlap between these categories: for instance
the performing arts include elements of the visual arts (stage
settings, costumes), and often use music.

Many people tpink of fine arts and visual arts as being synonymous,
and regard music as a separate, though closely related, discipline.

An alternative classification distinguishes between fine and useful'
arts. Useful arts, involve the creation of a functional object which
is incidentally beautiful, rather than an object whose beauty is
sufficient reason for its existence. Furniture and jewellery making,
weaving, bookbinding and pottery may be seen as examples of useful
arts. However the distinction is often an artificial one. A related
idea is the concept of decorative arts.

IR popular thinking, the artists a rare individual, a genids, or one
endowed with exceptional gifts or temperament. The tfaditional concept
of fine arts therefore carries implications of excellence and elitism.
Fine arts are frequently contrasted with mass or popular culture.

"The most immoral and disgraceful and dangerous,thing that anybody cahdo ill the arts is knowingly to feed back to theleublic its own ignorance
. 'and ch'eap tastes". (Edmund Wilson).

However, this distinction is being increasingly challenged.

This segment is concerned with the fine arts in general, and emphasizesthoie of painting and music in particular.

36



2.i. Overview and orientation

As usual, guides to the literature are useful if you are not sure what

is included in th'e subject, or what types of /information resource it

uses. General guides such as WALFORD and SHEEHY are useful. Examples

of specialized guides include

ASHEIM, Lester et al. The humanities and the
lagary: Problems in the interpretation,
.evaluation and use of library materials.
Chicago, A.L.A.,.1957. Chapter 3.

020
ASH 1

CARRICK, Neville. How to find out about the arts: 700

a guide to sources of information. Oxford, C 1

Pergamon, 1965.

DOVE, Jack. Fine arts. Sydney, James Bennett, R028.7

1966. (Readers guide ser.) D 1

EHRESMANN, Donald L. Fine arts: a bibliographic
guide to basic reference works, histories, and 700

handbooks.' 2nd ed. Littleton, Colo., EHRE

Libraries unlimited, 1979.

JONES, L.S. Art research methods and resources:
a guide to finding art information. DUbuque,

Iowa, Kendall/Hunt, 1978.

LUCIE-SMITH, Edward. Cultural calendar of the

20th century. Oxford, Phaidon Press, 1979.

PACEY, Philip. Art library manual: a guide to 026.7

resources and practice. London, Bowker, 1977. PACE
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3, VISUAL ARTS

In the first part of this guide visual arts will be examined, with
emphasis on the 'major' art of painting. The importance of visual
information is recognized in the much quoted statement - "one picture
is worth a thousand words".

_

'One picture,. it is said, is worth a thousand words.
How that figure was arrived at, I don't know. Being
a word lover, I would be inclined to reverse the ratio.
One word, such as "yes" or "no", said at the righttime,
is worth a great many pictures, especially some of those
painted by members of the Op Art or Pop Art school.

But I must confess that a picture ni* convey a meaning
lor.carry a message better than something written,
especially when the writing is jargon or unnecessarily
complex. And we know that a child can recognize.some-
thing in a plcture, say a house or a dog, long before
being able to read the words.'

The second part will concentrate on music.

3.i. Categorizing visual arts

The visual arts can becatigorized according to the medium or technique
employed, e.g.

Painting, drawing, sketching, book illustration,
oil painting, water colour, lithography, woodcutting,
photomont ge

or by subject mat 4.g.

Portraits, cartoons, still life, nudes, landscape



or by style, e.g.

Abstract, realism, primitive.

Frequently, visual arts are categorized according to culture or

country, e.g..

Western art, Oceanic art, Islamic.art, French art,

Aboriginal art

oeby historical period, e.g.

Mediaeval art, Modern art

or by broad culturallmovements which transcend national boundaries, e.g.

Early Christian, Romanesque, Renaissance, Baroque,

Rococo

or by movements or schools, e.g.

Mannerism, Impressionism, Fauves, Bauhaus, Dada,

Kitchen sink.

,
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4. NATURE AND USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES IN VISUAL ARTS

Like literature, the visual arts are concerned with imaginative,
partly subjective, experience. The information resources of the
two subjects, and the uses to which they are put, are similar in
many ways.

People who study, or enjoy, visual arts, need access firstly to
the artistic works themselves. But whereas libraries by-- defini-
tion contain original works of literature, they do not usually
contain original works of art. (Some libraries do: for example
the Mitchell Library and the National Library of Australia have
important collections of Australian art.) Gendrally libraries
provide raw material for the art student or enthusiast in the
form of reproductions. These may be:

1. single copies for hanging or display
2. slides
3. photographs
4. exhibition and sales catalogues
5. framed prints, posters
6. illustrationsin books or journals
7. postcards
8. microfiche

Secondly, users require access to works of history, criticism and
interpretation relating to the original works. The formats of
art information resources therefore include monographs and
periodicals but other formats are more important. Exhibition
catalogues constitute an important resource in art. Catalogues
of private collections, and auction catalogues produced by such
organizations as Sotheby's form a major part of any art collection.
As well as reproductions, catalogues contain biographical nforma-
tion about artists, the history of individual works of art, early
prices, and background on specific collections and collectors.
Slides are used for teaching purposes, but also familiar ze users
with individual works of art. Photographs or posters y record,
original art works but are increasingly becoming r arded as art
forms in themselves. While coloured photographs re oduce
original colours, black and white photographs convey ormous
amounts of information on the techniques -of painting, brushwork
and texture, and can assist in ascribing paintings to specific
artists. Microfiche, particularly coloured, is also being used
to reproduce major art collections. The Chicago Visual Library
at the University of Chicago Press has a large stock of text-fiche

publications. Videotape' and motion picture films are also formats
.nOw available. Attention is-also being paid to art ephemera, and
such items as labels, wrappers, containers, advertisements,

, pamphlets such as travel brochures, trade catalogues,. sample
books ana various stationery are being seriously collected because
of their,visual content and their expression of cultural
tradition. Computer graphic forms are a growing trend.

Works of art'history,'criticism or interpretation may be aimed at
the scholarly researcher, the student, or the interested layperson.

4
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Works of art have other functions besides those of aesthetic and
emotional communication. Sometimes these functions were intended

by the artist. For example, religious paintings were intended as

aids to devotion and spiritual enlightenment: before the develop-
ment o'f'photography, painting was an important means of recording °

eventsand naturalIthenomena. Works of art may also be important
sources of historical and anthropological evidence, or of social
documentation, although their creators did not intend this. (When

libraries, do collect original art works, it is often.for social or

historical purposes.) The functions of works of art differ for
the creator and the owner or purchaser. The creator may wish to
interpret events and communicate that interprdtation or comment,
or merely record natural phenomena. For the owner, a work of art

may be. viewed as an investment, decoration, or.as an insight into

the world around us.

Artistic *orks Are valued as investments, and people may seek
information on current sales,and prices, or documentation to
establish the authenticity and provenance Of a work.

- ,

While most libraries are probably concerned mainly with 'consumers'
of art, practitioners - especially amateurs and hobbyists - may
seek information on techniques or materials. Information may be

sought on means of exhibiting or selling works. Graphic artists,

and those engaged in such'fields as advertising, display and
industrial design, may seek factual informati6n (e.g. details of
costume) or models. (It should be remembered though that many
people would not include amateur art and commercial art in the
fine arts.)

,
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5., EVALUATION AM) SELECTION OF INFORMATION RESOURCES IN VISUAL
ARTS

Most librarians are not concerned with evaluating and selecting *-

original works of art. Those who are are often more concerned
with the historical or cultural significance of the work than with
its aesthetic appeal.

In evaluating works of criticism and interpr tation, all the usualelii

criteria apply. (Refer to ApPARATUS.) In se ecting reproductions,
the quality of the reproduction, and its accuracy, are particularly
important. Colour is obviously preferred to black and white; but
is frequently more expensive. Librarians often rely on the reputa-
tion of specialist publishers, such as Phaidon, Thames and Hudson
or New York Graphic Society. Paper quality is important.` Quality
publications in this field are necessarily expensive, and In non-
specialist libraries quality may have to be sacrificed to wider
coverage. Coverage is a difficult problem. There are manyschools
of art and many6periods to be covered. Problemt of personal tastearise. There are physical considerations of size and durability
to be considered; and whether to obtain framed or unframed
reproductions. The difficulties in evaluating artistic works are
demonstrated in the titles bf four "Experiences in working at art"
lectures held recently at the Art GAllery of New South Wales -

"They don't paint pictures like they used to."

"I don't know anything about art but I know what I like."

"Call that beautiful! A child of six could have done it!"

"They paid $250,000 for it! Iwouldn't hang it in my
toilet!"

There may be problems associated with censorship. Any collections
of art works shodld have3ood indexes to locate individual works
with ease.

Many differeattypes of libraries collect art works. For all
.these,,' problems of space for housing and loan policies occur. In
any collection of art works, decisions must be made about the scope
ofAhe collection with regard to time periods covered, popularity
of artists included, and country of origin.
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6. SPECIFIC TYPES OF INFORMATION RESOURCE IN VISUAL ARTS

6.i. Short, factual questions

RI

Many short, factual questions relating to the history, techniques and

"interpretation4of the visual arts can be answered from general encyclo-
paedias, dictionaries, directories, etc. Examples of encyclopaedias
and handbooks relating specifically to visual arts include

Encyclopedia of world art. N.Y.,*M6Graw-Hill; R703

1959-68. 15 vols. E 1-15

McGraw-Hill dictionary of art. Ed. by B.S. Myers R703

N.Y., McGraw-Hill, 1969. 5 vols. McG 1-5

The Oxford
Oxford,

MURRAY, P.
London,
Penguin

companion to art. Ed. by H. Osborne- R703

ClarendahP., 1970. 0 1

and L. A dictionary of art and artists.
Thames and. Hudson, 1965. Revised edition.
Reference Series 1972.

McCULLOCH, A. Encyclopedia of Australian art.
Richmond, Hutchinson, 1968.

GAUNT, William. Everyman's dictionary of'
pictorial art. London, Dent, 1962. 2 vols.

MILLS, John FitzMaurice.' The Guinness book of
art facts and feats. Enfield, Guinness
Superlatives, 1978. a

V

6.ii. Terms

R709.94
M 1

R759
GAU 1-2

/1709

MILL

Definitions of terms can often be found in general dictionaries, or in
specialized encyclopaedias and handbooks like those listed in Section

6.i. Specialized dictionaries in the visual arts include

The Adeline art dictionary; includ- R703

architecture, heraldry, and"
N.Y., t. Ungar, 1967.-

ADELINE, Jules.
ing terms in
archaeology.

MAYER, Ralph. A dictiorihry of art terms and

techniques. London, A. and C. Black, 1969. M 3

WALKER, John A. Glossary of art, architecture R709.04

and design since 1945. 2nd ed. Londq, WALK

Bingley, 1977.

Aim 1

R703



Individual artists

'Many short factual enquiries relate to the life and productions of
individual artists. Often these can be answered from general
encyclopedias and biographical directories like Who's who, or from
specialized encyclopedias and handbooks like those listed in

.Section 6.i. Specialized biographical directories for the visual
arts include

Contemporary artiste. Ed. by C. Naylor, R709.22
Genesis P-Orridge. London, St. James, 1977. CONT

Who's who in art. 17th ed. Havant, Art Trade
Press, 104.

R709.2
WHO 1

CUMMINGS, P. A dictionary of contemporary American R709.22
artists. 3rd ed. London, St. James, 1977. CUM 1

GERMAINE, M. Artists and galleries bf Australia R709.94'
and NeW Zealand. Sydney, Lansdowne Editions, GERM
1979,

HARRIS, A.S. and NOCHLIN, L. Women artists: R709.03
1550-1950. N.Y., Knopf, 1977. HARR

MUIR, Marcie. Australian children's book 8741.6420994
illustrators. halbourne, Sun Books, 1977. AUST

6.iv. Organizations and services

Galleries, museums, specialist associations and art dealers are
important information resources in the visual arts. They may give
specialist advice, opinions about the authenticity of works, and
valuations. They organize exhibitions, and publish catalogues which
are in themselves important information resources. Some have
significant specialised libraries, e.g. The Australia Council.

some Government and non-government organizations provide financial and
other support for the arts, for example the Australia Council, the
Guggenheim Foundation.

Commercial organizations are important in facilitating the sale and
exhibition of works of.art, and in supplying the tools of the artist's
trade.

.

Information about organizations apd services can.be obtained from
general directories, such as World of learning, Commonwealth
governmeht directory, and.the te}ephone directory. Examples of
spacialized dirertories, are

.

a
a

AUSTRALIA COUNCIL. MARTS: 6A guide to Arts R700.6094
Organizations in Australia. Arts Information OZAR
Program of the Australian Council, 1979.

Fine arts market place, 1977-1978.
1977.

41r

N.Y., Bowker, R702.573
FINE

HULL, A..and SINNS, V. Community arts directory. R790.0135'

Sydney, Australia Council Community Arts HULL
Program, 1976.

4.4...



Guide to craft supp14.es. Mitcham, Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1977.

AUSTRALIA COUNCIL. Ethnic arts directory.
North Sydney, Australia Council.

R680

The arts are heavily reliant'on subSidies and directories
organizations providing grants are most useful.

6

Directory of government grants. Sydney, N.S.W.,
Government Informatiq Service, 1981.

6.v. How to do it

Some

6.vi.

CRAF

R700.2594
ETHN

listin

examples of handbOoks and manuals for the practicingliartist

QUICK, John. Artists' and illustrators'
encyclopedia. N.Y., McGraw-Hill, 1969.

SCHIDER, Fritz. An atlas of anatomy for artists.
. 3rd American ed. -N.Y., Dover,.

MAYER, Ralph. Artists' handbook of materials and
techniques. '3rd rev. ed. London, Faber, 1973.

Prices andiOrizes

are

R760.03

R741.
S 1

Valuations and information about Prices can be'obtained from some of
th types of organization listbd.in Section 6.iv., or from individual
exOrrts. There are also published resources, for example

Annual art sales index. WeybrAdge, Eng., Art Sales
Index Ltd.

*4

Art prices current. London, Internat. Pubns. Services,
190,?- .

Australian art auction re&,rds, 1975-1978. R759.94075
Milsons-Point, Mathews, 19764 RUST

Details of various art competitions and prizes can be located in

Art Gallery of New South Wales. Competitions and
prizes. Sydney. Annual.

6.vii. Standard histories

4When insufficient information'1s found in encyclopaedias, handbooks,
etc., more detailed factual infoimation may be found in standard
histories. Standard histories are those generally acknowledged to be
authoritative and exhaustive accounts of the subject, based. upon
extensive research and including bibliographies. They may be general
in scope, or restricted to a particular culture, country, period,
movement, school medium or artist.. Some representative exdmples are;.

PEVSNER, Nilolaus, ed. The Pelican history of
'1 art. Harmondsworth, Pengutn, 1953- .

In progress. '45



ROBB, D.M. and GARRISON, J.J. Art in the western R709
orld. N.Y., Harper and Row, 1963. ROB 1

FLETCHER, Sir Banister`. A history of architecture. R720.9
18th ed. London, Athlone P., 1975. FLE 1

6.viii. Finding reproductions

People Often want to find a reproduction of a particular work, or the
work of a particular artist. Sometimes they may want to find out where

. they can buy a particular reproduction. In the former case, some of
the resources We have already discussed will be use 1, for instance
encyclopaedias, handbooks and biographical directorie . There are also
special indexes which AO be helpful in both types 0 enquiry, for example

HAVLICE, Patricia Pate. World pa:Lnting index.
Metuchen, Scarecrow, 1977. 2 vols.

Catalogue of reproductions of paintings 1860 to
1973. Paris, Unesco, 1974.

R750.16
HAVL

R760. 216

UNE L

BARTRAN, M. A"guide to color reproductions. 8769.02573
2nd ed. Metuchen, Scarecrow, 1971. BART

.Reproductions included in periodical articles are indexed, in:

Art index. N.Y., Wilson, 1929-

Arts and humanities citation index. Philadelphia
Institute for Scientific Information, 1977- .

S

6.ix. Indexing Services

R016.7
ART 1

References to journal articles on the visual arts can be found in
a number of general indexing services, such as APAIS, Arts and
humanities citation index, British humanities index, Humanities
index and readers guide to periodical literature.1, There are also
specialized indexing services for the visual arts:

Art index.. N.y., Wilson, 1929- R016.7
ART 1

Artbibliographies modqrn. Oxford, Clio Press,_
1969- .

A specialized current awareness service

Artbibliographies current titles.
Press, 1972- .

is also published.

Oxford, Clio

Some of these are available in machine-readable form.
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7. MUSIC: WHAT IS IT?

7.i Defining music

We all know what music is - or do we?

7.ii. Categorizing music

P

ti

Music may be categorized according to the country, culture or period
which produced it, according to genre, according to the medium or type

of performance for which it was written, according to its purpose or

intended audience, and in many other ways. Many of the chtegorizations

we useassume a western viewpoint - for example 'classical' music is
the music.of Western Europe, or derived from it - or judgements about

the worth and lasting significance of different'typesof music - for

example 'classical' or 'serious' music vs :popular music.

8. NATURE AND USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES TN MUSIC

The information resources of music, and the ways.in which they are used,

are in many respects similar to those of the' visual arts and of

literature.

(i) The user of the resources'may be a 'consumer' of music.

That is, he may be a student, or a scholarly researcher,

interpreter or historian of music, or he may be an amateur

who uses music for pleasure, to alleviate boredom or stress,

for personal development, and so on. The user may also be

a practitioner of music,' amateur or professional, novice or

expert. The practice of music involves both performance and

.composition.

(ii) As in literature and the visual arts, the student or enjoyer

of music requires access to raw materials. Arguably the raw

material of music is the live performance, a form not normally

encountered in libraries. Libraries do howeVer deal with

the raw material of music in two forms, printed music and

records of performances on paper roll, disc, tape, video film.

Printed music may consist of sheet music in the form of single

workS or the collected worksof composers, scores,. and

librettos. Some of these may be collected for particular

voices, or at different levels of skit L. If it is required

for performance, multiple copies and separate parts as well

as complete scores twill be needed.
-4 .
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(iii) The student or enjoyer of music also-needs access to works of
$ history and interpretation relating to music, to biographical
and critical material on composers, and to expert judgements
on particular works or performances. The practitioner may
need information on instruments and techniques. Programmes
prepared for performances frequently contain valuable,
information. Record sleeves are also valuable sources of
information.

(iv) Music maybe utilized by people whose primary-interest is not
in music for its own sake. For example, popular music is an
important information resource for the social historian, as
is folk or religious music for the anthropologist. Particular
types of music may be requir6d by theatrical prodticers,
ddvertfsement writers, teachers, therapists and many others.

rd

c

9. EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF INFORMATION RESOURCES IN WJSIC

Evaluation. and selection of music is similar to that Of visual arts
and literature, in that the experience of music is personal, and
subjective judgements are involved. As with the visual arts and
literature,,we assume that it is possible to make same distinctions
between products which have lasting value and significance, and those
which are ephemeral or derivative,' although the border between the two
is a very grey one, and definitive differences cannot be established.
The distinction between 'classical' or 'serious' music and 'popular'
music has in the past seemed important to librarians. The inclusion
of forms such as punk and rock in library record collections is still
problematic, not only because of questions of value judgement, but
also because demand changes very quickly. I

In the selection of records and tapes, judgements are made of the
relative value of different interpretation and performances, as well
as of composers.

In selecting music, and especially in selecting records and tapes,
librarians rely extensively on the authority of producer or performers,
and on expert reviews.



10. SPECIFIC TYPES OF INFORMATION RESOURCE IN MUSIC

0.i. Overview and orientation

WALFORD and SHEEHY are useful. Specialized guides to the literature

include

. ASHEIM, L. The humanities and the library:
problems in the interpretation, evaluation
and use of library materials. Chicago, A.L.A.,

1957. Chapter 4.

BRYANT, G.T. Music. London, Bingley, 1965.
(Readers guide ser.)

020
ASH 1

R016.78
BRYA

DUCKLES, V.H. Music reference and research
materials: an annotated bibliography. 3rd ed. 016.78

N.Y., Free Press, 1974.

WATANABE, R. Introduction to music research.
Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, 1967.

10.ii. Short, factual questions, definitions

DUC 1

780.72
WAT 1

Examples of encyclopaedias, dictionaries and handbooks in music are

A

COBBETT, W.W. Cobbett's cyclopedic survey of
chamber music. 2nd ed. London, O.U.P.,

.1963. 3 vols.

R785.7003
COB 3

Diagram Group. Musical instruments of the world: R781.9103

an illustrated encyclopedia. London, DIA 1

Paddington Press, 1976.

EWEN, David. The new encyclopedia of the opera. R782.103
EWE 1 1N.Y., Hill and Wang, 1971.

\.

FEATHER, Leionard. 'lee encyclopedia of jazz. R781.5703

N.Y.; Horizon P., 1960. FEAT
...,-

, M. Concise Oxford dictionary of music. R780.3

3rd ed. London, Oxford University Press, 1980. KENN

Kobbers complete opera book. 9th ed. London,
-Putnam, 1916.

New Grove dictionary of music and musicians.
6th ed., edited by S.,Sadie. London,

Macmillan, 1980. 20 vols.

. R782..13.

KOBB

.:3

GRO 1-20

The illustrated encyclopedia of rock, by LOGAN, R784

Nick and WOFFINDEN, Bob. N.Y., Harmony Books, ILLS

. 1976. .,

The Oxford companion to music, In', P.A. Scholes.

10th ed. London, 0.t.P., 1970.
S

VINTON, John. Dictionary of twentieth-century

musi,c. London, Thames and Hudson; 1974.
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The contents of
TheNewGrove

Extent
20 volumes, each of 750
lanes; over 18 million
words; 22500 articles and
7500 cross-references

Illustrations
Over 3000, occupying
about seven per cent of the
total space: tables,
technical diagrams, family
trees, maps, instruments in
perforniance, places,
musical' autographs,
portraits

Music-type examples
Over 2500

Biographies
Over 16500 on composers,
writers, performers,
publishers, instrument
makers etc , from ancient
times to the present day

, 4

Instruments
Nearly 1 milflon words

Places
About million words
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Non-Western and folk
musics
Over 1 million words, with
index of about 8000 terms

Musical forms
Nearly 1 million words
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10.iii. People,

Many of the resources listed in section 10.ii. give biogr4hical
information on composers, performers and people connected with
music, living and dead. General encyclopaedias and directories
are also useful. Examples of biographical directories in/ music
are:

MURDOCH, James
composers.

International
directory.
Cambridge,

. Australia's contemporary
Melbourne, Macmillan, 1972.

R786.994
M 1

who's who in 'Music and musicians' R780.92
8th ed. edited by Ernst Kay. INTE

Melrose P., 1977.

10.iv. Organizations and services

Organizations are important in music for a variety of reasons.
They organize concerts, promote productions or commission works
(e.g. A.B.C., Sydney Opera House). They have libraries and
information centres (e.g. Sydney Opera House Library). They sell,
make or repair.musical instruments, and publish or sell sheet
musicand recordings. They teach music, at all levels from hobby
and juvenile, to advanced professional '(e.g. N.S.W. Conservatorium).
Australian organizatiops connected with music are listed in:

Directory of:Australian music organizations. 8780.60994
Sydney, Australia Music Centre, 1978. '2nd DIRE.

'Nedition.,published 1979.

The Australia Music Centre, 2nd Floore80 George Street, The
Rocks, provides.many facilities and services. Two of its aims
are:

:e..-To offer an information service on music matters to the
profession, Industry and to the general public.

. To build up a representative collection of Asian music.

The Centre is iecognized by the Australian National Commission for
UNESCO as the official Music Information Centre (MICi in Australia.

The Centre has specialized collections of Asian music, ethnic
music, and Australian Aboriginal music.

Australian music directory. Ed. by P. Beilby and R780.42
M. Roberts. Melbourne, 1981. BEIL

This new handbook has articles on music in Australia, lists of
Australian music organizations, services, facilities and vendes,
statistics of music production and lists of available recordings.

The National. Library of Australia through its Music And Sound
Recordings Unit shas An Atremely large collection of Australian
music. Current LPs are deposited by Auitialianrecord

I.
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manufacturers and many 78's have bee acquired through an extensive
collecting programme. The unit also maintains a National Union
Cafaloque of music. In the library's 1977/78 annual report, the
holdings were given as 265,000,e6drdings and tapes and 34,302
scores.

10.v. Finding musical works for performance

Performers may seek information on works suitable for a particular
medium or occasion. Or they may wish to find out what works a

/ particular composer has written, and where they can be obtained.
Examples of resources which are useful for such questions are:

SEARS, M.E. Song index: an index to more than
12,000 sings in 177 song collections ...
N.Y., Wilson, 1926. Plus supplement, 1934.

CUSHING, Helen Grant. Children's song index: an
index to more than 22,000 songs in 189
collections ... N.Y., Wilson, 1936.

R016.784
SEA 1

COF§IN, B. Singer's repertoire. 2nd ed. N.Y., R016.784
Scarecrow, 1960. 5 vols. COF 1-4

Vocal and choral music., Sydney, Australia Music R016.7840994
Centre, 1976. AUST

CITY OF SYDNEY PUBLIC LIBRARY. A select list of
music scores. 5th ed. Sydney, 1974.
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10.vi. Selecting records and tapes

Bibliographies of recordings are an important aid to selection, the
evaluative ones being the most useful. A bibliography of ri.cords is
known as a discography. Record reviews are also important. Information
resources useful in this area include:

GREENFIELD, E. et al. The Penguin stereo record guide. R789.912
2nd ed. Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1977.

Schwann record and tare guide-. Bo.,ton, Schwann.
Monthly.

The gramophone. 1923- . Monthly.

The Gramophone classical record catalogue. Quarterly.

The Gramophone popular record catalogue. Quarterly.

COOPER, D.E. International bibliography_of
discographies: classical music and jazz and
blues,e1962-1972. A reference book for record
collectors, dealers and libraries. Littleton,
Colo., Libraries Unlimited, 1975..

Annual index to popular music record reviews.
Metuchen, Scarecrow.

BUZACOTT, M. A select list of literature, music
scores and sound recordings inTrint. 2nd ed.
Music Australia, 1979.

Music Australia, 1981: a select list of
literature, music scores and sound recordings
in print. Ed. M. Buzacott. Sydney,
Australia Music Centre, 1981. (annual)

10.vii. Indexing and abstracting services

In addition to those types
works mentioned in section
literature in periodicals,

of publications which index musical
10.v. are those which index musical
newspapers, books etc., such as:

Music index. Detroit, Information Coordinators,
1949-

Indexesabout.,300Jeriodicals re ro
--VdriOUg aspects of the music field ranging from
musicology to the retailing of music. Includes

`music reviews.

789.913105
GRA 1

R016.78
COO 1

R016.78042
ANN 1

RILM: abstracts of music literature. New York,
International Association of Music Libraries,
1967- .

Abstracts and indexes periodical articles,
reviewsabooks and theses in the field of music.
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11. STUDY QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. What are the main differences between "arts" and
"crafts"?

2. List five formats in which reproductions of original
art works may be located:

3. List three.functions of works .of art.

V ss

4. List the criteria you consider important in selecting:

(.i) reproductions of paintings for a ldan collection
in a pubic library. ,

4

(ii) reproductions for the library of a college which
teaches the history, appreciation and techniques
of visual aids.

(iii) original paintings, drawings and photographs for
the Mitchell Library:

"

d
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5. Record the sources of your answers to the following questions,
and note any problems, or inadequacies in the information
you find. Compare the answer.in more than one source whenever'
possible.

(a) What is kitsch? What are its characteristics?

*(b) What can you find out about the art of Sri Lanka?
-Where are the major museums?

(c) Who is-Brett Whitely? When did he win the Sulman.
prize?

t

5 6
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.(d) Find the names and addresses of three Sydney

.libraries which specialize, or have important
collections, in the visual arts.

6. - List three major. journals concerned with the visual arts,

How. much do they cost?

7. Find e$aluative accounts of the life and artistic career

of ore of the following. Where could you see their work,

and read mOre about them?

Vanessa Bell
Sidney Nolan
Leonard French
Pro ,Hart,

David Hockney
Jackson Pollock
Henri Matisse
Wang Fu
Norman Lindsay
Giotto
Donatello
Eddie Puruntatameri
Deborah Niland

PI
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B. Find the best available book on an artist who interests
you, and complete the following evaluation, indicating
good/everage/poor for each feature. Give evidence to
support your judgment.

Authority:

-UpTto-dateness:

Research On which book islassed: '4
,

Choice and number of illustrations:

0

Bibliography:

What is the intended audience (e.g. specialist, lay)?
Would you buy the book yourself? For a li ry?
On what grounds do you judgp it to be the on the subject?

9. Find references to two journal articles on one of the
following subjects. What kind of relper do you think
each'would be suitable for (e.g. sped3.alist or layperson)?
Where in Sydney could you obtain the articles?

American impressionispainting
Australian aboriginal art
Photography as an art form
Women painters
Children and art
'Blue poles'
Investing in art
Art as therapy
Henry Moore



10. (a) Define music in no more than 30 words.

(b) List as many kinds of music as you can. Group them

into categories.

11. Why is music often considered as a separate subject from

others in the fine arts? Are there characteristics of its
information resources and their use, which justify the

distinction? List any of these characteristics you

consider relevant.

a.

I
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12. The scene is a public library in a disadvantaged inner-rMelbourne
area. The community includes large proportions of Aboriginals,
Greeks, Italians and Yugoslays, with many smaller ethnic
groups. There is a high incidence of single parent families
and social problems. There are also considerable numbers
of younger, affluent people who typically live in renovated
terraces and are connected with the nearby University. The
library has a large record collection, but no tapes. The
records are arranged in two groups, of about the same size,
labelled 'Fine music' and 'Ethnic music'. There is also a
small selection of jazz and country music, but no popular
music or rock. A1,1 the records are from reputable producers.
like Deutsche Grammophon: there are no budget records.
Music is played constantly on the library's own very good-
equipment: the choice"is that of the librarian on duty, who
usually seems to favour 'fine' music. The library prides
itself on maintaining the records in good condition, and
lends only to those whose record playing equipment is of the
required standard.

Is this library applying appropriate selection criteria?
What criteria would you apply and what changes would you
make, if any?



13. In answering the following questions, record your sources,
and any problems, or inadequacies in the answers you find.
Compare the answer in several sources whenever possible.

(a) What is a Jew's harp? What is the history of the
instrument2

(t)) Where can I find the names and addresses of instrument
makers in Australia? Who makes violins in N.S.W.?

(c) What is a lute? Find illustrations of the kind of
lute played in Renaissance Europe.

(d) Find an evaluative account of the work of Martin
Wesley-Smith. Has he made any recordings?

6.1



(e) Who wrote "All things depart"? What are the words
to the song?

(f) Who wrote "Old MacDonald had a farm?" Where is the
music published?

a
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1. OBJECTIVES

When you have finished this segment, you should be able to answer or
discuss questions such as these:

i. What is law all about?

ii. Where'did Australian law originate?

iii. What constitutes primary sources of law?

c iv. How does legislation come into being?

v. What are the sources of information concerning legislation?

vi. What are the major characteristics of case law?

vii. What axe the major sources of case law?

viii. What constitutes secondary information resources in law?

ix. What are some examples of secondary legal information
resources.?

x. What computerized legal information resources are available?

xi. What type of law resources do ordinary people need?

In addition, you should also have acquired certain skills, in
particular:

i. identify' the componehts of an act or case.

ii. locate acts and cases relevant to a given situation.

iii. locate amendments to acts, and the current status of
legislation.

iv. identify and select secondary information resources
appropriate to particular enquiries or pitblems.

v.' use legal information resources effectively, particularly
Halsbury's laws of England and the Australian digest.

.4
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2. DEFINING LAW

Before consiaring the nature of legal information, there must be some

knowledge of the law itself, and-of the structures which are

responsible for making and enforcing the law.

Definitions can contribute to an understanding of the areas of concern

to the law. Some definitions and descriptions are

"Law: the body of rules, whether formally enacted or

customary, which a state or community recognizes as

binding.bn its members or subjects." THE SHORTER OXFORD

ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

'Law is a general term embracing all those principles,

rules and enactments which are applied in the courts and

enforced by the coercive power of the state."

ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA, (1968). -

"Law: one of the most significant expressions of a

nation's social and political development..."

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA (19165)

"Law is the product of man's capacity to reason, and

consists of all those principles and rules, which, by

use pf reason, can be seen to be necessary for, or which

can be seen to promote, man's peaceful and happy life in

society.."
Paraphrase by Derham, et. al. INTRODUCTION TO LAW, p.184.

"Law is the instrument man uses in his attempt to achieve

justice in society."
Paraphrase by DeFham, et. al. INTRODUCTION TO LAW, p.184.

"Law = those rules which will be recognized by the courts."

Chisholm &: Nettheim. UNDERSTANDING LAW, p.6.

"Law is'a social institution, and reflects the society in

'which it operates."!
Chisholm & Nettheim. UNDERSTANDING LAW, p..4.

"Law: a system of rules imposed by the supreme authority in

a politically organized society, and recognized by the .

membe'rs of that society as governing or regulating their

conduct..." BAALMAN's OUTLINE OF LAW IN AUSTRALIA, p.l.

"Law, according'to an ancient maxim, is good sense, and what

is contrary to 'good sense is not good law."

BURKE v. STATE 119 N.Y.S. 1089.

6 5
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3. ORIGINS OF AUSTRALIAN LAW

Today, many of our new laws and changes to the law are stimulated by
developments in other countries, particularly the U.S. and the U.K.
But Australian law as it is today is firmly based on the English
tradition. Blackstone, an 18th century lawyer, provided insight into
the basic reason for this when he cited an accepted principle of his
day:

If an uninhabited country be discovered and planted
by English subjects, all the English laws then in
being which are the birthright of every subject, are
immediately then in force.

Imperial legislation decreed that New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland
and Tasmania Would receive English la* as it existed in 1828. Western
Australia would receive English law as it existed in 1829, while South
Australia would receive it as it existed in 1836. What each colony did
with this received law was the business of its local legislature. Any
changkoccurring.in England to the law after these dates was nol&
automatically accepted by the colonies.

This system proved workable because between 1850 and 1890, the colonies
were granted local self government under Constitution Acts passed by
the Imperial Parliament. These Acts allowed each local government to
pass laws pertaining to its own territory. However, an Imperial Act,
said to apply by 'paramount force', could still override any colonial
Act.

Under the Imperial Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act of 1900,
the colonies were federated. Each became'a State maintaining its
original constitution. In addition, a new centralised government, the
Commonwealth, was created. Many powers were granted to both the.
Commonwealth and the States concurrently. In case of a conflict
between two statutes, the Commonwealth Act would override the State'

..0). Act. Ainsexardiple of how this system operates can be illustrated by the
divorce law. Until 1959, each State had its own statute. However, in
1961 when the Commonwealth Matrimonial Causel Act 1959 took effect,

_all State Acts regarding divorce ceased to operate. (Note that in
'1976 the Family,Law Act 1975 replaced the earlier Commonwealth Act.)

Imperial lawmaking with regard td Australia was curtailed by the
Statute of Westminster in- 1931.04After a conference of self-governing
members of the British Commonwealth of Nations with the United Kingdom
Government, a decision was reached that.the Acts of the United Kingdom
would' not apply to dominions unless they requested and consented to
such legislation. Nonetheleps,4 few Imperial Acts still have force'
in Australia today.m.

4. PRIMARY SOURCES OF LAW

Legal materials may be divided into two broad categories: primary and
secondary sources. The primary sources consist of.the authoritative
records of the law made by the lau3rmaking authori ies and the secondary
sources comprise all other legaldnaterials.

6 el
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The two primary sources of law are:

4.1. Legislation

4.1.1. Bills

The draft of a
been passed by
General or the

Legislation consisting of Acts, regulations,
orders-in-council, ordinances, statutory rules,
and by-laws enacted by Parliament and/or its

delegated bodies

and

Interpretation of court cases which is called

case law or judge-made law.

proposed Act of Parliament is a Bill. When it has

Parliament and given the Royal assent by the Governor-
.

Governor, the Bill becomes an Act of Parliament.

Statute is a term whidh is'used interchangeably with Act,

There are many ways .in which a Bill may originate. It may come from:

the cabinet

a government department at the suggestion of a senior

member of the Public Service Board

a political party

An example is the Petroleum and Minerals Authority Bill

1973. The late Rex Connor, moving the second reading in

the House of Representati4es said the Bill was based on the

policy of the Government "as enunciated first by-the...

Australian Labor Party."

a Law Reform Commission

For example, recommendations made in the Australian Law

Reform Commission's Report Criminal Investigation were

contained in the N.S.W. Parliament's Bail Bill, 1978._

vAious.pressure groups including business

Royal Commissions, Committees of Inquiry, Parliamentary
Standing or Select Committees

For example, the Commonwealth's Family Law Bill, 1973,.y

was introduced folloWing an inquiry by the Senate Standing

Committee on Constitutional 4nd Legal Affairs.

an individual Member of Parliament

An example is the Medical Practice Clarification Bill, 1973,

presented by Mr. McKenzie in the House of Representatives

on 10 May, 1973.

No matter how the Bill begins, to have a chance of succeeding it must

usually be supported by the Cabinet, firstly because.the Government

has the most votes and secondly because the Cabinet is responsible

for ordering the bggiolltss of Parliament. If they support the Bill

it is more likely to get a place in the schedule. The Medical

Practice Clarification Bill, like most private members' Bill, did

not become an Act. 67



- How a bill becomes an acti

A bill's progress through
recorded in Parliamentary
Hansard. Each Parliament
a record of its debates.

A

BILL

is .usually prepared
by the Parliamentary

Draftsman at the re-
'quest of Gove nment

4

Parliament and the debate on it Is -

Debates, commonly referred to as .

in Australpi.a except Tasmania, publishes

Bill introduced
into House of
Parliament by
appointed mini-
ster

Bill goes to .other 'THIRD READING: Debate
HOUSE where a similar concentrates on general
process occurs

OR

If both HouseS have
passed it

principles. No major
amendments accepted.
If motion for THIRD
REiNDING carried, Bill
has passed House

Bill goes for
Royal Assent by
'Governor-General
.or Governor..

When Royal Assent given
Bill becomes

[AN A C TJ

. I

I

FIRST READING: Clerk of
Housef,reads title: a foi-mal
motion moved that bill be
read a first time and printed.
No debate. If motion passed',
date set for second reading.

SECOND READING: Full debate
focusing on explanation, appre- -
ciation or criticism of general
principles of Bill. No amend-
ments made. If House passes
motion for SECOND REAfING, Bill
referred to Committee ,of Whore
House or to a Select or Stand-
ing Committee where Bill re-
ceives thorTigh clause-by-clause
scrutiny & amendments debated.
After all parts approved in
Committee, it is 'reported' to
the House. Debate to accept or
reject with or without amend-
ments.

".

* Adapted from:
Denham, et. al. AN INTRODUCTION
TO LAW, p. 28

When both Houses pass a Bill it becomes'an 'Act or statute. H6WeVer, on
occasion the Houses have not concurred on passage of a Bill. When this
happens both Houses appoint a small nuinber.of their Members to serve as
managers. These representatives meet and try to resolve differences;
The resulting Bill may not resemble the original Bill consideied. In
19.75, AppropriatiOn Bills did not pass/through the Houses of Parliament.
As a result the Commonwealth Parliament was dissolved and the Whitlam.

government lost power.
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The following are sources of information on Bills before

Parliament.

0 Australian current law.

Section 03 consists of monthly lists of
Billg from Federal and State Parliaments..
These lists do not cumulate.

Law, SoCiety of N.S.W. Library. Legislative
reference service (included in the Law Society

journal).

Gives detailed information on the progress of

bills through both Federal and N.S.W. Parliaments..

4.1.2. Acts

348.94046
AUST

Even when a bill has become an Act by pasging through all the

necessary stages in Parliament, it does not become part of the

law of the land untilit comes into force.

An Act itself may specifically cite the day on which it will take

force. When it does not, it is usual for the Act to take effect on the

day it receives the Royal. assent. This differs for an Act of Parliament

of the Commonwealth, however, which takes force on the 28th day after

it receives Royal assent ig no specific.date is'affixed.

When dates appear in an Act they are given in square brackets following

the long title as shown in the following example:

An Act to amend the WOOL TAX ASSESSMENTACT'193-1961,

,
as amended by the WOOL TAX ASSESSMENT ACT 1962 [Assented to

28th May, 19621 (Date of commencement, 25th June, 1962)

,

Parliament has power to assign any date for an Act to come into effect:

a day before the Act even passed Parliament (retrospective Act) or a

day much later than the Royal.assent. As an example of the former, a

Commonwealth Act, the Bounty (Drilling Bits) Act 1980 was assented to

U May 1980, but deemed to have come into operation on 1 October 1979.

As an example of the latter, another Commonwealth Act, the Admin-

istrative Decisions (JudiCial Review) Act 1977 which feceiveldRoyal

assent on 16 June 1977, came into operatio on 1 October 1980.

Viorrious section3of an-Act may also be given fferent'dates for taking

effect. An alternative to citing specific dates is stating in the

Act-that certain sections of the Act as a whole will come into. effect

on a date, to be proclaimed in the appropriate Gazette..

The Federal and all State governmentg issue official gazettes. The

-Federal publication is entitled Commonwealth of Australia gazette,

the'New South. Wales publication is New South Wales .gOvernment

gazette (354.9440006 NEW 1).

Acts may be altered or amended by later Acts (which. need not have

the same title as the original 'Act). The original Act is referred -

to-gas the principal Act; the newer Act as the amending'Act. When an

Act has been amended many times it becomes difficult to follow. To

minimize confusion, the government may reprint the Act incorporating

all the subsequent amendments.* This is known as a consolidation or

reprint.

6a. .
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4.1.2.1 Examining, a Specific Act

An Act will contain the following 'elements:

1. lumber
2. long title
3. enacting words

short title
5. date on .which Act comes into force (this may have the

marginal note: Commencement) .

te-

)

1

" AtisTitALI A

"Roads Grants Act 1980

(j) No. 11)6 of )9d0

(..
e

An Act to grant financial ossistabo., to the Statesind to the
Northern Territory is relation to natl.:

1.4 fenie.! 4:4 A June

G3) 5
BF f7 1:NACI t t by the Quer.), 11,4 ..'elute and 1Le ilottsi ofAcillescila:vicsofthcComt iiiii me..hhtAA..suAb4..nlatollosw

f AR f
CIO ghtat thIc

1.1has Act may be .Acti as the Giants Aet 1980
10

2. 1:0 Act $1..111 .nine IMO ap.;(41.111 AIR the do ...hhich tt rsvies the
ti..ya: Assent.

>
ioterpretairino

1 (1) In'this Act, unless the contt.sly intcptiot. appears--
13 "strtcria: ro.n1 means an urban arterial road or a rural aftenat road;

"construct:on an raition to road. tacludo
(a) the recon4tructiort or realignmeot of the road;
(b) the Maga% of Ow rood to }Oskar itaaledol;

It may also contain
t

6. preamble; thissets out'the reasons for making the Act
S. schedules: these contain details which are more

conveniently set out at the end of the Act than in
.

the body of the Act.

Longer Acts may have a table of contents (or provisions). This maybe divided into parts which may be subdivided into divisions.

All Acts Ore divided into numbered sections which may be subdivided
into subsections and paragraphs.

Abbreviations.,

At-
Part pt
Section s. or s
Sections ss. pr bs

r.

4,



4.1.2.2 Federal ikcts

/

The tollowinq are sources of Federal Acts of .Parliament:

AuStralia. Parliament. Acts of the Australian 348.9402

Parliament,, 1901-1973. 14y. . AUS 1-12

This 'contains the Acts of the Federal Parliament
from 1901-1973, together with their amendmentst
This'is known as a consolidation.

Australia. Parliament. Acts of the Parliament of the 348.94022

- Commonwealth of Australia. Annual bound volumes, AUS 2

loose-leaf for the current year.

Australia. Parliament. Acts of the Parliament: 348.9402

Commonwealth'of Australia. .Reprint series. AUST

'.Reprinted (consolidated) Acts ,Ire now. being issued
in pamphlet form. Up to the end of 1980 ovtr 100
have appeared.

Sources of information on Federal Acts of Parliament

In addition to the Acts themselyes, the followillgire sources of
information about Acts and their') amendments.

Annotations to Acts and Regulations of the Australian 348.94022

Parliament. Sydney, Butter-worths, 1979- ANNO

A loose-leaf service which lists new Acts,
regulations and proclamation dates, ,as well as
annotating amendments to Acts passed since the
1901-1973 consolidation.

Australia. Parliament.-4, Acts of the Parliament of
the Commonwealth.

The current year's loose-leaf volume contains
the 'Acts Tables' which are cumulated monthly
and list Federal Acts with their commencement dates.

Australian current law.

Section 02 (01 prior to 1981) has an'Index of
statutory information' which lists Federal and
State Acts. It also has a separate listing of
-proclamation dates.

Australian legal monthly digest.

Contains a list which cumulates monthly,'of
'Acts amended, repealed, proclaimed ... during the
year.' Sr,

Law Society of N.S.W. Library. Legislative
.reference service has a section entitled
'ProclaMdtions - Commencement of Acts' for both
Commonwealth and N.S.W. Acts.

7-1
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348.94022
AUS 2

348.94046
AUST

348.94005
AUS 1.



There is a subject index to Australain Acts:

WICKS, B.M. Subject index to Acts of the Parliament 348.94022
of the CommOnwealth of Australia. Canberra, AUS 2
Libra BOoks. Updated annually.

Finding the latest amendments to a Federal Adt;

1. If you know the name of the ACt -

a. Check whether the Act has been reprinted
(348.9402 AUST). If this is the case then
all amendments are included up to the date
shown on the cover. ,1

b. If the Act has not been reprinted, go to the
1901-1973 consolidation (348.9402 AUS 1-12).

6,

All amendments will be included up to 1973.

c. Then for later amendments either look in
Annotationsjto Acts and Regulations of the
Australian Parliament (348.94022 ANNO)
check the annual volumes of the Acts of the
Parliament of Australia (348.94022 AUS 2)
from the date of the reprint or consolidation.

d. Then update eurther, if necessary, by looking
in Australian current law (348.94046 AUST)
Section 02 (01 prior to.1981) Index of Statutory

4 Information o Australian legal monthly digest
(348.94005 AU consulting the 'Table of
Acts amended rePe led, proclaimed, ...' in the
latest issue of each year only.

2. If you con't kno the name of the Act, 'use a subject
approach*to fin the name of the Act.

a. Use Wicks.

b. Consult a legal encyclopedia (see p. 75 or
the Australian digest (348.94046 AUST).

c. Text books can also be useful as they usually
refer to the relevant aces in the area being

. discussed.

Oft
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4.1.2.3 New South Wales Acts

The following are sources of Acts of the N.S.W. Parliament:

N.S.W. Parliament. Public acts of New- South Wales, 348.944023

1824-1957. 15 vols., three permanent sul..3plements, NEW 15-32
1958-1973. 44,

This is a consolidation, and is commonly known as
the 'Red Statutes'.

N.S.W. Parliament. Statutes .of N.S.W. . 348.944022
NEW 1

Annual bound volves, loose-leaf for current year.

N.S.W. 1;\.artiament. New South Wales statutes.
Reprint series. In loose-leaf form these are
also consolidated and have largely superseded
the Red Statutes.

Sources of information on N.S.W. Acts

348.944022
NEW 3

In addition to the Acts themselves, thejollow.ing are sources of
information about N.S.W. Acts and their Amendments.

Annotations to the N.S.W. Statutes, with regulations. 348.944022

Sydney, Butterwort1s, 1980- ANNO

A loose-leaf service which has a fist of Acts
currently in force (including all Amendments).
For every reprinted Act there is.a list of all
amendments passed since the last reprint.

Australian current law.

See page 64 for explanation.

Australian legal monthly digest.

See page 64 for explanation.

Law Society of N.S.W. Library. Legislative

A reference service.

See page 64 for explanation.

348.94046
AUST

348.94005
AUS 1

N.S.W. Parliament. Alphabetical and chronological 348.944028
tables of N.S.W. statutes, 1824-1969: NEW 1-2

supplement 1970-1978. 41%

This is an index to all Acts of the N.S.W.
Parliament between 1824-1978 listing all the
amendments.
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Finding the latest amendment to a N.S.W. Act:

1. If you know the name of the Act -

a. Check whether the Act has been reprinted
(348.944022 NEW 3). if this is the case, then
all the amendments are included up to the date
shown on the cover.-

b. If the Act has not been reprinted

either consult the Public Acts of N.S.W.,
1824-1957 and the supplements
(348.944023 NEW 15-32);

or consult the Alphabetical and chronological
tables of the N.:S.W. Statutes
(348.944028 NEW 1-2).

c. Then for later amendments

either look in Annotations to the N.S.W.
Statutes (348.944022 ANNO) in section
entitled Acts in force

or check the annual volume's of Statutes. of
N.S.W. (348.944022 NEW 1).

d. Update further by looking in Australian current
law (348.94046 AUST) or Australian legal monthly
digest (348.94005 AUS 1).

2. If you don't know the name of the Act, use a subject
approach to find the name of the Act.

a. There is no current subject index 'to N.S.W. Acts.
The Alphabetical and chronological tables of
N.S.W. Statutes (348.944028 NEW 1-2) has an
alphabetical listing by short titles of the acts
which has some cross references (covers 1824-
1978).

There is a 3 volume subject index to the Public
Actsof N.S.W. 1824-1957. (348.944023 NEW 15-29).

b. Consult the Australian digest (348.94046 AUST),
a text book in the area or a handbook such as .

the Legal resources book (N.S.W.) (R340.09944
LEGA) .

I
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4.1.3. Subordinate Legislation
I

Parliaments pass Acts or statutes which become law. Often the

statutes are general in nature and give authority to some other

body to.enact specific regulations, orders-in-council, ordinances,

statutory rules, and by-laws to facilitate the effective operation

of the Act. These regulations, orders-in-council, etc., are
called delegated or subordinate legislation.

Alperal statutory rules are contained in:

Australia. .Parliamellt. Statptory rules made under 348.94025

Acts of the Parliament of the Commonwealth of AUS 2

Australia.
.

These are annual volumes.

A reprint (consolidation) of statutory rules was begun

in 1980 (348.94025 AUST).

N.S.W. regulations are printed in full in the N.S.W. government
gazette (354.9440006 NEW 1). Annual volumes are also issued:

N.S.W. Parliament. Rules, regulations, by-laws,

ordinances, etc.

MORE RULES AND REGULATION5

Source: Lawtalk, v. 83, 14 September, 1978.

348.944025
NEW 1



4.2 CASE LAW

4.2.1 History of Case Law

Case Law was previously mentioned as the second main source of law (p.60).
) To understand its significance in Australia, it is necessary to trace its
historical development in the Common Law of England. Before the 13th
Century, custom was thiikey to deciding most issues. At the time of
the Norman Conquest, fciVexample, communal tribunals called moots met
in the open air to determine issues of custom within their territories.
Even later when cases came before King's justices, custom was examined
in determining rulings unless a specific statute could be cited.
Justices believed that the same principles should apply uniformly in
all areas of the country. Thus, local customs were eventually modified -

into a set of standard rules. In other words, law was made 'common' toA
all. When any new situation arose, judges normally tried to apply the
most appropriate customary rule available.

Eventuglly, by this means, a settled and fairly rigid set of rules,
known as 'common law' developed. The strict application of these rules
by the common law courts led to dissatisfaction and many unsuccessful
litigants petitioned the King for justice. These petitions were referred
by the King to the Lord Chancellor, who dealt with them according to
the principles of good faith and fairness rather than the strict rules
of common law. But because the Chancellor, like the common law judges,
considered that similar cases should receive similar treatmenthe too
developed a settled _body of rules. The new body of law, known as 'equity',
was administered by the Court of Chancery, which was set up when the
petitions to the Chancellor became too numerous for his to deal with.
alone.

The two bodies of log, equity (administered"by the Court of Chancery)
and the common law (administered by common law courts), coexisted side
by side in England and Were carried over into the Australian system.
Both common law and equity are now administered by a single court system,
both.in England and ip the Australian jurisdictions.

In short, common law can have several meanings depending on the context
in which it is used. "Among them are:

(1) That part of English law "formulated, developed and
administered by old common law courts, based originally
on the common customs of the country,and unwritten."
(Osborn. A CONCISE LAW DICTIONARY, 5th ed., p.71)

(2) Common law as distinct froRequity or statute law
(and others).

(3) Common law - an ppecific situations used as a synonym
for case law.

From the earliest days written reports were preserved to enable easy
access to past cases. Initially these reports did little more than
list the litigants' pleas and note decisions. s However, by the reign
of Edward I, Year Books reported cases mar extensively, often giving
the judge's reasons for decisions. Another Significant development.
was the creation in 1865 of an OfficiAil Council of Law Reporting
responsible for publishing all cases of legal interest in England.
Even today some series of law reports are regarded as more 'official'
than others.



4.2.2. The Australian Court System

The following diagram outlines the relationships and hierarchies of the
Australian court system.-

[Judicial Committee of Privy Council

0

State Supreme Courts

Full Court
(N.S.W.,Cqurt of Appeal)

Single Jlge Courts

High Court of Australia

U)
0)
U)
r0

[State Intermediate Courts]

(N.S.W., Vit:toria, Queensland,

S.A., W.A.) (District, County,
Quarter Sessions, Local)

?
$.4

U 0

tState Magistrates' Courts

(Petty Sessions, Small Debts,
Local Courts,' Requests)

U)

W
U)
0
U

rt

ro

Federal Court
(Territory, Industrial,

Bankruptcy)

Family Court

* Diagram from:

Sawer. THE AUSTRALIAN & THE LAW, p. 31,
with modifications to account for recent
decisions regarding appeal to Privy Council

+ Judicial Committee of Privy Council:. a court which its in London to
hear cases from Commonwealth countries



4.2.3. Doctrine of Precedent

4'
it has been noted that basic to both Ehglish'and Australian law is the
idea that similar cases should be treated in a similar manner. Three
reasons for this are: (1) fairness and equality; (2) speed and
decisiveness; and (3) a degree of uniformity in decision making.

This principle is central to the doctrine of precedent which holds thata court is bound to follow decisions of courts higher than itself in ajudicial hierarchy. Also, 'highly persuasive' are its own previous
decisions and those of courts at the. same level.

In attempting to establish a binding precedent for a specific cake beingargued, a barrister must seek the 'ratio decidendi' (rule of law orreason for deciding) which is stated and, in some cases, not overtly
stated, by the judge in the case being. cited. Any peripheral comments
'made by the judge in the course of his reasoning _are regarded as 'obiterdictum' or 'said by the way' and\ane not held to be binding on a latercase. .4

Consider the following example which illustrates precedent:

1.

LAW: It is i=llegal for a person to be drunk while driving a
vehl'cle.

CASE I: Archy A. is arrested and brought to the District Court for.
riding a bicycle while drunk. The judge must determine-if
'vehicle.' includes 'bicycle'. The judge rules to include
bicycle in the definition.
Archy A. is punished accordingly.

CASE II: A year later a different judge in a Magistrates' Court (a
lower court in the same juiisdiction) hears a case in which
Bryan B. appears in'court charged with drunken driving while
riding a bicycle. The judge cites CASE I as a binding
precedent. He believes that both cases are alike in all
particulars, therefore, he is bound by the previous decision.
Thus) Bryan B. is punished.

4.2.4. Law Reports

v,

A barrister arguing a case ih court needs to be fully aware of the
details of other cases of a similar nature which might serve as precedents.
*Law reports help the barrister do this.

-1

Law reports are found in series which cover all significant decisions
in the superior courts of both the States and the Commonwealth of Australia.
Different series cover varying jurisdictions, although there may be some
overlap. If a case is reported in more than one series, the more highly
respected series is always cited. For example, in Australia COMMONWEALTH
LAW REPORTS is held in highest regard. Thus, this series is always cited
as the source of a case when possible. \

7s



The process of generating each separate report involves a court reportermaking a detailed transcript of the proceedings which a barrister thenedits to the basics, namely: parties, nature of pleadings, essential
facts, arguments, decision, and grounds for judgment. A law report isnot valid unless the barrister who edited it includes his initials atthe end of the report.

Law report series are said to'be 'authorised' if judges read throughtheir decisions followirh the editing by the barristerS. In AustraliaCOMMONWEALTH LAW REPORTS is an example of an 'authorised' law reportseries, while AUSTRALIAN LAW REPORTS is not. Note that both reportcases from the same jurisdiction. The 'authorised' reports are notpublished as quickly as the others. Thus, it is useful to have bothseries.

Some Importint Law Report Series

Commonwealth laW reports. 1903-

Reports High Court and Privy Council
cases. Abbreviated CLR

Australian law reports.. 1973-

Reports High Court, Privy Council,
State Supreme Courts exercising federal
jurisdiction, Federal Courts and selected
others. Abbreviated ALR

New South Wales law reports, 1971-

There are also many series covering particular\subjocts, e.g.

Australian tax reports

348.94044
COM 1

348.94041
RUST

348.944043
NEW 1

343.94052
AUS 1

Examining A Specific Law Report

Information provided in most law reports includes the following:

Title of litigation

Court

Judge

Date

Catchwords

Headnote which summarises case



The elements of this are:. a summary of
judgment, beginning with "held" with the
most common factor being noted by words -
"per curiam"

Any dissenting opinions; cases may be
listed which were followed (isle. applied
and approved), distinguished '(i.e. not
found to be sufficiently similar), and
over-ruled (i.e. held to be incorrect so
not followed)

Statement of facts which sometimes gives
barriSters' names and synopses of
arguments

When judgment delayed to another day, the
phrase "Cur. adv. vult." appears

Court's judgment

This section not given in full, but what
does appear ip quoted in exact words of
court. dives reasoning. At end of
judgment, court makes ORDER concerning
case.

Solicitors' names

Barristers name 'who edited report

Different case reports may include these components `4116g a different
sequence.

Citing Cases

When reference is made to a law report, the citation will be similar
to the following:

Commonwealth v. Cooper (1963) 107 C.L.R. 392

.01

The name of the case is.given first, sometimes followed by the date of
the volume. If .the date irs necessary in identifying the volume, it, is
given in square brackets. [1963]. If not, it is just given in rounded
brackets, (1963). The volume number then follows, if there is one.
Finally the abbreviation for the law report spries and the page number
on which the case begins are given.'

V. is not written in full as versus and is never said aloud. In civil
cases, it is read ag ':.and" and in criminal cases as "agaillast".

Abbreviations .

As we have seen,'law reports are cited in a very abbreviated form. A
$ number of resources contain fists of_ abbreviations such as Osborn, P.G.
Concise law dictionary:p. 34 (R340.03 OSB 1), the Australian digest
(348.9404i RUST), 2nd ed. v.1, p.xxv. In addition the KCAE Resources
Centre has produced a leaflet entitled 'Abbreviations of law reports
and journals'.



5. SECONDARY LEGAL INFORMATION RESOUPCES

So far in this segment, both legislation and law reports have been
examined. In law these official records of law-making authorities
constitute PRIMARY SOURCES.

However, other publications, although uot authoritative records,
'provide useful information to the librarian when dealing with
legal topics. Dictionaries, encyclopedias, digests, loose-leaf
services, indexing services, periodicals, and textbooks are all
examples of SECONDARY SOURCES. These secondary sources are
frequently used to obtain access to the primary sources.

The search for the legislation and case lal'on a topic is known as
legal research.

. 5.1 Definitions of Legal Terms and Phrases

li
mmClarification of the legal meanings of ter which in common

usage mean something totally different i4s c valuable function of
a legal dictionary.

BLACK, I1.C. Black's law dictionary. 5th ed.
St. Paul, Minn. West, 1979.

JOWITT, Earl. Dictionary of English law.
2nd ed. London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1977:
2 vols.

MARANTELLI, S.E. The Australian legal dictionary.
Melbourne, Hargreen, 1980.

OSBORN, P.G. Concise law diAionary. 6th ed.
London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1976. *

STROIJD, F. Judicial dictionary. 4th ed.
Andover, Hantl, Sweet & Maxwell, 1976.
5 vols.

4

R340
BLAC

R349.94 .

MARA

R340.03
OSB 1

R340.0942
STR 3

WALKER., D. Oxford companion to law. Oxford, R340
Clarendon Press, 1980. OXF

Another type of legal dictionary defines words and phrases as they
have been interpreted by the courts. One such source is:

Words and phrases legally defined.' 2nd ed.
London, Butterworth,. 1969- . 5 vols:

.

I 81

R340.-03
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5.2 Legal EncyclopeNas

Legal research *ill usually involve the use of encyclopedias and dig sts.
When searching for information on a topic, a general encyclopedia m-kes
a good starting point. A legal encyclopedia serves the same role by
providing a concise statement of the law on a particular topic. In
additionit cites relevant legislation and case's as authority.

The ideal encyclopedia should have

(1) a comprehensive statement of all relevant law

('2) citations to authorities relied upon (both legislation
and cases)

.(3). comprehensive analytical and subject indexes

(4) frequent supplements to update the main volumes.

In short, a legal encyclopedip can be thought of as an index to the
. whole body of the law. Your search through the law so far will illustrate
how useful such an encyclopedia can be.

One such encyclopedia of English law is:

Halsbury's laws of England._ 4t4 ed. London, 348.42026
l3utterworths, 1973- , 'Cumulative Supplement . UAL Gl-
and Current Service.

Since 1907, it has aimed to provide a complete statement of English
Yaw by means of a series of connected treatises on all aspects of law
written by subject experts. You can use it to find an expositionof the 7
law of a subject and also to find referegwes to the legislationand
cases that are relevant to that subject.

Since the 4th edition of this work was begun in 1973; 32 vd)lumdils have
been produced.. Arrangement of subjects is alphabetical with an outline,
of contents included0Aefore each entry to provide a helpfuloverview.
Until the 4th edition, is complete, the 3rd edition must also be used.-

The closestequivalent Australia has to a egal encyclopedia is:"
-

Australian commentary on Halsbury' laws of England
(4th ed.) Chatswood, Butterworthp, 1974..

-

':348.42026
HAL 122.

The Commentary provides exposition of. the statements-of law in Halsburys
in the context of statute and'case law in Australia. To. date this series,..-
ed.rted by Si i Garfield Barwick,.is very incomplete. It contains the
Austral .n law only insOfar.as-it differs froM the English law, so it is
necess, y tti_Vse LIalsbury's lawS Of Eraia!,:d'and the Commentary together.

Using. Halsbury
. _

1. To find-the law on a topic in one of th main volumesof Halsbury's-'
(always preferring a fourth edition to a ird edition volume):

(A)-1-Ise the general index to the third edition, and the interim -

-,'j*lexto the fourth edition (the Latter not held at KCAE) .

;82
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4'

(b) if yoDti .know the geheral subject area into which your)Iliopic_
tails, yo directly to the:volume which contains the, e-aPpropeite
title (chapter headiag). Use the table of contents at the
beginning of the title and/or the ilidox at the back of the

v _)lume to find your. topic,

Having found, your topiCby means of (a) and (b) note the
title, and Paragraph number'whieh cials.with your. topic.

Update by tollowinq that title and paragraph number
through kb*, Cumulative Supplement and the Current Service.

tpv-

To1.1nd the Australian law, follow the title and paragraph number
Lhrougb the Australian Commentau. .

A.

*.\\'

ti

5.3 Levi Digest:-.)

a

hecialdigests summarise and cases on particular legal' topics or :-

points of Law.. They' act, ther64Yore,sas indexes to law reports. Unlike

encyclopedias, they do not-attempt to summarise the law, or to interpret

it 'authoritatively. The%most-comprehensive digest of EAfish case, law is:

-The English and-empire digost.' London,,Butte*Worths, 348.42046
ENG

-14

,The first edition (1919-1938) has been superseded by
replac;emont. volumes which have a blue.. band on the ppine.
There,is'a consolidated table of.cases, and a consolidated

index to 'this series.

?Me vollimes with a blue band on the spine 0.replacemene.
volumes:Sr-are being superseded py volumes with a green 'band

.

On thy spine ("re-issue' vOlumes). ,

" ,

P., .
' 4

. . The major 'digest; of Australian law is the Australian digest which
consists of summaries of:Australian cases and'lsts of relevant articles.

. N
, .

,Thee Australian digest.. 2nd ed. Sydney, Law .: '348.94046

'Book OmPziny, 1k3- -+ Interim supplep
.

ent. AUST.
.

./ The grid edition-of the Australian digest is not
-

.

. t complete, so reference to the first edition
'(1925-1931, 1.934-1947,and annual supplements) is t

*still necessary.
i

.

The' most ,recent cases are'digested in . p
..

.

t

al

b

Australian legtfl'monthly digest. ydney, Law

Bo6k Co., 1947-

to

.4

;
Y^

.

co I

-

b.

.

348.94005.
" AS f,

,

a a

Ak'

a
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Using the Australian Digest

1. To t ind cases (and a titles) on a topic in the main volumes of the
Australian digest always preferring a second edition to a first
edition, use.7

(a) the general index to the first edition. If you are referred
to a title (ehdpter heading) which has been ioplaced by a
second edition volive,-.then use the index at the back of that
second editiou-volume. It the name of the title has been
changed between the 1st and second edition, consult the lAst
of titles in the Interim Suppl6ment.

(b).-4if you know the general subject area within which your topii.:
fails, consult the'volume which contains the appropriate tile.
Use the table ,of contents at the front of the title and/or
tho.,index at the back if it is a second edition volume.

Note the volume number, title and square bracket number of a relevant
case found by means of (a) or (b).

2

(c) to find later cases and articles on your topic, since the
second 'edition, follow the,-. title and square P

bracket number through th2 Interim Supplement of the Australian
digest and the latest issue of tpe Australian. legal month:1y
digest.

(d) to find later cases and articles on your topic since the
first edition, .follow the title and square
bracket number through the 1.t.est Master volume of the
Australian digest in the section 'Key (Cumnlatiye)to cases,
and the latest issue df the Australian legal Monthly digest.

Note that the references in the Interim'Supplemeut and the=. .

Master volumes are to cases in the annual supplements.

If you want to follow up a particular case to make sute it is still
good law, a proc6ss known as noting-up, ,you will.need to do the

(a) consult t e 'Table of cases judicially considered' in volumes
24 and-29 of the 1st edition and all the Master volumes of t4he1

-- Australian digest.
ft..

(b) For'-later cases-after the., latest MaSter volume, see Australian:
current law (348.94046'AUST)' section 01, 'Cumulative table.of
citses .judi-eially considered'. -

The other publication which summarizes:Australian court cases is

Australian current lag. - Sydney,. Butterworths,

4

1963- . Loose-leaf.

di V
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A

Case Notes

Finding .t c.istr_ that is relevant to hisitopic is only the first part

yt a 1,rwyer':. task. lie then has Co interpret the case.

Shrt commentaries of significant cases, called case notes, usually

appear Coll after the cases are reported. Some publications which

index case notes are:

Monash University case notes index. Microfiche. 8348.048'

MONA

Current Australian and New Zealand legal literature R016.34005

index. k CUR 1

Index to,lgal_priodicals. R340.05
INDE 1

Curren1.1. law citatge.

5.4 Standard Textbooks and Treatises

Students and practitioners of law make extensive use of textbooks

and treatises which summarise and explain the laws of particuiar 41k.

countries, or the law on particular topics. Reputable ones may go

into many editions, still pOpin by the name of the original author,

en when the texthAls been revised by later editors, oist,

reputable textbooks are published by specialist legal pt.lblfshers

such as Batterworths, Sweet and. Maxwell, TI.re Law Book Co., C.C.H.

Australia, etc.

TypIcal examples of legal textbooks are:
4'

Paget 's law of banking. 9th. ed. 6y M. Megrah

acid F.R. Ryder.' London, 13utterw4ths, 1361..

'CHESHIRE, G.C. and IFOOT, C.H.S. The lavrof

contract.' 4th A rali.pl ed. Sylney,

Brtterworths, 198.
.

.4

gria & i s ,

. .

Snell's principles of eilitty. 27th ed.,by
_

R. Megarry and P.V., Baker. London,-Sweet:

and Maxwel 1 ,. 1973.
-........,

. ..,

. . ® . -,.

. .

5.5 Legal Periodicals_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

fn Australia -there is an enormous range of legal periodicalA put

out by a grea:. variety of legaq groups. The*,Australian.laW

iourhal is well, known. In addition, mostlaw schooli publish -
. .

their own la'w review'. Usually these journals bear the uame of the,

law f;chool with which they are associateq. Many of these.-include

case riiapor:ts.
.

. .

A new periodical of interest M) librarivsns-is:

Legal reference services. New York, HowarthYork,

Press, 1981.

4.

R340.0-5

LEGA
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Law Reform CoMmission-Publications

The Australian and State 1,4W Reform Commissions publish a variety,
of discussion, issues, research and working papers and report on
matters referred to them. The A.L.R.C.'s publiLition Reform
contains information on the work of local and overseas law reform
commissions. Australian Law Reform Commissions' reports are also
listed in Australian current law.

5.6 Indexing Services .
There are several legal indexing services, for example:

- 1 AGIS: cuir'er)t. information service. Canberra, , R340.05
Attorney General's Dept., 1q74. . AGIS

./'
..

Abstracts current journal'aeticles for the legal v

officers in the Attor_ney General's Department, .*.,

'

Current Australian and New 'Zealand:legal-2 - 1'616:34005
literature index. Syclney,.Law.BoOk CO., 1973- .-CUR.1

.1 .

Current law index. Lo Altos, IAormAtibn Access.N b .

CorporatiCm; 1980- . :

.. .

Indexes about 660 law and law related journals.
.,

,... -Available in-hard copy and on-line as part' of
the Legal resource index (stN.below)`

,

, e?'- .Index to legal periodic:11s. N.Y-, H.W. Wilson, R340:05
1908-":. ,,

. INDg,

.

. .1

Legal resource iiidex. Los Altos, InfofthatiOn -.

Access Corporation, 1980- . . (Available on - W
. : ----%-..- i' .mi,;rofiche and on- . -line only). ,, _

Incluatts Currentrbw index but also.indeies
more general periodicals, newspalaerS'and
selected legal monogr'aphs-

4 3
ft

Australianlublic affairs information service -.R015.94
. is also a useful source for articles on ' AUS 1
Australian-legal topics.

Computer-Based-Leal Infprmation Syspems-
o e .,

In the U.S.Acomputer-based legal research is available through, for
example, the OESTLAW and LEXI1 'Mad pat.; cOrpIrserxices,

The Lexis. U.S: data bave-'coyers statute and 'case' law from" the U.S.'.
St'asystem anrra. number` LJS..States.2-The Lexis,U.K. data b4.se,

(available., through ButterwortWO' contains kworts and cases back to 1945,
and U.K. statute' law atpre,Sent being consolidateciland will be put
into the data base by-subjectareas such As tax.,commeieial law, etc.
Butterworths are at 'Present considering,addipg.Ausfralian data to the
Lexis system and makin§ it av'Ailale-in Australia.

86,
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Th,, I,eg a 1 resource index and the Nat. to! la I ius t. ice re fere.nce
se- tvice Ihve "l:1 It 1y become available on-line.

Austialia the eder-p1 Attorney-Ceneral 's Department has a computerised

data base, 'SCALE ( Si at UteS , Caaes Automated Legal Enquiry) which is, at.
present., only (war labli./ at. the Attorney-General's Department and State

11 amentaly liliiaL.iCS, and appears unlikely to be made more widely

.ivailabl. To date, the system holds Commonwealth Statutes, A.C.T.

to a 1.n.U14,VS and the Commonweal th 1.aw Reports , volumes 128-1:38. The

Austial Ian last i'tute of Criminology also 11:is a data base CINCH (Computerized
information from National Crimink.)logical Holklings).
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5.8 Loose-1,eat Services

Loose-leat setvices are designed to provide rapid updating and reporting
of new developments in legal fields. Most concentrate on a particular
aspect of the law, or a particular market. They aim to provide all the
necessary legal information for that area or that market in a single
convenient package. Some examples are:

far

Austr.alian company law. Butterworths.

Australian income tax law and practice.
Butterworths

industrial arbitrhtion service. Law Bock Co.

Australian family lawAajld practice. CCH Australia.

This provides, as part of its service, complete
updated copies'of the Family Law Act 1975,
Family Law Regulations and Social Services
Act 1947.

1.4

-

R346.9406605
AUS

343.9405i
MAN

344.940189
IN DU
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6. LAW FOR ORDINARY PEOPLE

So far in these notes. we have concentrpted on the legal information
resources used by pract::_tioners.and thOse studying and researching law.
This emphasis has been necessary because the information resources used
by professional lawyers are complex, and quite different from information
resources encountered in other subjects. Also, printed information
resources are vital to lawyers and students of law, constituting their
most basic working tools.

.

However, ordinary citizens need access to legal information
recent years there has been an enormous growth in information resources
which explain the law in terms which non-professionals can understand.
There has also been a rapid grOwth of organizations which seek to help
people with legal problems, apd.to make them aware of their legal rights.
For example, there was a recent article entitled 'Choosing a lawyer'
the September 1980 issue of Choice.

too. In

in

A recent Sydney Morning, Herald article, reproduced on the following pages,
gives some indication of the range and activities of such organizations.
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Where
can tF

MANY people, especially
the young and the un-
employed, believe them-
selves to be at a dis-
advantage when confronted
with legal problems because
they cannot afford legal ad-
vice or representation.

Their Ignorance of the law and'of
the various free legal advice and

\ legal aid organisations available,
for consultation and represent-
ation, can sometimes exacerbate
theirproblems.

'One of the wait things people
-can do is td' receive a summons or
line through this mall, forget about
it for a while and thie turn up. an
hour before they are die in court
and ask is to do something. Don't
let your problem lie there, you've
got to act on it right away,"
explained Mr Roger West, the
co-ordinator at the Redfern Legal
centre.

The Redfern 'dal Centre (at the
Redfern Town Hall, /1-73 Pitt
Street, Redfern, telephone
698 1277 which includes a 24.
hour emergency answering service)
is an independent community legal
centre. offering free advice and
assistance with lepil and, financial
problems to people who cannot

. afford. a privatesolidtor and who
do not qualify for other legal aid.

Of the people who use thill
resources of the centre. 60 Per cent
are unemployed, dependent on a
husband, a wife, a child, or social
welfare. Of that 60 per cent. 35 per
scent rely directly on social security.

The centre is one of a network of
community legal mitres in the
Sydney metropolitan iith. It is
funded mainly through State and
Federal legal aid agencies, the
Sydney City Council and proceeds-
from the sale of the Legal Resour
isms Book (NSW).

Other community legal. centres
are at Marrickville, Kingsford,
Parramatta (the Macquarie Legal
Gatti) ant (the Inner-

. .

.1

City LAN Centre), and Lideembe
(Which ipeddhies Is women's' WO
problems).

Ur West say* the whole I4ea
behind a oommenitylepiztoiti
to bring a more elite
arida. That is why there is 'a
network of suberben offices and
why Redfern provides a 24.hotu
ewe yeney eervice.

The centre is open between 9 am
and 9 pm, Monday to Friday, and
solicitors are available for inter
views between 6 pm and .9 pm.
Interviews can be arranged for
other times, but an appointment
most be made.

The centre. also provides fines-
dal reach ing on a variety of
moeeyeelated problems, such as
credit, fismace company problems
and bodaetion difficulties

The centre also rune
advice sessions and,
appropriate time of **jeer, they
assist people to 1111 out thsigy
taxation forms. ° .

The centre handles about 9,000
Interviews tend '15,000 telephone
inquiries a year, which works out ei
'about 36 interviews (ingioding, jail
visits) and 60 telephone cells a day.
Debbie Whitmont, a community
lawyer at the centre, says the calla
range from: 'Where do I get my
dog registered? to 'There we
pqlice outside my door, whet
sh ld I do?"

his kind of activity keeps. the
centre's small full-time Marl and
the volunteer lawyers, law student'''.
social waters and desks quilk

ftbusy.

"Oar philosobhy Is 'In lt4p
people out of coat as for as Ills
possible. We'd much rather twelve
a problem outside of the oeyerks
through, mediating on our chides
behalf. It's quicker, cheaper ad .

generally pioduces a result people
are more happy with. Court slam-
lions sometimes expose people,
especially the young, to unnecessa-
ry trauma," mid Mr West.

The centre holds' the opinion that
if people or espeble and can co'e

free
with their oeriliiitlinebliess,i
Moils the batter. This Is- why the
educational asps" ft thlir work
teinains tiedinceellnk

People ete mat*! ys came
to the fugue asthma the resources
Aggihible there. -Thee are @helves
fill be infatuate pamphlets on a
variety of- ilidsjetts Ind the staff,
there r101 shvilys advise' ydu Ott
to do neat if yes rest eta& of

*--The tenth alsois outoodPs
of vdfenther lirettedeats

"helpers :id 'risk
ebe yea or.

law,,kirirucans trite
how to cope With the police sad ,

how to understand lawyers.
Their efforts help to educate the

alsdests 05 of AN
'dispelling Ionia o the SOO Popu-
lar misconceptions and, hopefully,
-saving Ihea a mriet ito'
'station or to a court -OWE is e.

. Another aid 40 Tagil es-
14*es:incur, is the:Intw/ Remmers
Book, white is lasblisked by the
centre. It is tivi#ah!e for reterenee
purposes at tNil. and can alsp
be found in many Puha° Muria
sad at mew other community
advice organisations.

It is nearly 100 pages of non-
jargon legal isiformetion and is
written and cheated by specialist
barristers and solicitors. It covers
marriage, divorce, moor accident*,
leases, wills, police, courts, faulty
goods and services, treubtalerne

social- seascity,
elk hoonortAmft and oorst

section on 'hew' to.' ebonite' yatir
name. It can be obtained through
the Redfern ,kbatt
bookshops, petkloholst end

Nis updkedsuronlly.-
if legal advice is not enough and

the problem repine more detailed
rePreeentadoe, There are a number
of possible alternatives:

The Sydney Monde*. Herald, Monday, Septomber 27, 1982
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out of work
legal help

ti

If people can afford a private
solicitor and this is detehnined
by a means test die centre will
refer that person to a "reasonably
priced" solicitor;

If they qualify for legal aid,
they are referred to the Australian
Legal Aid Office, or the Public
Solicitors Office;

For some cases there is no legal
aid available, for example, some
tenancy cases and some domestic-
assault cases. Under these cir-
cumstances the full-time staff at the

/centre will osually %come in-
volved.

There is a separate, Aboriginal
Legal Service at 7 Botany Street,
Redfern. telephone 699 5840 and
699 5849, which provides free legal
advice and assistance in any matter
to all people of Aboriginal descent.
There are no means tests for this
service and no contributions are
require*
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For 'readers over 25: "Session' it young people's, slang cam men
when a group shores marihuana.

.People seeking free legal advice
can of course go directly to one of
the Legal Aid Offices run by the

s Legal Services CQmmissidn of
NSW (telephone numberi can be
found under the NSW Government
section. at the start of the telephone
directory).

The commission also operates a
Duty Solicitor Scheme which pro-
vides full legal representation in all
Children's Courts in NSW:

Each day "duty solicitors" attend
the various Children's Courts and
contact is established on the day of
the trial or by prior appointilent
with the commission. The service is
free and is not means tested.

The Law Society is another
source of legal advice and people
wishing to use then' services should
go through t e society's Communi-
ty Assis partment.

1k seems the you

at
egt vao

terms
1143 I first thought

I...1
.1' =,I'

I at

thr
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If your problem conies under the
Commonwealth's jurisdiction, such .

as social security, customs or im-
migration problems, legal aid can
be provided by the Australian
Legal Office (telephone number of
the head office and branches can
be found in the Commonwealth
Government section in the front of
the directory).

Chamber magistrate, or the clerk
of petty sessions are another source
of free legal advice, both found sit.
your local court house.

To quote from the Legal Resoun
ces Rook: "The help oe chamber
magistrates is . often- r articularly
valuable because as well as provid-
ing advice on how to 'handle a

particular problem they can-assist
with more technical matters such as
taking out a summons to corn -
menc& a simple legal claim."

As a guide to what young people
should do if they arc arrested, the
Marrickville Legal Centre and the
South Sydney Womens' Centre
'have produced a pamphlet sum-
marising their rights:

Ask why you are being arrested;
Give your name and address

and your correct age;
isk a friend to stay with you at

all times;
Ask for bail;
Find out the exact .charge and

then-get a copy of the charge sheet
and take it with you;

Stay calm and report any
threats or injuries immediately;

Do not answer any other ques-
tions except your name and ad-
dress:

Sign nothing, say nothing and
write nothing;

Do not plead guilty until you
have had advice from a lawyer;

. Do not talk until you have haci
legal advice.

Also, anybody under 18 who it
arrested by the police and question-
ed as the rigid to have an
independent person present at the
questioning. If the person is over 16
and under 18 he has a right to
choose an independent adult than
one of his patints.

BEST COPY,AVAILABLE

ti



u.1 Some Examples of Legal Intormation Resources for Lay
People

ti

t

Famiky_guide to Australian Jaw. Sydney, R340.0994
Readers Digest, 1978. FAM I

FITZROY LEGAL SERVICE. Legal resources book. 340.09945
2nd ed. Melbourne, 1978. -Loose-leaf. LEGA

Legal resources book, N.S.W. Edited by M. 'Mobbs. R340.09944
Sydney, Redfern Legal Centre, 1978. LEGA
Loose-leafl

Legal services directory: how and where to find
your lawyer. Sydney, Law Society of
1981.

V4CTORIAN COUNCIL FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES. Your
rights. Carlton, VCCL, 1980.

'WALLIS, Barry. You and the law din Australia:
a layman's guide. Sydney, Ri

v

by, 1979.

9 ,1

340.0994
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"Guides to' legal literature

CAMPBELL, E., GLASSON, E.J. and LAHORE, A. R340.072
Legal research: fllaterialsand methods., (AM 1.1979
2nd ed. Sydney; Law Book Co., 1979.

An extremely useful work. Gibes far more
detail about legal respurces than:is 4.16

possible in this handout.
(.

JONES, G. and STONE, P. Law: a guide to R340.016
select law sources in the Canberra JON
College of Advanced Education Library.

P ?

4th ed. Canberra, 1982.

Kuring-gai Collegeof Advanced Education On shelf
Resources Centre. A guide to legal opposite
research and the legal materials held circulation
by the Resources Centre. (Sydney,980] cleS1 in
.1 library

a et

PRICE, M.O. and BITNER, H. Effective legal
research. 4th ed. Boston, Little,
Brown, 1979.

a

Introductory Books on Law

CHISHOLM, Richard and NETTHE ,LW)Garth. Understanding
law. Rev. ed. Sydney, Butterworths, 1978. t

-,

DERHAM, K.H., MAHER, F.K.H. and WALLER, P.L. An
introduction to law. 3rd ed. Sydney, Law Book
Co., 1977.

.0

GIFFORD, K.H. How to understand an act of path ent.

ini
4th ed. Sydney, Law1Book Co., 1977.

SAWER, Geoffrey. The Australian and the law. Rev. ed.
Ringwood, ViCtoria, Penguin, 1978.

e

WILLIAMS, Glanville. Learnftg the law. 10t.11 ed.
Sydney, Law Book'Co., 1978.
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8. STUDY .21JESTION AND EXERCISES .16

1.. Why do we'have laws in our society?

. ...v.,

A. (a) Take a copy of the (Commonwealth) Museum of Australia
-.

-

%.
.

Acta989.
.,,,lo..

.

. (i) Ohatwis the number of the section which
states when the Act comes into force?

fi

(ii) When did the Act come into force?

From which of the eleme ts listed above did you find
this information?

(iii) Copy out s.6(1)(c):.

(iv) Use the table of provisions to ascertain the
position of the Museum with regard to
copyright.

(v) For the purposes of thisnAct what doeS'
"Australian natural environment".:mean?
In which section did you find 'this?
Which .of the elements_,. listed abOve does this

Y

C

O

0

°

section -deal with?

',311
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1."

I

No

(b) Take a copy of the (N.S.W.) Commercial Vessels Act, 1979.

(0 How many
V
sections does this Act contain?

c

*

(ii) Does th's Act contein any schedules?

43

(iii) Part.IISis entittled "Permits for Vessels and
Motors". In this Act are hydrOfoils regarded as
vessels? Cite the section and subsection.

.

4
4

3. (a) What is the date of the Commonwealth Marriage Act?
What amendments to it have been passed?

(b7 What is the cite of the Commonwealth Racial
Disc*riminatiompAct?
What amendments to it have been passed?

4'

§7



(c) What is the date of the Commonwealth Delivered Meals
46ubsidyAct? What amendments to it have been passed?

If 1

(d) What is the date of the N.S.W. Travel AgentS' Act?
I.

(e) What is the date of the N.S.W. Anti-Discrimination
Act? What amendments to it have been passed?.

4. Choose a law report and label in pencil each of the items
listed on pages 72 and 73.

4

rl
. a

5. Locate the following law reports; and give the name of the
case cited. --

() (1977) 137 C.L.R. 20.

(b) (1980) 2 N.S.W.L.R. 449.



6. (a) What Legally is the diffetence_between flotsam and jetsam?

(t)) The names of many Astralian companies are followed by '

Pty. Ltd. Why?

.

7. (a) Find a summary of the English law relating to aviation.

ti

How old must you be to pilot an aircraft?

ir

(b). Find a summary of the English law relating to suicide.
. Is it an offence to commit suicide? What is the position.
e, in N.S.W.? 2

(c) Find a summary of the English law covering an owner's
liability for his dog injuringanotlier'Pexson. Is the
N.S.W. law the same?

3

8. (a) List citations to Australian cases (including the most
recent) which deal with the question of when a contract
will be implied from the conduct of the parties.

9J



-s''OD)
List citations to Australian cases (including the Nest
recent).which bear on the question of whether workers'
compensation payments will be paid for self-inflicted
injuries?,

k

(c) List citations to Australian cases (.including the most
recent) which deal with the legal consequences of an agent
filling*out a life insurance proposal.

...

.fs

(a) Locate all of the citations to the case of Sinclair,
Scott and Co. Ltd. v. Naughton.

(b) What is the status of the case of Goulburn Valley Butter
Factory Co. Ltd. v. Bank bf N.S.W. (1900)26 VILR 351?,

.1

10. (a) Locate three references to journal articles or books on
Aborigines and the law.

0

I.

1 tj 0

1
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I

(b) Ldcate three references to journal articles or books on
the legal aspects of race discrimination in Australia
and the United States.

t
(c) Find references. to journal articles on the aspects

of sterilization.

p

11.. Using one of the loose-leaf services listed on p.82, cite
two cases dealing with whether the liquidator of a company

,'Can carry on the business of the company. What is the
applicable Act and Section?

12. (a) Kapplication for an Americdn Express credit card has
.beep refused.. Can't appeal, and if so, how?

101
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(b) How can I find out if eligible for Australian
citizenship? -How do I pply?

(c) 'I want to put up a fence between my land and my neighbour's,
but he won't pay half. What can I do?

13. You are a Feference librarian in public library. A
distraught/woman comes in: her estranged husband haS
forcibly abducted their baby daughter, and the mother
thinks he intends to take her out of Australia. she
doesn't know *what to do, or where to turn for help.' What
do you do? (It is 3.00 p.m. on a Sunday.)

,
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1. OBJECT' ES

Whep you have completed this segment, yo should be able to answer

or discuss questions such as these:

i. What are some of the important c aracteristics of history
as a discipline?

40i. What are some of"the important ch acteristics of people

who are engaged in hA$tory (whethe for research,. study,

grofit or pleasure)?

iii. What are some of the important type of information
resource used by people who are int rested in history?

iV. What are the major characteristicsro -these informatiOn

resources, andihow do they affect the way the resources
are used?

v. What are some of the criteria to be taken into account
in selecting or evaluating history information resources?

F

You should also have acquired certain skills, in particular:
- f

i. Select appropriate information resources to answer
effectively specific history questions.

ii. Use those resources effectively.

iii. Evaluate the information you find in those resources,
and judge its appropriateness for particular users.

104
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2. HISTORY: WHAT IS IT?

ti

2.i. , 'Definitions of history
(

'Henry Ford thought that history' was bunk. A lot of people and
organizations obviously don't agree with him, for example:

Publishers, who make money out of scholarly, and
_popular history publishing

Museums, which are increasingly popular. For example,
plans for a multi - million dollar Museum of Australia,
and small specialist and local museums all over the
country

'Librarians, who find increasing use being made of c

historical collections

Film, TV and radio producers, and the large audiences for
Breaker Morant, Rush, The Sullivans, etc.

The many amateur historians tracing their family trees

Firms like Debretts, which make money out of helping people
establish their ancestry.

History is several things. It/li, firstly, the events of the past.,
Secondly it is the written or otherwise transmitted record of those
events. Thirdly it is the body of techniques, methods and
assumptions adopted by historians, those who discover, record and
interpret'past events:

Historians and others argue about whether history is a branch of
the humanities or of the social,sciences. Many people think it is
both. In that'it attempts to use 'scientific' methods to establish
objective truth about the past, history is a social science. But
historical facts do not speak for themselves: there is no history
until the historian synthesizes and interprets the data he has
collected. In thli sense histdry is an art, and the historian is a
creative writer.

, 7'

History overlaps with many other disciplines, notably archaeology,
anthropology, economics, sociology, politics, literature, law.
Moreover history as a method is used by many other disciplines, and
we have 'subdisciplines based on historical method, such. as,,history
of science, history of education, history of librarianship, military
history, economic.history. .;

Historiography is the writing of history: the different methods
and conventions. of historiography are a field of study in their °Urn
'right. For example, narrative history, which uses a heightened
literary style, rhetorical devices and even dialogue, was once the

.,predominant style (e.g. Herodotue History of Greece, Gibbon's
Decline and fall, of the Roman Empieb, Macauley's History of England).
Much.modern historical writing uses an objective, scholarly style,
though there are excepbons (e.g."'history from below', some
propagandist history, historical novels, dramatised documentaries).

11:
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Philosophy of history is the attempt to discover general principles

"which will explain tht3" whole course of history.' It is for example

quite fashionable at the moment.to interpret history according to,

Marxist, or feminist, philosophies..

ii. Categorizing history

IP

- 4- History dan be written, and studied. from a variety of viewpoints.

.

.
, .

(a)" History of a particular country, nation of civilization,

e.g. Australian history, English history, European history.

We need to be aware' of biases in such history. Much 'world'

history is the history of the western. world, or written from a

western viewpoint. 'Australian' history has been wriIterf almost

entirely from the point of View of white, male Australians. .

at

(b) fustory as a record of the actions, relations and conflicts

of governments-and their leaders, e.g. Australia under

Menzies, England in the reign of Henry VIII, Hitler and

World Nar II.

(c) The history of ideas, apd of broad social, economic and
44*

political trends. This approach is a development'mainly of

the last hundred years,and cuts across the traditional national

fr political categorie's-. E.g: the history of feudalism, the N,

renaissance, colonization, socialism.'

Area studies'link the history of a country or larger area with,

social, political, cultural, economic and' geographic conditions.

E.g. Asian studies, American studies.

b I
History from below interprets. history in terms of the experience

of ordinary individuals. Orallhistory, which rikords r'eminiscenes

of living people, is bften associated with history from below,

though it can also be concerned with the memorie'S (4' leaders and

elites. 'Social history tries to recreate the experience of

ordinary people.

(f). Local history is the study of the history of .a particular area

or community. Many local historians are amateurs or hobby

histotians.

(g) Genealogy and the tracing of one's family history is becoming

popular especially with amateur historians.

(h) It is traditional to categorize history by period. Some common

broad divisions are

Prehistory -

Ancient history -

Medieval history.-

Modern history

cave men, preliterate man
e.g. ancient Egypt, 'Babylonia,

Greece and Rome
Europe from about 900 to 'about

1450 A. D.

from the remaissance to the present

106



Australia:-

arly period
Colonial period

Self government to
Twentieth century

discovery and settlement
convict settlement, relations with

England
federation

2. iii. Reasons for writing, readingj or studying history

Some reasons for producing historical materials are

To record events for posterity
To instil civic pride and patriotism
Propaganda
To preserve and transmit culture c

To interpret past events

People read or study history air many reasTs curiosity, vicarious
experience, desire to learn lessons from the past, interpret the
present, and forecast the future.

a
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3. INFORMATION RESOURCES FOR HISTORY t.

3. i Formats of historical evidence

t

The raw materials or evidence with which the historian works,

come in dany formats. Some of the most commonly used are:

ManUscri and archives. records of individuals

parishes, companies, societies, governments, etc.

Oral records, e.g. tapes, cassettes

Letters, diaries, memoirs

Charts, atlases, maps

Flints, videotapes

.1
Official records such as transcripts of parliamentary

proceedings, annual reports of government departments/

or fiYms, births, deaths and marriages, local govt. ecords

Statistical data demographic, economic, social t

including computer data banXs,.censuses

Newspapers and other records of day-to-day events

Accounts of earlier historians,. e.g. Greek and Roman

writers

Novels, poetry, songs

Ephemer4 suc h as theatre programmes, advertisements,

4 election manifestos etc.

Paintings, photographs

Archaeological sites, ruins, inscriptions

Buildings, town plans

Costumeswartifacts

People's memories

Forma&-6 published history k
.

.

/
.

Among theNmore common formats in which 'processed' hitorical

information is published are

.
Generde'iniormation resources, such as-encyclopaedias,.

directories and yearboOks

.
Monographs, varying from popular to scholarly, juvenile.

to adult, general to specific in coverage
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Textbooks and histbries

Articles in.popular magazines and newspapers

Articles in .scholarly journals

.Fictionalized accounts, e.g. historical
nove's, films, plays

Docvmentary filEis and television programme

Tapes and records

PaintingS, drawings, illustrations

Maps, charts and atlases%

a

Organizations which &rotate, preserve or_
disseminate historical-information

The list! 1 enormous.- Almost any organization would
be able to provide some_information about itsown:
history. Types of organization which are especially
concerned with historical informatiori inclUde:

Musedms. Collections of materials, general
(e.g. Australian Museum) or specialized (e.g.,.
Clocks Museum at Wellington, N.S.W., Tramway
Museum at Loftus). Often hold lectures and
other educational or informational activities.
Often-publish and-sell historical books,
journals, pamphlets, illustrations etc. Often
have a library. Museums have as their aim the
preservation Ofobjects,' primarily for
historical reasons or because they are
typical and representative. Museums classify
and arrange exhibits, provide facilities to
educate and extend knowledge as well as
entertain.

)
(b) Libraries. e:g. State Libraries bf N.S.W. and 4

Victoria - important Australiana and state
history c6llections. Public libtaries - often
have local history collections. Academic
libraries.

The Australian National Library has some of the
mpst important historical collections in

--Australia, including:

Manuscript collections
Film collection
Paintings and photographs
Oral history tapes

,

Libraries are often important in helping or
teaching people to use historical materials -
6kg. students, amateur historians, people
tracing their ancestry.

Ar
(c) Archives. Preserve the unpublished-records of

governments (e.g.irtyl. State Archive),

I

4
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business firms, trade unions, etc. etc. An important
aspect of their work is indexing the contents of archives,
to make the information they contain more accessible. The
new federal Freedom of Information legislation will affect
access to many government records.

(d) Research societies. e.g. Royal-Australian Historical Society,

Society of Genealogists, Oral History Society. Encourage.

.
communication of research, hold lectures and conferences,
publish historical information resources, provide information

services to specialists and general public. Often have

libraYies.

(1§) Societies for amateurs. e.g. Local history societies,

transpvrt societies, ethnic societies. Hold meetings, field

trips etc. Often publish historical information resources,

have libraries.

(f) Commercial publishers. Popular and scholarly.

(g) Genealogical Fonsultants. Trace ancestry for a fee.

(h) Universities and colleges. Teaching and research. ,dometimes

sponsor large projects, e.g.

James Cook Ufliversity - Project to collect oral

material on history of the Northern Territory

A.N.U. - Sponsoring the writing of the Australian

Bicentenary histories.

May provide community courses. e.g. Sydney Teachers College

has an,evening course Writing family and local history.

Universities have important history libraries.

1.
Remember events & people

Alk, that shaped our past . . .
watch the Harbour Bridge
join up . . . reliveithe. fun

of Dad & Dave . . . see how we
. celebrated ederation.

images of a century
OPEN DAILY Imasea of a Century has been presented

ADIVIISSION FREE With the assistance °Wank of N.S.W..
Radio Station 2SM.

Museum of Applied Arts & Sciences
Handistreet. UldlinOrsorsommomormi
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3.iv, Uses of historical information r sources

Prof essional or academic historians use both the raw materials of
history and the publications of other historians. Students use
historical texts and monographs, but increasingly they also use -

raw.materials for research and projects.. The amateur historian
may use the materials of scholarly research as a hobby, or with a
purpose such as traciny a family 'tree. Many people read history
in the form of fiction-)or biography. The bicentennial is generat-ing a great deal if interest in Australian history. There are
many publications being producel/e.g.

Push from the bush: a bulletin of social 994.005
history devoted to the year of grace, PUSH
1838. Canberra,,1838 Volume
Collective of the Australian BicEntennial
HistOry, 1978- .

People may pursue historical enquiries as a means to some other
end. For`example, the politician might. use historical data to
prove a point against the opposition, or the local action group to
foster community identity; historical sources maybe used in
establishing property boundaries or claims to inheriAnceS.

People are becoming more aware of the importance of film and other
non-print resources as histOrical evidence, and as a way of
communicating history. For, example, someone writing a history of
the 1940s in Australia would look at Movietone news films, and
listen to records of radio broadcasts, Many people learn about
history through television programmes like Rush and This fabulous
century, or through radio features like Philip Geeves' session on
City extra.

Family his tory has become exceedingly popular and many additional
information resources are becomiga available.

3.v. Selection and evaluation of historical information resources

The criteria used in evaluating published information resources in
history are similar to those applied to information resources
generally. In Information Resources I we listed them under the
mnemonic APPARATUS.

The question of 'b ias' is of particular significance in selecting
historical material. History is interpretation, as well as fact
findPng. Consider for example the different interpretations you
might find in Americanand Chinese histories of China, or in
,feminist and 'traditional' views of the 'role of women in history.

Selecting riF material for history presents special problems
because often the future use and usefulness of a resource has to
be estimated. For example, today's local newspaper or political
handbill is not intended as an histotical resource, but it may be
valuable evidence for future historians. 'Selection' in this

_context often means deciding what to preserve.

4
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4. TYM; OF INFORMATION RESOURCE. AND THEIR USE

4. i. Introduction, overview, guides to the literature

ExaMples of information resources which may help you get started

in search fot historical information resources are

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Guide to

historical literature: New York, Macmillano 1961.

POULTON, Helen J. The historian's.handboolc: a 016.9

descriptive gq4de to reference works. POULI

Norman, Univer4ity of Oklahoma. Press, 1972.

IN.
vz

SHAFER, Robert Jones. 'A guide to historical 907.2

method. 'Revised ed. Homewood, Dorsey, 1974. SHA 1

#

HEPWORTH, P. How'to find out in history.'

Oxford', Pergamon, 1966.

In addition, the Sections
k

on history in. general. guides such as

WALFORD and SHEEHY will be useful. You should also consult Carl

M. White's Sources Of information in the social sciences, 2nd ed.

(Chicago, A.L.A., 1973) and Henry Mayer's ARGAP: a.research guide

to Australian_ politics and cognate,;subjects (Melbourne, Cheshire,

1976).

016.9
. HEP 1

4.ii Sources of trief factual information

Any factual questions in history relate to people, places, or events.

'Many such questions can be answered using general or national

encyclopaedias, and these are a major information resource in history.

Examples of more specialized resources include

LANGER, William L. An encyclopedia of world 8909.00202

history, ancient, medieval and modern, LAN 1

chronologically arranged. 5th ed. Boston,

Houghton Mifflin, 1972.

HAMMOND, N.G.L. and H.H. SCULLARD, eds.

The Oxford classical dictionary. 2nd,ed. 930.3

Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1970. HAM

MORRIS, R.B..and J.B. Encyclopedia of
4 American history. Bicentennial ed. 973.03

New York, Harper and Row, 1976. MORR

PALMER, A. The Penguin dictionary of twentieth R909.8203..

century history. Hammondsworth, Penguin, 1979. PENG

Dates are important in history, and there are various resources

-which deal specifically with dates andxhronology, for example N



4

STEINBERG, S.H. Historical tables, pe B.C. -. g 8902.02
A.D. 1972. 9th ed. London, Macmillan, 1973. STE 1

Evaryman'e dictionary of dates. 6th ed., revised
by A. Butler. London, Dent, 1971. 903

EVE

FREEMAN-GRENVILLE, G.S.P. Chronology of world 8902.02
history.: a calendar of principal events from FREE
3000 BC to AD 19731 London, Collings, 1975.

Historical atlases are useful in answering questions relating to
uplaces and to political changes, for example

MUIR,-R. Muir's historicaratlas: ancient,
medieval and modern. London, Philip, 1973,.,

SHEPHERD, Vi.R. Sheeterd's historical atlas.
8th ed. London, Philip, 1973.

Biographical sources
4110

giving details of well-known historical
figures, 'include

0

Dictionary of national biography. 1..ondon, O.U.P., R920.11111.
1917- . DIC 1

Australian dictionary of biography. R920.094
Melbourne, Melbourne U.P., 1966- AUS 1

Tracing one's ancestors has become very popular, and the assistance
of librarians is frequently Sought. The Society of Australian .

-Genealogists is a helpful source of information, andrhas published
a guide outlining procedures., Other examples of specialized'
resources in genealogy are

Burke's peerage and baronetage. London,
Burke's PeerXge.

R929.72 1

BUR 1

LEA-SCARLETT, Errol. Roots and branches: 929.10994 ,
ancestry for Australians. Sydney, Collins, LEAS
1979.

GRAY, Nancy. Compiling your family history:
aquide to procedure.," 6th ed. .Sydney,
society of Australian Genealogists, 1979.

Debrett:Apeerage and baronetaae R929.72
Australasian ed. 1980, London, pebretts DEBR
Peerage, 1980.

929.20994
GRA
(4th ed.)

O
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4.iii. Manuscripts And Archives

A major activity for many historical researchers is locating

relevant information in collections of unpublished documents.

Guides to the whereabouts of such collections, and their contents,

are therefore important information resources. Among the major

Australian guides are -

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF AUSTRALIA. Guide to

collections of manuscripts relating to

. Australia. Canberra, 1965- . Looseleaf.

8016.0910994
NAT 1

-of
ARCHIVES AUTHORITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES. Concise R651.5609944

guide to'the state archives of New South ARCH '

Wales. Syddey, 1970- .

MANDER-JO S, Phyllis. Manuscripts in the R016.99

British les relatin to Australia, New. MAN 1

Zealand an the Pacific. Canberra, ANL, 1972.

Mitchell Library. Catalogue of manuscripts 'R994

of Australasia and the Pacific in the MITC

Mitchell Library. v. Sydney, Trustees 1-2

of the Public Library of New South Wales,

1967-1969.

The most significant historical documents may be available in

published collections, for example

7.
CLARK, C.M.H., ed. Select documents in 994

Australian history. Sydney, Angus and C10.11

Robertson, 1950-55. Vol.1, 1788-1850;

1.01.2, 1851-1900.

Historical records of Australia. 33 vols. Sydney, 994

Library Committee of the Commonwealth HIS,

Parliament,. 1914-1925.

Historical records of N.S.W., 176 . 7v. 994

Sydney, Government Printer, 1892-19 1. HIST

(Reprinted 1978).

English historical documents. London, Eyre And 941

Spottiswoode, 1953- .

COMMAGER, H.S. Documents of American history.

9th ed. New York, Appleton, 1973.
Vol.1, to 1098; Vol.2, Since 1898.

973.08
COM 2

A particular problem for Australian historians is that many of the

relevant documents and archives are located in the United Kingdom.

Many of these records-have been microfilmed under the Australian

Joint Copying Project, and are now available in a number of

Australian libraries. The project, and the resources available,

are described in ,

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF AUSTRALIA. Australian 11994.0016

joint copying project handbook. Canberra, NAT

. 1972- .
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4.iv. Research in _progress

Genealoqial research directory. AustralNcian
ed. Sidney, Library of Australian Hi/story,.

4.v.

1981- .

ORAL HISTORY ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA.
Directory. Mt. Pleasant, W,A., 1980-

.

Standard histories

Standard histor
influential tha
cover is likely

s are those which are so author,i..tative or so
anyone interested' in the period' or .topic they
o use them.

5,7
Son, standard histories are written'by a number of experts,le.q.

Cambridge, C.U.P., 930
vols. of plates. C1-17'

Cambridge, C.U.P., 940.1
CL-8

Cambridge ancient history.
1923 -39. 12 vols. and 5

Cambridge mediaeval history.
1911 -36. 8 vols.

New Cambridge modern history. Cambridge,
C.U.P., 1957- .

Others are one person's interpretation, e:g.

BLAINEY, G. The tyranny of distance.
Melbourne., Macmillan, 1975.

940.2
NEW

330.994
BLA

CLARK, C.M.H. A history,of Australia. 9/4
Melbourne, Melbourne U.P., 1962-78. 4 vols. C13-15

GREENWOOD, G. Australia: a social and 994
political history. Sydney, Angus and G1
Robertson, 1955.

?
WARD, Russel. The Australian ley end.

Melbourne, O.U.P., 1958.
994.009
W1

Some standdid histories are oammissioned, for instance histories
of business firms, schools, municiaTities etc. Australia also
has official histories of both world ware:

BEAN, C.E.W. The official history of
. Australia in the war of 1914-1918.

Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1923-42.
12 vols.

Australia in the war of 1939-1945. Canberra,
Australian War Memorial. Series 1, Army.
Series 2, Navy. Series 3, Air. Series 4,
Civil. Series' 5, Medical.

;

. ,
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In evaluating standard histories, you should consider questions.

like these:

I

Who wrote it? (e.g. individual or panel, expert or

professional writer)

Why was, it written? (e.g. Crcal analysis or
uncritical celebration)

Who is it ,intended for? (e.g. Expert or amater)

Doeslit have extensive bibliographies?

How up-to-date is it?

What is its scope?

Does it aim to give an objective, factual account or
a particular viewpoint?

4.vi.. Finding journal articles

A number ofdabstracting and indexing services covering the

,humanities 'Ind current affairs are useful information resources

for history. For example,

Arts and humanities citation index'

Australian public affairs ilgormation service

British humanities index

Humanities index

Readers guide to periodical literature

There are also 31ecialized abstracting and indexing services

relating to history, fOr example,

America: history and fife. Santa Barbara:

:Clio. Covers U.S. and Canadian history.

Historical Abstracts. Santa Barbara, Clio,

1%55- . Part A, Modern histoty.abstracts,

1450-11914; Part B, Twentieth Century
abstracts, 1914-the present.

Annual bulletin of historical literature.
London, Historical AsSociation, 1912-

A single volume index to journal articles on AUstralian history is

HOdAN,'T. and others. Index-tojournal R(.1.94.016

articles on Australian history. Armidale, r HOGA.

University of New England, 1976.,

This has been updated by:

CRITTENDEN, V.and THAWLEY, J. Index to journal

articles on Australian history,1974-1978.
..Kensington, N.S.W., Australia 1788-198

a Bicentennial History, 190-

4.



There are a numbers 'of computer-basedjeformation services which
cover' history, for example,

.

America: history_ and life.
.

Aifailable through e.g. Dialog: Covers all aspects'
o4 U.S. sand Canadian history.

Historical abstracts.
Available through e.g. Dialog. Covers world
istory (excluding the U.S. And Canada).

1 50 to the present.

4.vii. News

Contempdraty ne
historical evid
and New, York T

There is an inde
ceased puplicat'
major Australi
N.S.W. Parliame
publishers, such
index the loca

For accounts
services are

Facts o

Keesi

a

There are.

affairs

Ma

t
ers and da -to -der vents

sparer accounts can be an of .-.
ce. Newspaper indexes, like those to the Ti es.
s Are useful in -locating such material.

to the Sydney MorningRerald which unfortunately
n in 19b1. Some libraries maintain indexes to
newspapers, for example State Library of N.S.W.,

terry Library, and the libraries of newspaper
as John Fairfax.* Some local municipal libraries
.paperQ.

recent international events, the following indexing
seful:

file: world news digest with index." R909.8205
FAC 1

R909.8205s contemporary archives.

Kul

ald6 camputer-based indexes to newspapers and current
gazines, for example

zine index. Los Altos, Information Access
Corp.

tioaal newspaper index. Los Altos, Information.
Access Corp.

Indexes Christian Sciepde Monitor, New York Times
and Wall Street Jou al.

* The Mitchell Library's partial index to the Sydney Morning Herald,
1961-1978, has just been published on microfiche, Available from
W. and F. Pascoe.



4.viii. Lists of references -

.
,

Bibliographies carc.be found in many of the information resources
we have discussed,-f "t example in encyclopaedias, in guides to the

'literature, in-standa histories. Examptes of separately'
q

published bibliograph....es are

HANHAM, H.J. Bibliavaphy of British historx,,
1851-1914. Issued under the direction-of
the American Historical Association and the
Royal Historical Society of Great Britain.
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1976.

BEDDIE, M.K. Bibliography of Captain James
cook.' 2nd ed. Sydney, Mitchell Library,
3.970.

FERGUSON,..J.A

1784-1900.
1941;-69.

R
942

HANH

R016.91092
LIBRA

. Bibliography of Australia, R016.994
SydneN.4sus andTRobertson, .

FER 1

7 vols.

ROACH, J. ed. A bibliography of modern
history. Cambridge, 1968.

R016.9402
ROAC



5. STUDY QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. Can history be 'unbiased'? Should it'be? Give some
examples of historical writing, film, dtc. which you

'consider 'biased' and 'unbiased'. ."0
4

1.

(The following quotatiols may be useful.)

'God cannot alter th past, but historians can'

(Samuel Butler)

'History is a set of lies agreed upon' (Napoleon),

'History'si lessons are no more enlightening than the
wisdom of those. who interpret _them'

(David Schoenbrun)

'History is always best written generations after

(
the event, when clouded-fact and memory have all

.. fused into what can be accepted as truth, whether
it be so or not' ... (Theodore H. White)

'Sometimes an evocative rhetoric is the best means a
historian has for formulating and communicating
what he knows' (J.H. Hexter)

2. Consider a museum, archive or similar institution which
you know -or have recently visited. How good an historical
information resource is it? List the good and bad points.
Can you think of ways in whiCh it could be improved as a
source of historical information?
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,3. (a) A fairly, new type/of history is history of the family.
List the kinds of information resource which you think
could be useful to someone Writing a history of the
family in Australia. What sort of problems can you see
in using the.materials you have listed as historical
evidence?

(b) No-one has yet written a comprehensive history of.Australia's
involvement in the Vietnam war. List the kinds of
information resource whibh someone writing such a history
could use: What problems do you foresee in obtaining or
using the kinds of resources you have listed?



.1

tl

4. A question of particular importance in Australia is the history
of Aboriginal people. So far almost all Aboriginal history has
been written by white historians. Some Aboriginal people feel
that 6nly they can write their own history, and that it should
not necessarily be written in the traditional western historian'
manner.' For example,it might be communicated visually, or
orally, or it might be written in Aboriginal languages. They
feel too that all white history distorts Aboriginal experience.

What criteria should be applied by .a libririan, museum curator
or anyone else building a collection of information resource's on
Aboriginal history? 'Give examples of the tVties'of material which
should, and should rta, be included. Consider how the criteria
might differ according to the objectives of the institution (e.g.
public library compared with research library),.

ew

t.
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'5. In answering the following questions, note the source you
used. Wherever possible check two sources, and compare
thqy characteristics and the quality of the information
you obtained.

400

(a) Give the date of the Battle of Waterloo. Why were
the British victorious?

(b) Find a list of events Which occurred in 1888. Note .

any references to AustiOiia+:'

4,

(c) How did Gandhi die? WJien did it happen?

1

'(d) Who is the 10th Earl of Shaftesbury? Find genealogical
information about his family.

1222
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6. Using resources listed in Section 4.iii, answer the following
questions.

rs.

(a) Are there any manuscripts relating to Catherine Relen
SpeRce listed in the NLA's Guide to collections of
manuscripts relating to Australia? Where are they,
and are they available to the public?

(b) Use the Concise guide to the. State Archives of N.S.W.
and its supplements to find out what material on
shipwrecks is available in the Archives. 'What does the

tell you about the use of this guide and its
tations?

Pv

(c) Find the text of Governor Phillip'p letter to Lord
Sydney in which he records his impressions of die ne
colony in 1788.' What did he perceive as some of his
problem?

Alt

(d) Among the documents microfilmed from the War Office
(U.K.) in the Australian Joint Copying Project is the
correspondence concerning the "Eureka Stockade"
disturbance (1855-56). Fihd the microfilm reel number
of this correspondence. Where woad you consult the
microfilm?

123
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7. Choose an appropriate standard history from those listed in
Section 4.v. to answer one of the following questions:

(a) Is it true that Nero fiddled while Rome burned?

(b) Who were the Lombards and what did they do?

(c) Who was Bennelong?\

(d) What were the origins of South Australia, and how
didthey differ from those of-the other states? _

(e) What does Anzac Dap'commemoraste?

(f) What part did Australian. women play in the first world

war? 110

(i) Does the standard history-you chose provide,a satisfactory

answer to the question? Give reasons:

.47
'4,

(ii) On the basis of your experience in trying to answer the
question, and a general examination of the standard
history, write a short'evaluation of it.

2

4.%
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S. (a) "Joe who ? ", Wh'at iq the name of the Canadian P .rime
Minister who took office in 1979?

a.

lb) What recent information can you find about aboriginal
land rights?

(c) When did the Argentine surrender to the 17.K. in the
sovereignty debate over, Falkland (Malvinas)
Islands?

9. Select 5 journals in history you consider suitable for a
public library located in Sydney. Give reasons for your
choice.
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1. OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this segment, you should be able to answer
or discuss questions stIch as these!

i. What,are the dimensions of the term "education"?

ii. How is information generated, communicated and used
in education?

iii. Who uses educational information resources and'what
types of resource do the use?

iv. What types'of information resources are available in
education?

v. ,How do these differ from resources in other subject
-areas?

In addition, you will have acquired particular skills including the
ability

a.

i. to identify problems in selecting educational
materials

ii. to analyse qiieries concerning education

iii. to choose and use resources appropriate to queries in
educatiOn, emphasizing in particular Resources in
Education and Current Index, to Journals in Education.

4
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2. EDUCATION: WHAT IS IT?

Education.is essentially an interactive process by which people

acquire knowle e, attitudes, values, Or skills. Education is

what a teacher do it is the imparting of knowledge, skills or
attitudes through systematic instruction (teaching) and.inter-

action with the learner. Aducatibe is also what happens to the

learner; the acquisition of knowledge or skills through the

processes of teaching and learning. Traditional views of education

tended to see this process as a one-way imposition: the learner

being a mere passive recipient. Contemporary views of education

emphasize the interactive nature of the teaching,-.1earning proce:;s,

and the development of the learnees innate quilities and skills.

Yet another dimension of education is the field of study concerned

with the theory of teaching and learning, and with research

designed to improve both the .theory andthe practice of education.

There are numerous specialised branches of educatiOnal research,

some of which are as.bollows:

VMS

ee.

History of education
.

Theory and philosophy of education - the nature and

purpose of education

Educational psychology - understanding the individual

and group processes involved in learning and teaching

Educational sociology - how education relates to, and

is influenced by, wider social issues and assumptions .

Curriculum studies - what ought to be taught
-

Teaching methods - how it ought to be taught, with a

view to optimising the learning experience

Educational measurement and testing, thods of

assessment

Educational administration - the organisation and

Management oT fhools and teachers, relation of education

to goOernment

Educational policy,- the purpose of education in a

particular community or political system

EducatiRnal technology - methods of teaching and learning,

.Especially those involving audio-visual and other

equipment

plk Comparative and international education - comparative

.study of the edUcational systems of different countries

and cultures.



Education is often characterised according to the age or level of
the learners, or to the nature or purpose of what is,taught. e.g.:

Preschool, nursery, kindergarten

Primary, elementary, junior

Secondary

Tertiary, higher

IS

Special - education for those who are in some way
'atypical', as mentally or physically handicapped,

. socially or culturally' disadvantaged, gifted,
.exceptional

Remedial eduction designed to overcome deficiencies,
such as through remedial reading, adultiliteracy
training, English as a second language

Adult, continuing, recurrent, lifelong - traditionally
associated with self-improvement, or 'hobby' learning,
or both. Beoause of technological change and .

unemployment, increasingly seen as an essential
,component in the education system

Vocational, professional, technical, further -
education for a specific occupation

Religious, moral, character - education to instil, or
develop, specific values and codes of c6nduct.

t 1

1
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In primitive societies the task of socialising the young was entrusted to tribal
elders, councils of wise men and to parents either separately or collectively. In its
broadest sense, the objective of the socialisation process was the induction of the
child into the ways, traditions and mores of the tribe. Modern societies have
devised and built highly structured educational systems to achieve the same
purpose. Into being has come the notion of "school", an institution which in many
instances has become the major agetrey in the modern socialisation process.

As societies haVe grown more sophisticated and complex and have taken on
differing social directions under the pressure of cultural, religious or political
farces, so to have societies emphasised and reflected different goals for the
schooling or socialisation process .

Any Nancy of codjtarative aims and goals of education reveals societies
which hold, as did Owancient elite of Athens/ that the basic end of the educa-
tional c\ercise was and is the production of an individual sound in mind and
bock. loday many societies still cling to the ancient Spartan idea that the

principal aim of the socialisation process was and is the production of individuals
capable of subjugating their individuality to the corporate well-being of the society

or state. Yet again, there arc present-day societies which hold that the ultimate
goal of the socialisation and schooling processes is religious, moral or ethical in
nature: w Inle thyre are others which insist that the end is the acquisition of
knowledge and would deny the need to inculcate specilic ethical, moral orteligious
value systems. Wittingly or unwittingy, all educational systems are involved with
their societies'-transfer of eultur, custom and tradition from one generation to

another.
At a sel/ broad and basic level, the question: "Why do we educate?" can

be answered: "To socialise our young". At a much more specific level, we can
recognise thatthe socialisation 'process- has, in terms of schoolitig, different

emphases and different purposes which. arc to some degree determined by the

nature of the society and its philosophical foandations.

I lie question Why do we educate? is a key one. I-he answer sets the franie
%wit, within which other questions and issues find their solution. the pelt:caved

pmpose of schoo.I and schooling in part determines what should he taught and

how it shall be tatieht, it influences very Much who shall be eduealvd or schooled.

he question "Mit?" raises other Fundamental issues. Is the school still the

'most viable anent' for die socialisation of a community's young? I lave societies

not rnerloaded schools and education systems with functions they cannot ;10.iiiqy

perform'' I la ve the aims and goals of school systems kept pace with social change?

If not, why is this so?

It is some of these issues which arc raised in the articles 'in the first part of
this hook of readings. In this part there arc six articles. At first glance they scent

to Ve More concerned with "What is education?" rather than with the question

II

J.A. JOHNSTON. Six questions: controversy and conflict in education.

Sydney, Wiley, 1975. p.3.
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3. 'USE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES IN EDUCATION

P1

It is not easylto define educational information resources,
ptCd1.180 almost any resource can provide a learning experience,
whether ar not its producers intended it to be educative.

In an effort to clarify the question of what is an educational
. information resource, it maybe useful to consider the different

types of resource used in each of the three main roles identified
in the education processz. that.is, learner, teacher, and
theorist-researcher. (These, of course, are not mutually
exclusive roles. All of us both learn and teach, whether
consciously or unconsciously; most theorists and researchers are
also both learners and teachers.)

There are also a number of other groups of people involved in
education, for example, parents, professional associations, unions,
government departments, allief whom may have different information
needs.

.e

4 -0

Information resources used by teachers

By a teacher we mean anyone who teaches, 14Mally or informally,
at any level, or for any purpose.

The first need teachers have is for resources which will help them
to teach, such as material relating to teaching methods, curriculum
content, educational technology, methods of assessment. They may
also need resources relating.to the organisational aspects of
teaching, such as material on educational administration, government
regulations, union affairs and so on.

Secondly,,teachers neLd information resources which will help them
_to understand their pupils such As material on individual and
group psychology and motivation; on tpe behaviour and a*

characteristics of specific age groups, socio-economic classes,
cultural groups, communities, etc., or on the problems of groups
or individuals with Recific drsabilitles.

Thirdly, teachers need ifformation resources relating to the
subjects they teach - th teacher of mathematics, for example,
must understand mathematics as well as teaching. ''Teachers therefore
Use the general information* resources of whatever discipline they
teach.

Fourthly, teachers need information resources at i level appropriate
for their pupils. In some cases, ag in university teaching, these
are likely to be the same resources as the teacher uses to develop
his own knowledge. In other cases,'the teacher will use the
general information resources appropriate to the pupil's age or
learning level = e.g. juvenile books; materials for slow readers.
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Information resources used b learners

By the learner we mean anyone who recognises that he is in a
learning situation; that is, here we are excluding the unconscious
learning by experience which we do he time.- Learning
situations may be formally organis d, ab in school or tertiary
education, or they may be informal as in private; self-paced
study, or they may be a mixture-of e two as in the case of
classes undertaker/ voluntarily.

Learners may use specified curricular materials, as when they tt-('
seE texts or references listed in a syllabus. They may also use

information resources which they discover independently:. in this

case they use the general information resources appropriate to the

subject or to their Particular age or level. IF-

Learners may require information resources related to the
techniques of,learning and study. Potential learners may need

resources ch tell them where and how a particular subject may
be studied.

Information resources used by theorists and researchers

For educational theorists and researchers, education is an academic

discipline. As a consequence, the information resources they use
are of-sipilar types to those used in other academic disciplines.
However, like all researchers in a field which contains both theory
and practice, educational researchers need access to the resources
used in the practical branch'of the subject, for example, the
researcher in the field of reading development consults children's
readers, as well as monographs and journal articles on the subject.

Information

With the increasing participation of parents in school .and learning

activities which may range from governance to helping in the tuck
shop, resources directed towards intermediaries such as parents
have become necessary.

As can be seen from the foregoing, information in education is

required by many different types of.people, at many different
-levels. Compare fen. erple the informatidh needs of the Parent
and CitizensAssociat with thatof a researcher for UNESCO or
a fix year old school pupil. Many people in our community take
an interest in education as is eifidenced by the popularity of

articles in the education sections of newspapers like-the Australian
and the Sydney Morning Herald.

Education as a tool subject

-As well as being a practical and theoretical subject in its.,own

r4.ght, education is a tool for other subjects. For example, a

.
significant proportion .of the information resources relating to
specific suigects, such as history, or science, or motor mechanics,

consists of resources for teaching or learning those subjects.
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In this guide, we do not deal with the information resources
tappropriate to the teaching or learning of a particular subject:
that is the province of guides to the information resources of the
subject in question. Nor dct we deal with information resources.
for children, since they fall within the specialised area of
children's literature.

a

EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF INFORMATION RESOURCES IN EDUCATION

In evaluating information resources for education, the criteria
used to evaluate non-fiction information resources which were
listed under the mnemonic 'APPARATUS' (refer to earlier handout)
generally apply.

n.

so

.Where special categories-ofreaeurce aie used-in education, the
evaluation criteria appropriate to those categories also apply -
e.g. special criteria for children's resources, or for imaginative
literature.

Selection of information resources may be considerably influenced
by the institution which the library serves. For example, school.
lit:Taxies support the school's curriculum; college and university
libraries select'in accordance with the institution's teaching and '
research programmes. Libraries serving institutions with a
particular educational philosophy may be required to select
material which supports that philosophy. The ideal of representing
all points of view may not be thought appropriate in libraries
serving the educational needs of children and other vulnerable
groups.



5. SPECIFIC TYP7 OF INFORMATION RESOURCE IN EDUCATION

a

5.i. Definition of words and phrases

Inexactness of terminology is often a problem in education,
as it is all the social. sciences. Moreover, the educational
systems of different countries and the terminology used to
des9eibe them, vary: e.g. try translating American school
grades or a concept like alternative Schools into their
Australian or British equivalent. It is therefore important
to check carefully the. place of publication, and the scope,
of any information resource you use. It is also advisable
to check more than one source.

It is good policy to clarify terms IR* consulting a specialised
dictionary. There is a variety of dictionaries and similar
guides to terminology in education. The following are some
examples:

S
GOOD, C.V. (ed.) Dictionary of education.

3rd ed. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1973.

McLAREN, J.D. A dictionary of Australian
education. Harmondsworth, Penguin,' 1974.

R370.3
GOO 1

R370.994
MACL 1

PAGE, G.T. and THOMAS, J.B. International R370.3
dictionary of education: London, Kogan PAGE
Page, 1977.

Thesaurus,of ERIC descriptors. 9th ed. R025.3337
Phoenix, Oryx Press, 1982. EDU 1

1982

Specialised encyclopaedias (as listed elsewhere in this
handout), are also useful_for_defining and clarifying wcxds_
and phrases in education.

Overview of the subject and its information resources

. . .?
Once again, it is suggested that guides to the literature will be

most helpful in getting sta ted, particularly if you are unfamileiar
Itwith the subject. You will ind the sections on education in

SHEEHY, WALFORD and WHITE us ul. In. addition, there are specialised

guides for education, the following being some examples:

BERRY, D.M. A bibliographical guide to R370.16

educational research. Metuchen, Scarecrow BERR,

Press, 1975.

BURKE, J. and BURKE, M. Documentation in

education. New York, New York Teachers
College Presd, 19f47.

FOSKE
re

D.J. Haw to find out: educational 370.78

arch. Oxford, Pergamon Press, 1965. FOS 1

International guide to educational
documentation. 2nd ed. Paris, UNESCO,

1971.
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KENNEDY, J.R. Library research guide to
education: illustrated search strategy
and sources. Ann Arbor, Pierian Press,
1979.

1.1

025.56
KENN

WOODBURY, M. A guide to sources of-educational R.370.16
information. Washington, Information .WOOD
Resources Press, 1976.

Background information I
General and national encyclopaediast are often useful in education,
particularly in answering questions relating to the history of
education, or to its organisation and administration in various
countries. Specialist encyclopaedias in related areas, such as
the International encyclopaedia of the social sciences, may also be
useful.

-

Examples'of specialised encyclopaedias in education include:

Encyclopaedia of education.- New York,
Macmillan, 1971. 10 vols.

R.370.3
E 1-10

Encyclopaedia of educational research. 4th ed. R.340.78
New York, Macmillan, 1969.. E 1

International encyclopaedia of higher education. R.378.003
San Francisco, Jossey-Bass, 1977. 10 vols. INTE

UNWIN, D. and McALEESk, R. Encyclopaedia of R.371..3078

educational media communications and ENCY
technology. London, , 1978.

5.iv. Trends and achievements of the year, reviews of°
current topics

Various yearbooks summarise the important happenings of the past
% -
year, for example:

Education yearbook. New York, Macmillan,
1972-1974. 3 vols.

R.370.5
EDU 1

others contain in-depth surveys and reviews of topics of current
interest: .

..

International yearbook of educational and
instructional technology. London, Kogan
Page, 1980-

Melbourne studies in education. Melbourne,
Melbourne University, Press, 1957- .

World yearbook of education. London, Evans,
1932-40; 1948- .
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I
Yearbook of special education. Chicago,

Marquis Academic Press, 1976- .

R.371.905
YEAR

Statistical information is importaht in education, for example
in the study of national trends and international comparisons.
Such information is often published in yearbooks:

UNESCO., Statistical yearbook. Paris, R.310.05
UNESCO, 1964- . -AWE 1

Information on recent trends and developments including statistics
may also be obtained from the annual reports of organisations
concerned with education. Some such organisations are as follows:

Australian Department of Education
New South Wales Department of Education
Schools Commission
Australian Council for Educational Research (A.C.E.R.)
Tertiary Education Commission
New South Wales Board of Adult Education
Workers Education Association
New South Wales Teachers Federation

5.v. People, places, organisations

'Directory' type information resources are particularly important
within education, since questions relating to people, places, A

organisations and services within educaWn often need to be
answered.

..-

(a) People.

Iv the field of education, information relating t .person
is frequently required: e.g. important person, n the

history of education; current information a u :crsons

involved ih-education..

Questions relating to people important in the history of
education can often be answered from general, national or
specialised encyclopaedias, or from standard histories of

education.

Questions relating to living people often concern "who teaches
at which educational institution'; or the qualifications and
research interests of individuals.

The following information resources are useful in answering
questions relating to persons within education:

American mein and women ot sci(*.nc. k.'109.22

121.11 ed. New Ma, UowLer, 1975. 0 AMC i-8

AUSTRALIA, Department of Education, R.370.9941

Directory of education research and AUSE

researchers in.Australia. 2nd ed.

Canberra, A.G.P.S., 1980.
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4

Biographical dictionary of American
educators. OHLES, J.F .ed
Westport, Greenwood Press, 1978. 3 vols.

Commonwealth,universities yearbook.
London, The Association off

-Commonwealth Universities. Annual..

National faculty directory. Detroit,
Gale Research. 2v. Annual.

Who's who in education. BRADFIELD, R. ed.
London, Mercury House Reference Books,
1974.

(b) -0r9anisations 7/
AS

R378.41
,COM 1

Rp8.1205
NAT I

Questions about educational institutions often .relate to thesubjects taught, or the educational
.objectives pursued, aswell as to names and addresses. Useful resources for suchquestions include:

1

'Australian education directory.
. R.370.994025-

. Canberra, Commonwealth Department of AUS 1
Education, 1980.

Directory of independent, secondary schools R371.02of Austral* Chatswood, N.S.W., DIRE'
National Fund Raising Councirof

8_Austrilia, 1980. Annual.

International handbook of universities
and 'other institutions of higher
education. 7th ed. London, Macmillan,
1976.

NEW SOUTH1WALES, Department of Education,
The secondary sebool guide., SydAy,-
Government Printer. Annual.

World of learning. London, Europa:
2 vals. Annual.

(c) Where, to study what

r

R.378.100202
INT 1

R.378.05
WOR 1

0 .,Many
questions'askedin.librarieS relate' to educational

.opporiunitiep,.the existence)of courSest admission requikements,fees and scholarships, and soon. Besides the calendars andhandbooks put out by individual
institutions, the f011owinge-1c,gsources are helpful in answering such qlestions:

AUSTRALIA; Departftent of Education,
Directory of higher, education
courses. Canberra, A.G.P.S. Annual.

.0
NEW SOUTH WALES. Higher Education Board,

Higher education handbook. Sydney;
Government Printer. Annual.

13'7

R.378.94
AUS 1.

Available at
Reference
.Des4k

r. r

.t.
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NEW SOUTH WALES. Board of Adult
Education, Opportunities to learn:
a guide for adults. 3rd ed., Sydney,
Board of Adult Education, 1979.

NEW SOUTH WALES, Department of
and Further Education. Hand
Sydney, Government Printer.

Technical
book.
Annual,

4Study abroad: international sobolarhips,
international courses. paris, UNESCO,
Biennial.

ATHCOM: Australian tertiary handbook
collection on microfiche. Melbourne,
McCarro Bird, 1980. Annual.

Common/ealth universities yearbook.
London. The Association of
Commonwealth Universities. Annual.

A

R374. 00r)

NEWS

Available
at Reference
Desk

R.378.35
STU t

Available
at Reference
Desk

R. 378.41

COM 1

Alternative education

There are numerous 'alternative' movements and searches fort'freek',

moee'open' institutional and curricular forms of education. These-

now represent a significant counter-culture to more traditional

formslof education. Writers such as Ivan Illich, Paulo Freire and
John Holt have been at the forefront of this search for alternative
to traditional edUcational institutions. Their writings have had

Considerable impact both upon' the practitioners. and the consumers

of education.

4 The following are some of the resources available rlatizig to

alternative education:

t

ALLEN, J. The kids' catalogue: resource3 8301.4310.994

for learning and living in Australia. ALLE

Melbourne, Greenhouse, 1975..

DINHAM, B. and NORTON, M. The directory of R.370.19

social change: education and play. EDUC

London, Wildwood HbUse, 1977.

LISTER, I. Deschooling: reader. London,

Cambridge University Press, 1974,

TORSCH, D. 'Good 'morning boys and _girls':

'women's education catalogue. Carlton

Greenhouse, 1976.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES. Students' Union,

Alternative handbook. Annual (Irregular). *
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5.vii.
I Curriculum materials, including audio-visual materials

Curriculum materials, e.g. textbooks, films, slides wijch .,re
used in particular courses are'an important information resource
in education. In New South Wales, the Curriculum Resources Centre
of the N.S.W. Department of Education not only has copies of
curriculum materials, but also develops new materials.

Some examples of guides to curriculum materials are:

BROWN, L.G. Core media collection for
secondary schools. 2nd ed. New York,
Bowker, 1979.

8373.133
BROW 1979

PAUSACKER, J. Sugar and snails: a Counter- R028.5'2
sexist booklist. Melbourne, Women's PAU

,Movement Children's Liyature
al

Co.-operative, 1975.

National Information Center .for Educational R011
Media (NICEM). Index to 16mm educational 'NAT 13
films: 7th ed. Los Angeles, 1980. 4 vols. 1977

(6th ee,)

National InfOrmation Center for Educational .R011
Media (NICEM). Index to educational NAT 6
audio tapes.' 5th ed. Los Angeles, 1980. (3rd ed.)

Selecting' instructional media: a guide to - R371.33
audiovisual and other instructional media SELE

1-

lists, by M.R. Sive. Littleton, C lo.,
Libraries'Unlimited, 1978.

STANELIS, N.K. Resources for schools: R371.32
ti multicultdal education. Rev. ed. STAN

Canberra,Scbools Commission 197,8.

Examples of curriculimi materials which can be seen in the
Curriculum Development Centre of the K.C.A.E. Resources Centre are:

More phun spelling

Audio reading kit

C372.4
ABB2

C372.41
AUDI

5.viii. Educational tests and measurement

Recent reviews of tests may be found using indexing services such
as Psychological abstracts and the ERIC data bases. There are Also
important collections of tests held at the Educational Testing
Service and the ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurements and
Evaluation in the United. States.

o.
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Eighth mental measurements yearbook,
edited by O.K. Buros. 2 vols. 'Hlighland

Park, N.J., Gryphon Press, 1978.

Summarizes and reviews initially a very large
number of tests. Also lists books and articles
on testing and assessment 'techniques,

Australian Council for Educational Research.
Annotated catalogue of educational tests
and materials. Melbourne, 1977.

5.ix. Selected bibliographies

Hibliographies can be found in many of the resources
this handout. encyclopaedias, guides to the
.Aandard histories, yearbooks. Some examples of bibl
rolevant to Australian education are:

AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH.
Serials in education in Australian
libraries. 3rd ed. Hawthorn,
A.C.E.R., 1979.

BROWN, C.A.. Bibliography of Australian
education from colonial times to 1972.
Hawthorn, A.C.E.R.,f1973..

R153

MENT
1978

R371.26
AUST

discussed in
literature,
iographies

R370.16
A 1

1979

R370.16
B 1

CRAVEN, E. Multilingualism and education: R371.97
an annotated bibliography. Canberra, CRAV
Australian Government Publishing Service,
1980.

5.x. Abstracting and indexing services

Education is quite well provided with abstracting and indexing
services: some cover the whole field; others are more specialised.
The following are some 'examples: .

-** Australian education index, 1958-, . R370.005
Hawthorn, A.C.E.R., 1958- . AUS 1

British education index, 1954- . London, R370.005
The Library Associatioh, 1954- BRIT

* C.I.J.E.: Current index' to journals in education.R370.005
1969- . New-York, Or?x Press, 1969- . Epu 3

I
Education index, 1929- ,. New York,,Wi son,

1929- . .
R370.005
EDU 7

* Exceptional child education resources, R371.005
1969- Reston, Council for Exceptional EXC 1
Childr ?, 1969- . .

4

* Also available on-line through Lockhead's Dialog or SOC':: Orbit.

** Also available on-line through. AUSINET.
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. SoCiolo9x, of education abstracts, 1965-
' Oxford, Carfax, 1965- .

R370.1930'1
SOC 1

General indexing and .abstracting services, or those covering
subjects related to education, may also be useful e.g. P.A.1.s.;
A.P.A.I.S.; British humanities index; Readers' guide to
periodical literaturd; L.I.S.A.; Social sciences index and
Social sciences citation index.

5. xi. Reports

The term 'report' generally applies to accounts of reseatch
out by government departments, or.by other organisations or
individuals under government contract. Rekrts are not distrihntcd
through the normal commercial' publishingchannelsbecause-of their
highly specialised content and limited' readership; in some easel
access may be restricted because of government policy.
Consequently, it is often difficult to find out what reports have
been ,ublished, or to obtain them. A number of specialised
informatiorcretrieval services have been developed ,to deal with
both these problems.

A good deal of information relevant to education is published in
report form because of the extensive involvement of governments in
educational policy. Report literature relevant to education
indexed and abstracted.in A

Resources. in educat4on, Washington,
_

ERIC, 19(!!1- .

Resources in education and CIJE are produced by ERIC, the
Educational Resou s Informatori Center, which is sponsored, bytcd,dt,

the U.S. Office of E ation. ERIC is a document delivery
system for reports as well as an indexing service: the majority'.
of the reports listed in R.I.E. can be purchased frdm the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service. .

R170.00')

D6 4

In Australia, microfiche copies of many ERIC'documents can be
obtained from the National Library of Australia, which also
maintains a register of other' Australian 14braries holding sets
of ERIC documents. Macquarie University maintains a full set of
ERIC documents.

Before searching Resources 'in education or CIJE, .the Thesaurus
of ERIC descriptors should be consulted for the appropriate subject
headings.

Reports relating to Australian education 'ax: listed in:,

BROWN, C.A. Reports on education: a revised R370.16
list. Hawthorn, A.C.E.R., 1972. B 2

BROWN, C.A. Australian reports pn education. RA16.370994
Melbourne, A.C.E.R., 1976. BRO 2
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Theses
Ade 0

Th!;ts, or dissertations, are w'rtten by' candidates for higher

degroes in universities'and colleges. They can be valuable

interni:tion resources for those seeking information and bibliographies

(111 a very specific topic. However, they are often neglected as

information resources since they pre not distributed through normal

publishing channels, and because most abstracting and indexing .

services do not include them.

A comprehensive listing of theses i(most1ly American and Canadian) is

Dissertation abstracts international:
A - HumanitieS and Social Sciences;

B - Sciences and Engineering.

Ann Arbor, University Microfilms, 1938-

8016.378242
DIS 1

Copies of theses can usually be obtained by purchasing them from

University Microfilms.

American doctoral dissertations. Ann Arbor,

University Microfilms, 1933- . Covers only

UnitO States and Canadian theses.

I

Aufitralian theses axe listed in

Union list of higher degree theses in R016.378242

Australian libraries. Hobart, University UNIO

of Tasmania Library, 1967- .

41-

The theses listed can lawny be obtained on inter-library loan

from the relevant university.

Australian theses in the field of education are also listed in:

BROWN, C.A. -Education theses: a list of

theses in education acceptedfor higher,

degrees at Australian universities. Hawthorn,

A.C.E.R., 1974.

You may also find the.following resource useful:

How to locate Australian theses: a guide to

theses in progress or completed at
Australian universities and the University

of Papua New Guinea. Canberra, Australian

ational University, 1979.*

R016. / ClO

BRO 1

R375.00994

AUST
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6. STUDY QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. Based either on your own knowledge or on the quote on
p.122, do our schools have a socializing role to Way?
To answer the question you will neet1 'to consider what the
difference between education-and socialization is, if any.

2. Would you select comic Iwoks for a school library?
List your arguments for and against.

t

t

3. The following excerpt from the Sydney Morning Herald of
-11th July, 1981, illdstrates some of the problems in
electing educational information resources. What criteria
do you consider most portant it building a collection of

Teducational. information resources?

I
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. . . Japanese educationists
battle for young minds

4

JAPANESE CHILDREN up to 16 receive free Goiernment textbooks.
Our Tokyo correspondent, HAMISH McDONALD, examines Govern-
.ment moves to force controversial changes.

c-

WHY DID Japan attack
Pearl I labour? What was the
effect of the atom bomb at
Hiroshima? Who is to blame
for Nlatantat.i disease? Arc
Japan's aimed forces legal?
Are nuc:car power stations
sole?

A comio:eis) (no what ounger
tecti,:get \ should be told about these
issues in school testbooks has es
posed fundamental divisions in
Japanese politics, in a battle between
Right and I eft for the minds of
j3pan's young.

A strong section of the ruling con-
servative Liberal Democratic Party
belieses Junior school students
should not be told the names of poi-
Iiitjrs.- should oi he told that
loiclor p4A4c1 ;`;.11'1 cause
menial ..1 dial the eon.

\Pim, mai,is tin tit Wanes,: ka,s
n. di,uic I

Conservative critics of the present
textbooks do have some evidence of
Left-wing bias. The books state
blandly that the United States main-
tains military bases on Okinawa, but
does not mention that the island
province was returned to Japan in
I q72 , or that the Soviet Union
keeps sizable forces. on the disputed
northern islands it still holds from
World War II.

The books mention Admiral Nel-
son, but not Japan's naval hero of
the 1904.5 Russojapanese war,

Admiral "logo. A caption below a
picture of atombombed Hiroshima
Ntates: "We must not repeat this
mistake." Who dropped the atom
bomb? Did Japan deserse it? the

'critics ask.

The conservative textbook re\ i-
monists took a step forward last
month va hen thi LDP formally
adopted as policy recommendations
to tighten screening of tcstbooks.

But by then they had already
made more extensive gains through
the collapse of the Education Minis-
try and the textbook publishing in-
dustry to Right-wing pressure. In
April, the main publishers announc-
ed sweeping voluntary revisions for
the next batch of junior high school
texts due in 1984 along the sug-
gested LDP lines.

The ministry has taken a blue pen-
cil to new textbooks for a new senior
school course called Modern Society.

One such change is deletion of the
name of the company. Chisso. from

whose plant at Minamata flowed
mercur- effluent that stunted and
deformed children nearby, on the
ground that some readers might
have parents who work for Chisso.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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4. As far as possible, answer the following questions using
the resources listed in Sections 5.i -iv. The aim of this
exercise is to give you practice in identifying appropriate
information resources for different kinds of questions.

-4,

For each question:

(a) List ,your sources consulted

(b) Write down the answer briefly
(c) Which source was best? Why?
(d) Any problems.

(a) What is special education? To which groups of children
might it apply?

A

e

(b) What is dyslexia and how is it associated with reading
problems?

p

5
1.

4.



k

(0) What van-you find out about simulations and "serious " --
. games in education? Find an example of a simulation
'game.

'V

(d). What was the contribution of John Dewey (1859-1952) to
the philosophy of educatign?

40

(e) Locate a table of the education systems of the world.

Find, (i) the most common-entrance age at the first
level of education

(ii) the average duration (in years) of compulsory
eduction in the world..
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5. °The following questions are based on.the resources listed
in .Section 5.v.

7

For each question:

(a) List your sources consulted
(b) Write down the answer brie[flY (name of

resource answer found in)
(c) Any problems.

Xe.

(a) Who is William Shockley? List some of hjs research:
Where does he live?

e)

r

(b) Is there a University of Science and Technology in
the People's Republic of China? In which province. is
it situated?

( ) At which Canadian university does J. Schmidt teach?
In which department? List the qualifications.

147
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(d) Give the names of two researchers in Australia whose
principal field'of interest is computers.

I

(e) Find informatio for someone in Sydney who wants to
become a licensed optical dispenser for the making
and fitting of lenses from prescription. Where is
the course offered? What are the conditions for
admission?

\

r"
(f) Find information for someone who wants to study

journalism at first degree level, in Australia.
ind a brief description of the appropriate higher

education institution.
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_6. Using Reso ces in education or Current index to journalsin educatio find recent references to material on one
oalutf,the following, topics:

a) Individualized reading programs
b) New methods of teaching speech in schools
c) Educability of Down's Syndrome children
d) Participative management for teachers.

For each question give:

a) Concepts or aspects of the question
b) Title and dates of resource searched
c) ERIC descriptors (subject headings) searched

(include whethe'k successful of unsuccessful)
d) Any problems.

Cite 2 examples of what you found.

Complete citation:

ED number (where relevant)

Who useful for:

Complete citation:

Ep nuMbei (where relevant)

Who uSeful for:

149
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7. Choose one of the following questions.

(a) A parent wants to find some recent information on free
schools in Australia and werseas.

(b) Aiesearcher wants information for a project on transition
from school to work programs.

.

(c) A teacher wants information on how to teach physical
education to blind children.

15 0

.



(d) A college administrator wants evaluations of distance
education as a method of teaching 3,,n tertiary institutions.

(e) A teachers' union .wants inforMation on job sharing for
teachers to further its case.

(f) A Parent and Citizen's Group wants to know what
educationalists think of'Corporal punishment in schools
these days.

A

151
a
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Your answer should consist of the following sections:

(i) Concepts or aspects of the question.

(ii) Type of information required, iimitations on
the question and the answer.

(iii) Type of information resources most suitakle,
e.g. indexing services.

(iv) , .Actual sources se'arched.. For each source,. say
why you chose it, what subject headings you
Used to find the information and what type of
information you found. (Important - list. only
the four or five best sources used.

(v) List two references chosen from the above.
sources. Comment briefly'on their suitability
to the user.

0

//

t

0
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1. OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this segment, you should havesome answers
to questions like these:

'4

i. What is it about chemistry which distinguishes'it from
other scientific disciplines?

ii. What are some of the characteristics of chemists? How
do they work, how do they use information? What are the
implications of this for providing information services
for them?

iii. What.are some of the major characteristics of the types
of information resource commonly used by chemists and
chemical technologists?

You should also have acquired certain skills, in particular:

i. Describe some of the main types of information resource
used in chemistry, their characteristics and what they
can be used for.

ii. Select appropriate information resources to answer
specific questions in chemistry.

iii. Use chemical information resources effectively to answer
simple enquiries through a limited understanding of the
principles of chemical formulae.

iv. Use Chemical Abstracts effectively.

4
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2. CHEMISTRY: WHAT IS IT?

2.1. The subject matter of chemistry

Chemistry sdeals with substances, their composition, thOir,properties
and their reactions with other substances. Chemistry is particularly
concerned with the changes in matter, the laws and principles which
describe- these changes, and the concepts and theories which interpret
them. Chemistry emerged as a science during the seventeenth century
from alchemy, which had applied theories to nature, using concepts of
magic as well as science, religion and philbsophy.

There are many branches of chemisttly. 15iffirent branches may be associated
with particular groups of substances, or with the techniques and methods
used to analyze them.

The two main bra9ches of chemistry according to the substances studied
are

Organic Chemistry

Substances which contain carbon,
of 'whiCh living organismi are t'
.composed.

Examples: Petroleum, alcohol,
soap, hormones

Inorganic Chemistry

Substances which do not contain
carbon.

Thcamples: Zinc, silver, water.

Biochemistry is the study of the chemical processes of living things.

Physical chemistry, which is very close to physics,, uses mathematics to
explain chemical processes, and is concerned with the problems of chemical
reactions, the energy associated with them, and the nature of various
states of matter.

Analytical chemistry investigates the chemical composition of substances
using precise instruments to determine elements present and their amounts.

Applied chemistry (sometimes referred to as Chemical technology or
Chemical engineering) is concerned with putting chemical knowledge to
practical use, for example, in industry.or agriculture.,

The list of subject sections in Chemical Abstracts (page 16) will give
you a more complete picture of the various branches of chemistry.
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2.2. The language of chemistry

Chemi-stry uses signs and symbols a goOd deal. A little familiarity with
chemical nomenclature will make it easier for you to use chemical

. ipformation resources.

Each substance is known as a chemical element and is composed &f extremely
small particles called atoms. Each element has a symbol,. which is used
to represent both the element and an atom of the element: '

4*

0 Oxygen
C Carbon
'H Hydrogen
Na Sodium
Cl Chlorine'

Combinfitirions of atoms are known as molecules, and combinations of two or
more eleOlents are known as chemical compouhds. Each chemical compound
has 4fcirmula:

!A,

H2O x Water

.t.V'
/ Na Cl a Salt -
-

1

Sometimes the chemical formula reflects the structure of the compound
how the atoms or molecules are grouped together. For example, the
structural formula.of ethanol (or ethyl alcohol) is

CH
3
CH2 OH

The same information can be given'in a structural diagram:

H H

Ethanol or Ethyl alcohol

H H

_chemists often refer to a substance by its molecular formula, which does
not show structure. The molecular formula for ethanol is

C
2
H
6
0

This formula is arranged in Hill ordet, which is very commonly used in
cheMical information resources. Hill order simply'means that all the
elements in a compound are arranged in the following order:

If carbon is present: Carbon, then hydrogen (if present),
then all other elements in alphabetical
order firstly and then numerically by
number of atoms4,

If, carbon is not present: All elements in alphabetical-order,,and
then numerically by number of atoms.
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Astir,

AsH3

As2BsHsS

84H,

B,His

CA1404 C2113

CHCI3 CIO.

CHIClz Cl4Zr

CNS Zr

C2F3104

Table 1 : Formulae in .Hill order

4.

4
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3. CHEMISTS: THEIR WORK AND THEIR INFORMATION RESOURCES

3.1. How chemists work

science originated.from man's desire to understand and interpret his

surroundings. The collection of fact and theories about natural phenomena

has always intrigued man, but it was not until conclusions or theories

about phenomena were subjected to experimentation, that science., as we

know it evolved. The process of testing to establish the validity of a

theory is now a recognised principle of all science, including chemistry,

and is known as the Scientific Method. The McGraw-Hill dictionary of
science and technology defines scientific method as "The systematic

collection and classification of data, and, usually, the formulation and

testing of-hypotheses based on the data."

The chemist's research therefore can be regarded as the "processing of

information so that questions are thrown up to which answers can be

,found through experimental work, thus generating new information for the

future." (Bottle)

3.2. How chemists obtain informa ion

Chemists, like all scientists, need constant access to information. They

need to know what other scientists have discovered, and they do this in

two ways:

i. Ask someone

This informal means of information gathering is enormously

important to the sCientist. Sometimes known as the
"invisible college", communication via letters, personal

discussions, attendance at conferences and "over the work

bench" enables chemists to enrich their knowledge of their

own and related fields.,

ii. Consult the literature

A chemist consults the scientific literature for a number

of reasons:

(a). to keep/up to date with current and proposed
research in the chemist's own and related fields;

(b) to obtain fast, reliable access to specific
information necessary in daily work;

(c) to discover all that has already been achieved

in a given area.

If chemists cannot find any reference to existing research which reports

the information they need, they use a third method of finding out:
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iii. Conduct an experiment

This is often the only way of obtaining needed information,
but unnecessary and wasteful if that work has already become
part ofthe established, recorded body of scientific literature g\
In conducting an experiment the chemist will' use.the.methods of
gaining information already discussed - asking someone, or
consulting the literature - as a basis for experimentation.

A'humber of studies.have been done to discover the relative popularity
of different methods df obtaining information among scientists. The
following table suMMarizes the results of some of them, and compares
chemists with physicists:

Ranking Order
Method - Physicists Chemists

Following up citations in relevant papers 1 1
Keeping up by reading current publications 2 2-
References from conversations with colleagues" 3_ 5

Unpublished material obtained from colleagues 4 10
Use of abstract journals and indexes 5 3

References from correspondence with colleagues 4 6 _ 9
Use of personal index or record 7

..

4

Use of a textbook 4 8 6

Use of a subject bibliography 9 7

Use of a library card-index 10 11
Con ting internal reports of one's .6

organisation 11 8 I
Asking librarian or information officer 12 12

(Taken from A.J. Meadows Communication-in science. London, Butterworths,
74 p.95) .

Table 2 : A Ranking Order For Various
Methods of Acquiring Information

3. 3. Where chemists ,work

Most research chemists work in universities, .or in research est lishments
such as the CSIRO. Some large companies, such as C.S.R. or some harma-
ceutical companies, also employ research chemists.

Chemists who work in applied fields may be found in many types of industry,
and in government departments, for example:
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manufacture of .pesticides
manufacture of animal feedstuffs
petroleum industry
beer, wine and food man4Facture
rubber and plastics manufacture
analysis and testing of foods, drugs, chemical products..

3.4. Why chemists Generate information
fi

Chemists, like all scientists, have a resPons,ibility'to contribute to
scientific knowledge. Pure chemists, in particular, pot only use -

information, they also generate it, by talking to their colleagues,. and
especially by publishing papers in scientific journals.

It is very important for chemists (and for all scientists) to establish
j iority - that is,,to get their idea. into print before someone else does.
Hence the importance of publication.

The position is rather different for applied chemists. They may want to
establish priority so that they or their organization can reap the profits
from an idea - this is an important reason for patenting new inventions.
But if they work for private industry, they are also likely to want to
keep their ideas. secret.

A

4. CHEMISTRY: ITS INFORMATION RESOURCES

As we have aid, a chemist cannot work in isolation from the literature.
The 'records of chemistry are among the chemists' most valubble,information
resources, and the communication of chemical hIpowledge among his or her
most important obligations.' The literature of chemistry has consequently
developed in response to. the needs of chemists.



4.1.mk Guides to the literature

If you know nothing about the information resources in chemistry, the
best place to start is with a "guide to the literature". There are
general guides to information resources, such as SHEEHY and WALFORD,
and guides to the literature of science, such as MALINOWSKY and CHEN.
There are also more specialized ones for chemistry, such as:

ANTONY, A. Guide to basic information sources in
chemistry. New York, Wiley, 1979.

R540.7
GUID

BOTTLE, R.T., ed. The use of chemical literature.. 028.702454
3rd ed. London, Butterworths, 1979. HOT 1

BURMAN, C.R. How to find out in chemistry. 2nd ed. 016.54
Oxford, Pergamon, 1966. BUR 1

UNSW MAIZELL, R.E. How to find chemical information: a
P540.7 guide for practicing chemists4 teacher and students.
8 New York, Wiley, 1979.

MELLON, M.G. Chemical publibations: their nature R016.54
and use. 4th ed., N.Y., McGraw-Hill, 1965. MEL 1

4.2. Sources reporting original works and aids to finding them

A significant part of the chemical literature is concerned with th
dissemination of new research results, or new interpretations of
established knowledge. While results of work are communicated through
letters, confererace papers and conversation, it is a basic principle of
scientific investigation that a piece of research is not regarded as
complete until the results havejbeen written up, and in sufficient
detail to be reproducible. Sources which assist the communication of
research results include periodicals, patents, reports and theses.

4.2.1. Periodicals

Often published by learned or scientific societies, periodicals contain
major articles which report investigations and experimepts. Two
important publishers are:

. .

American Chemical Society
Chemical, Society, London

Some periodicals promote the rapid dissemination of information through
brief communications or letters, rather than lengthy articles, e.g.



Tetrahedron letters:\ 1959- . Oxford, Pergamon Press.

others carry "trade" inforMotion through news and advertisements, e.g.

Chemical and engineerin9Lnews. 1923- . Washington, D.C.,

American Chemical Society.

some titles may be general, covering important new developments in all

fields, e.g.,

American Chemical Societx. Journal. 1879- . Washington,

D.C.

Chemical Society. Journal. 186'- . London.

While others cover very specific subjects, e.g.

APhosphorus.and sulphur and the rel:ilted elements. 1976- .

N.Y., Gordon and Breach.

Chemists also use more general and popul4f scientific journals, such

as Nature and Scientific American.

4.2.2. Patents.

Put simply, a patent is a contract between an inventor and the community

by which the inventor retains the exclusive right to exploit his invention

. for a limited period, in return for making that invention public.

(Most patents are owned by companies, rather than by individuals.)

When 411 application is .made to patent an invention, a patent specification .

is drawn up, containing a detailed description of the invention. Patent,

specifications are very important .information resources for applied

chemists (and for engineers generally) for several reasons:

. "They are often the only source of information on an idea

or invention
,

They are a clue to what competitors are doing
41i

. They can..prevent needless duplication ofresearch

. They can stimulate ideas for new research, new products,

new solutidns. to problems

. They often summarizejthe existing knowledge on the topic.

0

Because of the importance of patents to chemical engineers, many of the

abstracting and indexing services in chemistry include patents (see

Section 4.3.2.1. Example A Cyr-page 163 show chemical Abstracts entries

for patents. %7.
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There ire also special services for obtaining information from patents.
Most countries produce their own list of patent4 for example

Australian official journal of patents, trademarks
and designs. 1904- . Woden, A.C.T., Patent
Office. Weekly with annual cumulations.

U.S. Patent Office. Official gazette. Wash., D.C.,
U.S. Dept. of Commerce. '(Has undergone a number
of changes of title). Weekly.

National patent offices such as the Patent Office in
collections of patents, and facilities for searching
you can consult patents'at the Patent Office in Kent
State,Library of New South Wales.

Canberra have
them. In Sydney
Street, and at the

There are-also abstracting and indexing serliices, *and on -line search
services, devoted exclusively to patents, for example

International Patent Documentation Centre (INPADOC).
Publishes a weekly service of patent information
from 49 countries, on microfiche.

World. Patent Index. On-line ,search Service available
through Orbit, containing patent information from
24 countries ,-(pot Australia). Derwent, the publishers
of WPI, also publish a series of print abstracting and
indexing services for patents, including Central
'patents index which covers che stry.



United Stites Patent
Duncan 4
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)
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4,2.3. Report 1

k
erature te

A good deal of the new research in chemical technology-is done under
government contract. The results of such research are often published
in the report literature rather than in journal articles.' g'opme technical
reports are listed in abstracting and indexing services like Chemical
Abstracts (see sectioki 4.3.1.1.) There a%ealto abstracting and indexing
services which list only reports, for examples

.

'UNSW Government reports announcements and index. Vol. 1, ExamplesP REF 1946- .'.Springfield, Va., U.S. National Technical,
in lab'605.72 Information Service., Ha's had several changes.

of title.

UNSW Australian scientific and technological repor
P.REF Vol. 1, 1978- . Canberra, National Libra of
505 Australia:
197

Many ±eports Ire also produced by private companies. While they are an
important information resource within the company, they are not usually.
available to'outsiders.

4.2.4. Dissertations

. Dissertations, or theses, are the reports of research done ipr-post-
graduate degrees at universities or colleges. They are a significant
source of information about new research. (Though if the research is
important enough, it generally getsreported in journal articieg as well.)
Dissertations often Contain extensive bibliographies and reviews of the
literature.

Some abstracting and indexing services include dissertations: for
example, Chemical Abstracts. There are also specialist resources for
locating dissertations. Some of these will be examined'in.the
Education Section of this book.

4.3. Bibliographic sources

,Bibliographic sources enable yoq to find out what ha; been published in
the field. Chemistry is an extremely well,7documented discipline, with
excellent bibliographic resources.

).65
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Abst,racting and indexing services

4.3.1.1. . Chemical Abstracts

The most itportant, and most comprehensive abstracting, service in
chemistry is Chemical Abstracts, published since 1907, by the American.
.chemicai SociPety.

f

.-

Some factssabout Chemical Abstracts

'Types of resource included:

Journal articles
Conference proceedings
Collections of papers
yechnicalrewrts
pissertationS!'
New books
Patents

Abstracts 555,000 documents per year
Covers 14,000 journals in over 50 languages,
Patents from 28 countries.

Scope:

All aspects of chemistry-and chemical technology

WEEKLY ISSUES

tlwmical'Abstracts is published weekly. Abstracts in the weekly issues
.are'divided into a total of 80 subject sections, is follows:

BiochemistryWeek 1, 37 5 etc. Sections 1 - 20
(Odd-numbered issues)

Sections 21 - 34

Week 2, 4,..0 etc.' Sections 35 -46
(Even-numbered issues)

Sections 47 - 64

Sections 65 - 80

Each weekly issue has four indexes, namely:
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Organic Chemistry

Macromolecular Chemistry

Applied Chemistry and
Chemical-Engineering

-Physical and Analytical
Chemistry



(i) Author index.

Iii)

Entries for authors and co- authors and
patent assignees. (See example E, vage 164.)

Keyword tubject index. Based. on document titles.
(See example li, page 1 65 :)

(iii) 'Patent index. Indexes patents in order of country and
then-nume;Ocally. Inventions are often patented in
several countries. Chemical Abstracts publishes an

.abstract only for, the first version of a patent it
receives. If you know- the patent number assigned to
the invention in another country, you can use the 1

patent concordance to find the Chemical Abstracts
abstract for the equivalent patent. (see Example D,

V p.164.)

Based on its subject, each CA abstract is assigned to one of 80 sections and is
printed only once. The section titles are:

Biochemistry Sections
1. Pharmacodjinamics
2. Hormone Pharmatology
3. Biochemical Interactions
4. Toxicology
5. Agrochemicals
6. General Biocemistry
7.' Enzymes
8. Radiation Biochemistry
9. Biochemical Methods,

10. Microbial Biochemistry'
11. Plant Biochemistry
12. Nonmammallan -

Biochemistry
13. Mammalian Biochemistry
14. Mammalian Pathological

Biochemistry
15. Immunochemistry
16. Fermentations
17. Foods
18. Animal Nutrition

J9. Fertilizers, Soils, and Plant
Nutrition

«

20. History, Education, and
Documentation '4'

Organic Chemistry Sections
21. General Organic Chemistry
22. Physical Organic Chemistry
23. Aliphatic Compounds
24. Alicyclic Compounds
25. Noncondensed Aromatic

Compounds
26. Condensed 'Aromatic

Compei. ids
27. Heterocyclic Compounds

(One Hetero Atorn)
28. Heterocyclic Compounds

(More Than One Hetero
Atom)

29. Organometallic and
Organomfttalloictal
Compounds

30. Terpenoids
31. Alkaloids
32. Steroids
33 Carbohydrates
34. Synthesis of Amino Acids.

Peptide% and Proteins

'Table 3 :

Macromolecular
Chemistry Sections
35. Synthetic High Polymers
36. Plastics Manufacture and

Processing
37. Plastics Fabrication and

Uses
38. Elastomers, Including

Natural Rubber ^

39. Textiles

Whitening Agents, and
40. Dyes, Fluorescent

Photosensitizers
41. Leather and Related

Materials
42. Coatings. Inks, and Related

Products
44. pallulose, Lignin, Paper

and Other Wood Products
44. Industrial Carbohydrates
45. Fats and Waxes
46. Surface-Active Agents and

Detergents

Applied Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering
Sections
47. Apparatus and Plant

Equipment
118. Unit Operations and

Processes
49. Industrial Inorganic

Chemicals
50. opellants and Explosives
51. F ssil Fuels. Derivatives

an Related Products
52. Electrochemical.

Radiational. and Thermal
Energy Technology

53. Mineralogical and
Geological Chemistry

54. Extractive Metallurgy
55. Ferrous Metals and Alloys
56. Nonferrous Metals and

Alloys
57. Ceramics
58. Cement and Concrete

Products
59. Air Pollution and Industrial

Hygiene
60. Sewage and Wastes
61. Water
62. Essential Oils and

Cosmetics
63. Pharmaceuticals
64. Pharmaceutical Analysis

Physical and Analytical .

Chemistry Sections
65. General Physical Chemistry
66. Surface Chemistry and

Colloids
-67. Catalysis and Reaction

Kinetics
68. Phase Equilibriums,

Chemical Equilibriums, and
Solutions

69. Thermodynamics.
Thermochemistry, and
Thermal Properties

70. Nuclear Phenomena
71. Nuclear Technology
72. Electrochemistry
73. Spectra by Absorption,

Emission, Reflection, or
Magnetic Resonance, and
Other Optical Properties

74. Radiation Chemistry,
Photochemistry. and
Photographic Processes

75. Crystallization and Crystal
Structure

76. Electric Phenomena
77. Magnetic Phenomena
78. Inorganic Chemicals and

Reactions
79. Inorganic Analytical

bi4emistry
80. Otamc Analytical

Chemistry

Chemical Abstracts Sections
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The weekly issues are cumulated into: two volumes per year. Each

:emi-annual index has its own cumulated indexes, some of which

are different from the weekly indexes:

(i) Author index. As in weekly issues.

(ii.) Patent index. As in .weekly issues.

.

(iii) ' Che ical substance_ __ ._____index. dontains entries for all
____.

e

com etely defined chemical substances - that is,
those whose formula and che 'cal structure is known..
For ex, pie, individual eleme ts, compounds, alloys,
mineral., hormones, chemical products, drugs, etc.
Strictly controlled-vocabulary is used: you must know

the official Chemical Abstracts index name (see
example F, page 165).

Nitta

Example:

Common names:

Chemical Abqracts
index name:

Val tum

Diazep
.

2H-1, 4-BenzodlazTin -
2 - one, 7-ChZora - 1,

3-dihydro-1- methyl-5- phenyl

(iv) General subject index. Contains all subject entries
which cannot go- in the Chemical Substance Index. For

example, whole classes of chemical substances, animals,

processes, application, properties of substances,

concepts. (See e ample G, page 165).

(v) Formula,index. ontains entries for all chemical
substances by t eir chemical formula (in Hill order.).

(See example J, age 166).

There are two other .volu e indexes which we shall not discuss in

detail:(1)

(vi) Index of Ring Systems

(vii) Hetero-Atom-in-Content (HAIC) Index. (1967-1971 only).

(1)
They are described in

CAMPBELL, M. A descriptive guide to. the organisation,

development and use of Chemical Abstracts and its

associated indexes. Nathan: Griffith Univ. Libr.,

1977. (Shelved with Chemical Abstracts at UNSW)
-Al bA



COLLECTIVE INDEXES

As well as semiannual indexes, there are multi-year index1110es:

1st - 5th ten-year indexes, (1907 -1956)
5th 9th five-year indexes (1957-76)

There were fewer types of index in the ear*ier period. For example,
before 1972 there is one subject index, which covers-both chemiCal
substances and the entries now found in the General subject index.

The indexing terminology varies in different indexing periods. There
are particularly large differences between the pre-1972 and post-3.972
indexes. .40

1907 - Author Index

1907 7, Subject Index split.
1972

General Subject Index
Chemical Substance Index

1916 - Index of Ring Systems

1920 - . Formula Index.

1937 Numerical Patent Index

1963 - Patent Concordance

1967 = 71 Hetero-atom -in-context (HAIC) index

1967 - Index Guide

1981 Patent index (combines the Numerical Patent
Index and the Patent Concordance)

Table 4 : Availability of Chemicals Abstracts Indexes

AIDS IN SEARCHING CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS

Two companion publications are particularly important:

Index Guide. Contains cross references from popular
names, or other forms of names, to the Chemical
Abstracts index name. AlsoVcontains notes on indexing
policy. (See example C, page 164)

,N.B. The Index Guide is not a complete list of all
index names and indexing terms. Not finding a term
there doe's not necessarily mean that it is not used
in the indexes.

There are Index Guides for the 8th and 9th collective
indexes. There Are also supplements containing recent
changes.
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(ii) Chemical Abstracts Service Source Index (CASSI)

Gives full titles for the journals and other documents

which are listed in abbreviated form in Chemical Abstracts.

(See example I,,page 166) Also includes much other useful

information, for example publisher, price, language, frequency,

changes of title, and selected library holdings. Cumulation

1907-1979, with quarterly supplements.

CURMICAL ABSTRACTS REGISTRY NUMBERS

* During the 1960s the Chemical Abstracts service developed a computer-based

system which assigns a unique registry number to each completely defined

substance. These registry numbers are increasingly being used in the

literature of chemistry to unambiguously,ideptify chemical substances.

There is no printed index which enables you to search for a substance

using its registrIc number. (You can do this in computer searching.)

Hgwever, registry numbers are very useful in enabling you to be sure

that the substance being referred to is the one you are interested in.

Registry numbers are included in the Chemical Substance and Formula Indexes.

(See example F, page 165 and example J, page 160. To obtain the registry

number, consult the Index Guide.

Registry Handbook. Arranged by registry number, gives index name and

formula for each substance to which a registry number has been assigned.

(See example K, page 166).

COMPUTER SEARCHING OF CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS

Like most major abstracting services, Chemical Abstracts can be searched

by .:omputer. A number of information services provide access to the

chemical. Abstracts data base, for example Dialog, Orbit, and the Chemical

Abstracts Service.

'1 .



EXAMPLES OF ABSTRACTS AND INDEX ENTRIES FROM CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS

(These examples will be used to illustrate class discussion of Chemical
lbstracts.)

Measuring the vol solutions in the
ma . Borivoj Ludvik. Cl. 01,1), Aug.
15, l9titi, Appl. Aug. 31, 1 amt. of the lojuid
and agent present in the material (textile sizes, paper dressings,
etc.) is (-std. from a comparison between the elec. cond. of a
known vol. of the stIn. and that of a defined surface of the ma-
terial. It is measured with a pair M identical electrodes of which
1 is-immersed into the reference sole. and the other pressed onto
the material. The dept. is sufficiently rapid. to permit a con-
tinuous control of the maufg. process. L. J. Urbana(

14038j Apparatus for stretching and stabilizing of synthetic
fabrics. Antonin Kovarik, Josef Cip, Karel Mynnr, and Borivoj
Ptaeek. Czech. 119,968 (Cl. D O(lb), Sept. 15, 1960, .Appl. Jan-14, 1965; 3 pp. Addn. to Czech. 114,455. The equipment con-
sists of a system of feeding and drawing rollers, continuous con-.
veyer belt, heated sections with arched heating plates of differ-
ent radii of curvature depending on tension changes of the tex-
tile, and of an adjustable cross stretcher of the textile. The first
heating plate and the cooling plate have the greater curvature be-
cause of the greatest tension release of warp threads in this sec-
tion. The equipment removes the undesirable transitions be-
tween qperations-where the shape changes might take plucc.

J. Stet% beck

40487g Potassium conte of the procine body and carcass at
23, 46. 68 and 91 kilogr s live weigh r.;
Martin, Truman
ette. Indiana). 1969, g).

yne V

The K content, a I a II dy counting, o the live pig,
carcass, and offal increase( a a slower rate than did their respec-
tive wts. Total variation was greatly reduced when K conch.
was expressed as g. of K/kg fat-free tissue, g K /kg fat-free dry
tissue, or mg K/g of protein. Concns. of K in separable fat and
bone were lower than in muscle. As wt. increased a higher pro-
portion of total carcass K was found in the muscle. The failure
of K to maintain a constant relation with other client. constitu-
ents from orfe type of tissue to another and from one wt. to

al another is considered a major factor leading
assocd. with this technique. .

40488h Inorganic constituents in dental plaque`
Yao, K.; Spinelli, M. (Forsyth Dent. Center, Boston, Mass.). J.
Dent. Res. 1969, 48(51, (Pt. 1), 799-805 (Eng). An exptl. intra-
oral device permitting plaque formation under standardized
conditions is dese.itied. Exp
dry wt. than tt'ural plaque.

II i ! 6 , ent e
n inorg. eve s were

similar in 4-day-old exptl. pla. atural plrique. The in-
org. compn. of plaque was identical when formed in the presence
and absence of dental enamel. Plaques formed in the presence
of shark enamel did not differ significantly from those formed on.
human enamel. -, Available F was readily incorporated in plaque.
Significant amts. of I: were incorporated in exptl. plaque treated
with TIC!, f- acidified phosphate flporide. Buccal plaque con-
tained --SU:, moisture. Asheil and unashed samples had identi-
cal F contents. Threvday-old dental plaque contained 17 pg
Ca. 1 5 ag Mg, and 13 ag Piing dry wt. The F content was 25
ppm (dry wt.). Fluorapatite formation may be a mechanism of
F binding by dental plaque. I). V. Siva Sankar

Abstracts for patents
(Even - numbered weekly
issue.)

17.1

Abstracts for journal
articles
(Odd - numbered weekly

?sue.)

6
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Smith. Dioria L
- . Herr. J J . Wakerting. R. K
SDI s. stem based on NSA magnetic tapes Lser

profiling and the implications of decentralized
indexing. S-1067m

Smith. Cordon Mellis Se* Helier, F.
Smith, George Norbury
-. De Silva. K T D, King. D

So -Carbosystrictosidine. 130069,
-. De Silva. K T D Warren. K. E H
Stereochernistry of umiak-dm*, 130048j

Smith. George Pearscin
-. Hood. L Fitch. W M

Antibody diversity. 1049951
Smith. Gary Reed

Search for the double beta decay of neodymium-150
using a magnetic spectrometer-detector. 146378s

Search for the double Rata decay of neodymium-160
wing e magnetic spectrometer. 1464684

Smith, Gerald R. See Hong. Jen-Shiang
--. Halpern. Y S. Magasanik. B
Genetic and metabolic control of enzymes responsible

for histedine degradation in Salmonella A
typhimurium. 4-1midasoione-5-propionite

17 )

C Index Guide

Numerical Extent index
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-Author index
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index
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response to, 651031
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4.3.1.2 Other abstracting and indexing services,'

While Chemical Abstracts is the most significant abstracting and indexing
service for chemistry, it is not the only one. More specialised services
exist in particular branches of chemistry. For example:

Analytical abstracts. V.1 ; 1954- . Cambridge,
Mash., Society-Tor Analytical Chemistry. A monthly
publication dealing with all branches of analytical
chemistry.

You can find other examples in guides to the literature or by scanning
the shelves in the reference collection at the University of New South
Wales.

4.3.2 Current awareness services

Researchers in chemistry need to know about new developments quickly.
Abstracting and indexing services may not be published promptly enough
to help them keep up-to-date.

Examples of information resources specially designed to alert researchers
quickly to new publications are:

UNSW Chemical titles. V.1 - ; 1960- . Columbus, Ohio.
P REF American Chemical Society. Comprises author and
540.5 keyword subject indexes to articles in about
35 100 chemical journals. The articles will later

be abstracted in Chemical Abstracts.

tJNSW Current contents] physical, chemical and earth sciences. XxamplcsP REF vl - ; 1961- . Philadelphia, Pa., Institute for in lab,.505 Scientific Information. A weekly publication which
110. covers approximately 725. journals in the physical and

chemical sciences. Consists of photocopies of title
pages of new journal issues, with indexes.

UNSW
P REF
540

Current abstracts of chemistry and index chemicus. V.1 ;

1960- . N.Y., .Institute for Scientific Information. A
weekly guide to chemical research and chemical technology
which reports on the synthesis, isolation and identification
of new compounds.



JL J

Current awareness services can also be computer-produced. For example,

from the Chemical Abstracts Service, individuals or companies can

purch4474 their own "customer-defined" current awareness service,

which provides lists of references and abstracts according to a unique

"profile" of their interests%

Alternatively, Chemical Abstracts Service sells current awareness services

in specific areas-of chemistry. Examples of topics available are:

Drug, and cosmetic toxicity N

Herbicides

Organophosphorus chemistry

Recovery 4nd recycling_ of wastes

4.4. SupportiligLand synthesizing resources

These are resources in which the more important research results are

summarized, consolidated, and made more easily accessible. They are

written at various levels, and for various purposes.. The more important

types are: lore specialized More up-to-date

Reviews

Monographs.

Data books, manuals,
formularies

Textbooks

Tkeatises

Encyclopaedias and
dictionaries

Less specialized Less up-to-date

4.4.1. Reviews

t

J

Reviews summarize and comment on recent developments in a subject.

Often- published by the -chemical societies, they are extremely import t

for offering state-pf-the-Lart overviews of various aspects of the stry,

Some are general in nature, including reviews on all topics within

chemistry.

Annual reports on the progress in,_chemistry.

V.1 - ; 1905 - .. London, Chemical Society.

Chemical reviews. 11/.1 - ; 1924 - . Washington,

D.C., American Chemical Society.

h
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Others are more specialized. For example, the Chemical Society publilhes
a series of annual or biennial Specialist periodical reports on topics
such as:

Amino-acids, peptides and proteins
Npclear_magnetic resonance
etc.

.... 4.4.2 Monographs

Monographs cover a single topic in some depth. While they may not Contain
the latest information available in journal articles, they have the
advantage of offering more complete information on the'topic. Monographs
published by firms which specialize in chemistry - for example, Pergamon,
McGraw-Hill are likely to be well-respected and authoritative'.

it

4.4.3 Data books, manuals, handbooks formularies and data banks

Chemists make much use of data various kinds. For example, they may
need to know

the chemical properties of an element or substance
(molecular weight, solubility, etc.)

how to make particular substance&

standard methods of analyzing and testing, etc.

Data books, handbooks, etc. are often arranged in tabular or graphic form.
Some important ones are:

UNSW Handbook of chemistry and physics; a ready- reference R540.202
p REF, . book of chemical and physical data. Ed- 1- ; , ANNiol-
')40.205 1913-. . Cleveland, Ohio, Chemical Rubber Co. ,
1 A very important reference tool.

UNSW LANGEi Norbert. Lange's handbook of.chemistry, R540.2
P REF ed. by J.A. Dean. 11th ed. N.Y., McGraw-Hill, L
540.2 1973.
2 H

UNISI ,SAX, N.I. Dangerous properties of induhtrial 614.8
P REF materials. 5th ed. N.Y.,.Van Nostrand S 2
614.8 Reinhold, 1979.
8 F
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UNSW
. P REF
660.3
.54

The Merck index: Ain encylopedia of chemicals and
drugs, ed. P.G. Stecher. 9th ed. Ralway, N.J.,
Merck, 1976.

An extremely useful publication which deals with
the preparation and properties of some 10,000
chemicals and drugs. It has an index of formulae,
American trade names, etc. It deals primarily with
medicinal chemistry.

R615.103
MER 1

Formularies give directions for making products, or performing reactions.
They are often for industrial or popular use. For example:

UWSW
P REF
660.83
2

Chemical formulary: a collection of valuable, timely,
practical commercial formulae and recipes for making
thousands of products ih many fields of industry.
Ed. by H. Bennett. V.1 ; 1933- . Brooklyn,
N.Y., Chemical. ub. Co.

Chemical
of these
company.
Examples

s

,data can also be obtained from on-line factual data bases.
ar%in-house systems, available only to people working for
0 ers are more widely available and offer-,searches for a

of on-line data bases maintained by the CSIROLare:,

Mass spectral search system. Available to csuto
scientists and a few paying customers. Spectral
data is used in identifying chemical substances
e.g. analyzing swabs in horse doping tests.

Cambridge crystallographic data'system. Contains
crystal structures of compounds, and literature
references.

Austr:Alian wine data. At planning stage.

4*

I
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77.93
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4.4.4 Textbooks

Textbooks are published at differentalevels for different types of

,;tudents: they state well-developed and accepted scientific theories

and give brief information on more general subjects.

4.4.5 s. 'treatises

ot
Alt.

Treatises give exhaustive coverage of a particular area of chemistry.

They include reviews of the literature, bibliographies, and critical

evaluation and interpretation of -the information: Often they are multi

volume works.

'Decades ago, treatises were attempted for the entire

subject of chemistry
1)
No. suchsfoolhardy attempt has

been made recently.'.1

Two important treatises which chemists use a great deal are:

BEILSTEIN, F. Handbuch der otganischen Chemie.
Reviews the older literature on organic chemistry.

-

Gmelins Handbuch der anorganischen Chemie.

literature of inorganic chemistry.

There are a number of guides to using Beilstein

UNgW-\

P REP .

cA7.02

liNsW

P REP
546.05

5

fp

111

Reviews the

and Gmelin, for example:

How to use Beilstein. Frankfurt, Beilst6in Institute.

WEISSBACH, 0. The Beilstein a manual for the

Use of Beilsteins ha&lbuch der Organiscllen Chemie.

- Also conpult the largechart qn the shelves near Gmelin at UNSW.

(1) A. Antony. Guide to basic information pounces in chemistry, R. 177
.

si
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Other examples of treatises are:

P REF Comprehensive inorganic chemistry, ed. by J.C. Bailar. R547
546 27 Oxford, Pergamon, 1975. 5 vols. COM 1-5

UNSW Dictionary of organic compounds.. 4th ed. London,
P REF Eyre and Spottiswood, 1965- . 5 vols. + suppls.
547.03

More than a dictionary: A very extensive compendiumr, 55
of basic data and information on organic compounds,.
with literature references. Has a formula index.

at:

4.4.6 Dictionaries and encyclopaedias

,:rhese vary 4(eatly according to who they are intended for. Some important
examples are:

UNSW .The Condensed chemical dictionary, rev..byG.G.. Hawley. R5,40.3
P REF 9th eti. N.Y., Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1977. CON 1
540.3 t

19 ti
A very useful compendium of concise informAtion46k .

chemical4,._41emical processes and chemical phenomena.
Includes trade information, cross references for 41

popular'names,,etc.

UNSW
REF

540:3
47 H
(level 2)

The Encyclopedia of chemistry, ed. by C.A. Hampel and R540.3
G.G. Hawley. 3rd ed, N.Y., Van Nostrand ENCY

4, Reinhold, 1973. .1973

An authoritative, widely used one.volume
encyclopaedia.

..

1UNSW. GARDNER, W. Ch2mical synonyms and trade names. ath , .P REF ed. Oxford Technical Press,. 1978.
660.3

. ...

.
1 F. ..,..,, .

. A*. .

i .ir.
There are several clibprehensiveaencyclopaedias covering various aspects .

of chemical technology, for example:. :
.

. --...-f
...

.

.
,ff. UNSW Encyclopedia of industrial chemical anallysig, ed. byl..

P REF, 0 F.D. Snell, C,L. Hilton and L.S. Ettre. .11.Y..,
r 1.

543.003 Int9rsdience, 1466-1964. 20 vols. .
.

.
.

1. . ,:

....' . .
.UNSW Encyclopedia of polymer science and technolo .-, ..sy: .-

P REF plastics, resins, rubbers, fibers. Ed. by
0 .

, .r)47.qe H.F. Mark and others. U.Y., Int.ersicience,. . ',-..% -m
.3/ 1964-1971. 16 vols. + suppls. . . f

v
. 1 '..

, r

. .4'sb. .
UNJ;-;W Kirk-Othmer encyclopedia of chemical technology.'.

.
P IMF 2rid ed. N.Y., Wiley, 1961-72v, 22 vols. p

''"1111;
010. 3 supplement and index. 0 3rd ed. in progress, wph
54 provisional index. , , -

: ...

is



4.5 - Trade literature and directories

chemists often need information about commercially available chemicals.
and chemical equipment.

This information can be obtained from trade literature,for example from:

Advertisements and product information in trade journals

. Catalogues, price lists and.A dveqj,sing material distributed
by manufacturers.

. .Commerciallyavailable compendia of trade literature which
are re-Whit/1V updated. For example:" '

Australian Engineerinbi iiaex. 'Melbourne, Technical-

Indexes.

Consists of loose-leaf binders containing trade catalogues,
data, sheets and price lists on'engineering-materials,

.components and equipment.(,

Chemists,.like all engpieers,'often obtain trade fnforitiation through'
informal channels, foe example:

=

. Asking a colleague

. Asking the firm's purchasing officer or other staff with
special:e*pertise in this area-

." .

. Contacting manufacturers

. Contacting trade organizations ;., -, .

. ' .
0

,
.

. some trade information can be dbtainsd from handbpoksidata.books
-/

-encyclopaedias. ...

'There Are also -specialimid chemical directories, for ekample:;

UNSW
P REF
660.5
17

Australian chemicals guide. 4th ed. Canberra,
A.G.P.S., 1979:

pOhem sources Europe and

UNSW '' Chem sources - U.S.A. Flemington, N...T., DirectoKies

P -REF Publishing Co. Annual. '-'. :--, . '

. . .

V)0.05
..e -
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A
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5. STUDY QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES
01.

1. Put these chemical formulae into Hill order -

Na Cl

CH
3
CH

2
OH

CH
3
OCH

3.

H2O

2. Many studies of scientists' use of information resources
concentrate on pure scientists working in research environ7
ments. Rememberingwhat was said in an earlier session about
the differences between the pure and the applijd sciences,
consider whether the results presented in Table .2 on page 1')1
are likely to be true for chemists working in industry or
agriculture. You may like to draw up an alternative ranking
for applied cheinists.

.$

42.
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3. You are a reference librarian in a university library. A

chemistry student asks you to show him how to use Chemical

Abstracts to find some references on Agent ()range, the

herbicide which is said to have damaged the health of

soldiers and civilians in Vietnam.

You know that you must find the Chemical Abstracts Index name,

so you look in the last Index Guide and find this.

Agent Orange A,

See Acetic acid, (2, 4- dichlorophenoxy)-, esters,

butyl ester, mixt. with butyl
(2, 4, 5- trichlorophenoxy) acetate
[39277 - 47 - 9]

You know that you should now look in the Chemical SubstAnce Index for

Acetic acid...etc. But it looks awgully complicated. How can you

make it easier for yourself?

a

. 4. . Answer one of the follOwing:

(a) J. Am. Chem.Soc. is. the abbreviated title for

which journal? How often is it published?
0.

4

41,

(b) Zh. obshch. Khim. is the abbreviated title for

which journal? What language are the articles

written in?

IS 4

N:
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1
(iii) Comment brieLly-- no more than two pages - on any problems

you found, anything that bras particularly interesting about
1101L your search, and what you learned from this exerci

5. Choose ONIi of the topics (a) - (d).

(a) A researi.h qeolOgist is looking for reterenres to publicati.m,.
on anything to do with the chemistry of a mirreral called Tilanite.
He is only interested, though, in titanite found in Switzerland
oe Austria. He would like to know what languages the publications
are:written in.

(b) There is a whole series of adhesives for bondiy3 rubber and metal
called Chemlok. A chemical engineer wants any Teferences to
publications about Chemlok 220 and Chemlok 236. He v)buld be
particularly interested in any patents you can find.

*.;

(c) A chemist who is doing research on antibacterial drugs would like
-references to articles'on the effect of the drug GentaMicin

.
on the organism Staphylococcus aureus. He knows the registry
number for Gentamicin is 1403-66-3 . He-only wants articles
in English or French.

(d) A mining engineer would like `any references you can find to
publications on a mineral called canfieldite. He wants artic145
in any language. He also 'wants to know the chemical formula and
registry number for canfieldite.

Use the Index guide and 9th Collective indexes to Chemical'Abstracts.
JPO

(i) List all the relevant search terms in the relevant
indexes. (N.134 Which types of index will.you.use?)

(ii) List five references you consider appropriate. For each
9ne, give.

(a) Complete citation. For journals, include full
journal-title

(b) Chemic.l Abstracts volume number and abstract number

(c) Type Of index, and search term,..ghich led you to
this reference .

(d) Language of the article

(e,) 'Comment briefly on how You would obtain a copy of
the articles for de enquirer.

*
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4 A senior high school student wants some information on the
chemical composition, and effects, of either Agent.Oranqe ox

2, 4, 5,-T, or both. ,Choose some appropriate information
resources.in which to search for this information.

y Your answer should consist. of the following sections:

4.

(i) concepts or aspects.,n the question

(ii) type of information required, limitations on the
question and the answer

(iii) actual sources searched. For each source, say
why you chose it, what subject headings you used
to find the information and what type of
information you found. (Important r list only

the 4 of 5 best sources used)

(iv) list six references chosen froithe above sources.
canment briefly on their suitability for the user.

7. Answer one of the following questions:

(a) Use Current contents to find references -tp recent articles
on yeasts.

4

(b) Take a recent issue of Chemical title it index any
articles on vulcanization of-rubber ? Find the complete
reference, including exact journal title.

A

.

186
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7. .(c) Take a recent issue of Current abstracts of chemistry.
Does it index any articles reporting research done at
Harvard University?

8. Use resources listed in section 4.4.3 to answer one.of the .

following questions:

(a) Use LANGE to find the chemical formula and density of tapaz.

ti

(b) What are the chemical symbols for sodium, lead and magnesium

The periodic table is arranged in order: of the atomic weight
of elements. Find a periodic table: which elementhas the.
lowest atomic weight?

Y (d). Use LANGE or HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS to find the
'molecular weight (also Balled fordfula weight) of Hg. is it.
soluble in hot or cold water?

t

"4,



Answer the following questions using resources listed in
sections 4.4.6 and 4.4.3.

(a)% Are polymer implants in the human body carcinogenic?

(b) What are rare earths? What are they used for?

(c) What is a free radic4l (in a chemical context!)?

co- !ow many isotopes of uranium are there? What are they?

Which are naturally occurring, and which artificially?

1.

&,)
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(e) Find the chemical formula for LSD.

4'

J1

(f) Ne4ille Wan has Teflon in his throat. I know it is
some sort of plastic, but what sort, and who makes it?

OS.

4,

-
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1. OBJECTIVES

.

Where you have completed this segment, Yoll should have some answer's
to questions like these:

i. What is it alx)ut_ biology which distinguishes it froNother
scientific disciplines?

ii. For what purposes and at what levels may-people be /
interested in biology and its information resources? ,
What are the implications of these various sorts of
purpose and level for people who provide information?.

;

iii. iWhat are some of the characteristics of biologists? How
do they work, hOw do they use informatiol

4 .r

What'are some of toe major charactAristics of t he types.of
information.reseurce'commonly used by biologists and people
interested in biology?

v. What are some numerical data bases vailable in the biological
sciences? .

.

You should also have acquired'certain skills, in particular:

i. Describe some of the main types of information resource
used in biology, their characteristics and what they can
be.used for.

..
..,ii. Select appropriate information resources to ansftf specific

questions in biology.
\

iii. Use--some biologiCal information resources'effectively to
answer simple engiliries with enough knowledge of the
principles of biological taxonomy and nomenclature to
enable yoq to do so.

iv. Use Biological abstracts. effectively;

1

p
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2. BIOLOGY AND BIOLOGISTS

. 2.1 That is biology?

- 184

2.1.1 Defining biology
#)

.

Biology isla division of the natural sciences dealing with
life, in contrast to the physical sciences, which are concerned
with inanimate; matter. The McGraw-Hill encyclopedia of science
and technology 'defines biology as

The brotd gene l field of knowledge -O-Onaerned with
J the ,study 'of, at aspects of living organiisma which

con:be. approached by the methods of natural science.

tv,. 2.1. k.,Su40 isions of biology

4.4;

Trayeona y;' biology has been divided into

V

- The study of plants, and
ZOOLOGY' - The study of animals.

It has also been customary to distinguish, between

MORPHOLOGY - The study of the structure of living
organisms, and

. PHYSIOLOGY - The study of their function.

The broad categories Botany and Zoology can be fyther divided
Intd the study of more specialized groups of organisms, lor
example

MAMMALOGY - Study of ,mammals

ENTOMOLOGY - Study of insects
VIROLOGY - Study of viruses
MYCOLOGY - Study of fungi
HERPETOLOGY -
PHYCOLOGY 4

t

The trend in modern biology is to emphasize those biological
phenomena which-are common twaliliving organisms, rather than
the differences between them. This interdisciplihary approach
produces subdivisioni of biology such .as

BIOCHEMISTRY - Chemistry of living organisms
CYTOLOGY -- FormatiOn, structure and functions .4

of cells . .

PATHOLOGY - Manifestations, causes and
proceises of disease- .

GENETfCS - .Hereditry, transmission of,
characteristics

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY -
HISTOLOGY

Us,,
# # 1 ,' ) :1 ...

't 4 4, re` I e
s, 6. . ,..

,

t,

4
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, There is a comprehensive.listing
-in biology in H.R. MALINOWSKI et
literature, 2nd ed. (Littleton,
p.. 158.

V
of the major areas of study
al. Science and engineering
Libraries Unliitited, 1976),

2.1.3 How biology drawsvon.oth9* sciences

Modern biology draw extensively upon other'areas of the
0 sciences, for examp e on

PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY

BEHAVIORAL 'SCIENCES

EARTH SCIENCES
STATISTICS
COMPUTER SCIENCE

- for methodology and techniques,
e.g. microscopy, molecular

. biology
chemical: properties of living
organisms

social and psychological aspects
of living organisms' behaviour

fossil remains '

e.g. in population biology, ecology
techniques Of investigation and
analysis.

The biologist may therefore require access to the information
resources of a wide rang of disciplines.

2.1.4 Pure and applied plology
4

The inf ma.ion generated by, researchers in pure biology is
put to st in a,very wide,range of applied areas, for example

AGRICULTURE
FOOD TECHNOLOGY
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
'AGRIBUSINESS'
RESOURCES PLANNING AND CONSE4VATION ,

DEFENCE (Biological warfare)
NUTRITION
MEDICINE
VETERINARY SCIENCE
FISH FARMING AND MARINE SCIENCE.

411:"

4

2.2 Information resou4ces used by biologists

2.2.1 Print information resources

f

A previous.segmerit of this course looked at the way scientists
in generfl use information: In broad terms, we can assume. that
the generalizations made there pply to biologists.

,Generally speaking, the literature of biology probably goes
out of date less rapidly than that of chemistry and physics.
This applies especially to basic work op taxonoTy and
classifipation of-living organisms: it is much less true of
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,-some rapidly developing interdisciplinary areas like molecular

biology or soci.iobiblogy.

Biologists appear to use monographs more than do physicists

and chemists. One study found nearly 20% of citations to

biology were tp,monogrvhs, compared & an average of 10% for

the sciendes-generally.
I

Technical reports are not very significant for vure biologists,

but they are important in the areas.of applied biology most

closely connected with national economic policies and planning,

for instance agribusiness, resources development.

Biology jourils seem to be less highly specialized than those

of chemistry. This means that a biologist may find relevant

information in a wider range of journals-than a chemist.
2

4 recent report from the British Library's Biologicill

Information Review Committee emphasized that most studies of

the use of biological information have concentrated on academic

biologists. We know very little about how biologists in

industry use information: they may differ considerably from

academics.
3

2.2.2 Other sources of biological information

Biologists obtain much of their information through work with,

and observation of, the liVing organisuAtheystudy. Access to

collections of these organisms is therefore very important.

They may include
. .

'ZOOS
HERBARIA
BOTANICAL GARDENS
'AGRICULTURPa, RESEARCH ESTABLISHMEN9S
VETERINARY RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENTS'
PLANT NURSERIES
FISHERY RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENTS
NATIONAL PARKS
NATURE RESERVES
AQUARIA
ABATTOIRS

I'

1
A.J. Meadows. Communication in science. London, Butterworths,

1974, p.89.

2
ibid., 24.

3
T.D. Crane. Final re ort o? the Biolo iced IntorMation Review

Committee. London, Br tis ,Li nary, 1978. OLRCD. rept. no.
s .

5438.)
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I Botahic gardens as information resources

A NEW ERA STARTS NOR THE BOTANIC.GARDENS

;"These garden.", said the directbr of Sydney's Royal Botanic
Gardens,'Dr. Awde-JohnsAk, "have languished for a long time.
They didn't d very mach, except in.the scientific sphere.

to

Now all the botanic gardens in Australia are waking up."

V.

In Sydney the garde ns were on the verge Of a hew era, he said.
The public would be involved to a much greater extent, although
the various plans would take some years to develop.

Dne plan for tpe future was t have an area.where people could
do their own identification of plants, under supervision. ,Dr.
Johnson estimates that it now costs more than 45 of taxpayers"
money every time a scientist has to drop vork and do the research
to identify a plant when requested by a member of the public.

This ready reference area for.the public will not eventuate until'
about 1982, after the new herbarium is built,..

...the gardens at.last halie defined objectives. Maintaining and
preserving the trust lands, the collections of living and preserved
planeolife, the .scientific side of the gardens will continue.

Educational value

"The difference from the past is that at last there is a recognition
of their educational value and the need to go out to the public....

...Why? Because we have knowledge thit other people don't have and
we should be sharing it and making it available. That's the basic
reastbn. . -

A botanic garden is not a park. It may function in certain ways
as'a park, 'but its main task is the increase and dissemination of
knowledge ana the preservation of material of scientilifio and
hortioultural.value.

...When the new .herbarium is complete, which should be late in 1981, ;,6
the old herbarium, which we are using now, will have its ground -IL

floor converted into ;2 visitors' centre with displays, lectures
......

.
....

1 and hopefully a bookghop.
.

.

'But the stress will be on the living plants. The gardens are not
a museum of static objects and display rooms

4
but a place where

people can get out amoing the living plants. And we hope that in
time we may be' able to organise excursions into the bush as well."

One of the first steps in involving the public more in the activities
of the gardens has been the appointment AK an extension and public
relations.officer, Mr. Edwin Wilson. His job is to organise programs.,
tours,' displays and exhibits, and he will also be concerned in

W replanning and redeveloping the gardens along more thematic lines.
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D. Johnson hopes the new projects will cover a wide range of
interests from those of children or the casual visitor to thOse
of peoplp who have a serious interest in biology or horticul re
as hobieS. \
About a million preserved plant sAcihiens from allover the world
are kept inYthe gardens' herbarium to be used for study, research
and reference. This is the scientific heart of the gardens.
Properly-documented preserved material is essential to its role.
It can be used for research which was not even imagined at the
time it as collected.

Dr. Johnson's office-contains a dried specimen of Bankbia ericifolia
which was collected by Banks when he can here in.1770 with Captain
Cook. Framed and protected by glass, it is hung where the light
from the. windows does not fall oh it, to help preserve it. But
a leaf taken from that specimen, collected 210 years ago, could
still be broken up and dissected; the tructure, the cells are
still there, a source for future research if necessary....

historical importance

The herbarium specimens also have historical importance when the
source has been documented properly. They could reveal, for in-
stance, what wildflowers grew in Rose Bay at a given period of
our history....

The middle section of the gardens, the oldest historic part,
already has a section devoted to economic plants - those used
for fibres, food, stock feed, drugs, perfumes and so on. During
the next few years the middle section will be converted into a
number of display beds under the general title of Plants,
Evolution and Man, Dr. Johnson Said.

"We hope to convey by these displays, with associated literature
end talks, the way in which the plant world fits into the total
world in which man and they have evolved, the way, plants have
adapted to the conditions'underighich they live, and to the
animals, insects and other species with which they interact.

We also hope to have displays of plants showing their use by
man in various cultures - how the Australian Aborigines used
them, for example. -=Obviously ale could only do this in a very
small way. You could have a whole botanic garden devoted to
one culture and still not exhaust it, so we'll.just be nibbling.

.

I want a range of approaches,-from the very low-key one where
peoplb can wander around and enjoy themselves.cabkorbing a little
information4 through to intensive courses for those who want *'b
study something in depth."

Dr. Johnson also hopes to use volunteers:to help in sUch things
as research recording, perhaps propagation in some cases, and as
guides, where it accords with union rules.

He also h4es to have a rose garden one day showing the history and
development of roses from the earit species tomodern cultivars....

t.

(Sydney, Morning Herald, 11 November, 1980)
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2.3 Taxonomy and nomenclature

2.3.1 Taxonomy

Of all the sciences, biology is the one which places the greatest
emphasis on classifying and ordering the phenomena it deals with.
It is estimated that more than one million.species of animals,
and half a million species of plants have.already been described
and classified, and that there may be.as many as ten million
living species still to be

*
classified.

1

IND

TAXONOMY is the classification of livinjorganisms acc6pling to
a hierarchical system which beat rkflects their similarities
'and differences. It is important to understand the rudiments
of taxonomy, because many. information resources in biology are
arranged according to takohomia principles.

The most important categories used in the classification of
animals are

KINGDOM
PHYLUM
CLASS
ORDER
FAMILY
GENUS
SPECIES

40.

There are also auxiliary categories, such as superclass, subclass,
which are used in groups which have a very large number of'
species. (For example, insects, with over 750,000 named species")

An example of basic taxonomic classification is:

HOUSEFLY

KINGDOM Animalia
PHYLUM Arthropods
CLASS insevta
ORDER Dera
FAMILY Muscidae
GENUS Musca
SPECIES domestica

There is not universal agreement about the classificatrn of
plants, and many different groupings will be encountered.
Traditionally the plant kingdom was divided-into . CIO

rrl

THALLOPHYTA (Algae and fungi)
BRYOPHYTA (Liverworts, hornworts and mosses)
PTERIDOPHYTA (pore- bearing plants) .

SPERMATOPRYTA (Seedbearing plants), if/

over frt dermany seeking ottune (kingdom,
3:1

ter
SIFRO.CF, t. King

phylum, class, ordV, family, genus, species, form).
CO

rry

1
En yclopedia Americana. Vb1.26, p.324.

A
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Thi4 division is no longer regarded as adequate.

An example of a fairly widely accepted modern scheme is

'NON- VASCULAR PLANTS - the lower and intermediate

plants .

THALLOPHYTA - the simple plants

ALGAE -.thallophytes with chlorophyll .

FUNGI thallophytes without chlorophyll-

BRYOPHYTA - the intermediate plants-

, HEPATICAE - liverworts and hornwort

MUSCI - mosses .

2.3.2

ywutAR PLANTS - the higher plants

SPORE BEARERS

PSILOPSIDA - fossil Pailophytalee d li

Pailotales
LYCOPSIDA lycopods
SPHENOPSIDA4- scouring rushes and re ati

FILIOPSIDA - ferns

SEED PLANTS

CYCADOPSIDA - seed-ferns, cycads, and cica eo1.4s

CONIFEROPSIDA Ginkgoales, Cordaitalsa,
Coniferale8, and Tamales

GENTOPSIDA joint-firs and relatives
ANGIOSPERMOPSIDA -1 flowering plants'

1

Nomenclature

In modern biology, it is usual to refer to a living organism

by a two-word Latin name coMprising the gehus and species name.

This is known as binomial nomenclature. The scientific name

is always given in Latin, and is always printed in italics.

The genus name is capitalized, the species name is not For

example

Quercus alba

Qua-roue rubra

Felix leo

,white oak

- red oak.

- lion

Mom domestiCa - housefly.

To ensure standardization, new biological species must be named

according to the rules established by recognized international

authorities. These will, be found in

Gr-iii:ThrheinsysisEediaoftes. 2nd ed.

New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1970, p.733.
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International code of botanical nomenclature. Utrecht, 44
Oosthoek, 1972.

International code of zoologisal nomenclature. London,
International Commission,on Zoological Nomenclature,
1961.

For a short account Of taxonomy, see

Encyclopedia Americana. Vol. Q6, r.laxonomy and Vol. 22,
Plants and plant science - classification.

McGraw-Hill eneyclopedia of sciepce and technology.
Vol. n, Taxonomic categories and vol.410, Plant kingdom.

GFzimek, B. Animal life encyclopedia. New York, Van
Nostrand, 1974. One page outline follows the.
'Systematic Classification' at end of each volume.

411
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2.4 Where are biologists found?

0Z;42.

2.4.1 Research 1

Research in biology is carried out largely in universities, in
government and private research establishments, and in government
departments.

Some Australian( examples ar$1.

CSIRO Institute of Animal and Food Sciences

Divisions inplude

Human nutrition
Molecular and cellular biology .

Wheat research t

CSIRC1 Institute of Biol sources

Divisions include

Forest research .

Fisheries and oceanography
Irrigition 'research
Wildlife research

NSWDItofi...tmeculture

Divisions include

Animal prodUction
Plant industry
Research services -

Biologidal and Chemical Besearch Institute

1

Soil conservation Service of NSW

State Pollution Control Commission (NSW)

Zoological Society ofAustralia

Objects include 'to promote the scientific study of
plants and animals in relation to their environment'.

Genetics Society of Australia.

Australian National University. Research School of
'Biological Sciences

, .

UtA.11314154e N.S.W. School pf Wahl, and Pastoral Sciences
fi

2.4.2 Applicatibr and dissemination of research results

Biologists are employed.d an enormous range of organisations
which utilize the results of biological research, or which
repackage and disseminate biological information.

O
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Examples /include

CSIRO - Advice and assistance to government, industry,
farmers; horticulturalists etc.

Primary industry - Farming, forestry, horticulture,
fisheries etc.

Herbaria, botanical gardens, zoos, etc. - Disseminate I
informatibn to professional biologists and interested
4mateurs, students, etc.

Education - Teaching
school, tertiary,
hobby and amateur

O

of biology at primary and secondary
further and vocational education,
studies.

Secondary industry - Food processing, pet foods,. V
agricultural and garden supplies etc.

Government departments - Advice and assistance to primary.
and secondary industry, conservation, resources
management etc.

2.4.3 The Amateur biologist

0 In an earlier segment of 'this course, we discussed the distinction
between 'professional' and 'amateur' interest in a subject, and
suggested that this distinction generally corresponds with a
division of the information resources of that subject into
'specialist' and 'popular'.

Amateur interest in biology is perhaps more extensive than in
,any other science. There is a correspondingly large range of
biology information resources, aimed at the popular market,

,

ranging from gardening maaazines to expensive coffee table books
on animals or wild flowergi. Examples of hobby and amateur
interest in biology include

Nutrition and diet
Health foods
Gardening
Bushwalki
Pet care

Environmental issues
Conservation

Examples of,organizations which prodUce or disseminte
information for amateurs include

CSIRO - e.g. informative,leaflcats on nutrition
National Parks and Wildlip Service
Zoos, botanical gardens
Nurseries and garden suppliers, e.g. Yates, Swains
Environmental action groups and conservationists,'

e.g. Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace
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Hobby gronpti, e.g

clubs
Animal protection

14bcration

. dog and.cat societies, bushwalking

groups, e.g. R.S.P.C.A.,

f.

Auchrepackaging and dissemination of-biological information
at the popular level' is.done by, the mass media. For example,

on the radio,-Alan ,Seale's Gardening,talkbadk,iiiikpack vet
(both on 2BL) and 2FC's Country hour. The ABC's Science show .

deals with2biological information at a rather more theoretical
level. On television,- documentaries on the plant and animal
kingdoms are perennially popular; for example In the wild with
Harry Butler, Our world withIta Buttiose, and.the.ilicent B.B.C.
import Life on earth. .

Amateurs as sources of biological data

-

.

The collection of biological data is very costly. and time
:consuming.. in Australia there are huge gaps in the data
-available, fOr.example on flora and .fauna and marine life.
The involvement of amateurs in collecting 4ata is thus

.

nec ssary, as well as being an enjoyable, hobby. *The data
may

':
t be of ihe.highest'scientific Standard - but arguably

even uspect data is better than ndne..
;

.

In 1980 and 1981 the Wild Life Preservation Society of
Australia conducted a national urban birdwatch. People

, were asked to spend one hour recording allva birds thiay
saw in their gardens. Birdwatches provide-ihformation on
the numbers and location of bird species. If conducted over
several years they indicate trends, and give warning of
species which may be endahgered. They also encourage people
to be interested in birds and their survival.

Reference: V. Serventy. "The second Annual urban birdwatch"
Bulletin, 20 January, 1981: 23-4.

p
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3. INFORMATION RESOURCES IN BIOLOGY

3.1 .Introduction to the subject and its information resources

11.7. Bottle andH.V. Wyatt. _/....irtuseof biological
literatUre, 2ncted. Hamden,--Archon Books,.
1971.

First part describes types of resourde, e.g.
patents, translations.. Second part. arranged
according to specific.divisions of biology,

R.C. Smith and N.M. Reid. Guide to the literature
'of the: life sciences. 8th ed. Minneapolis,
Burgess, 1972:
Primarily aitoad at teaching library research
methods to. student biologists.

T.G. Kirk. Library research guide to biology:
illustrated search strategy and trources. Ann
Arbor,.Pierian P., 1918.
Primarily for tertiary biology students.

3.2 Overviews, brief factual information

P. Gray. The encyclopedia of the biological
--s,-..sciences. 2nd ed. New York, Van Nostrand,

1970.

'The only comprehensivee.one volume biologicil
encyclopedia in the world today, reoolimended
for its authority and reliability' (Melinowski).

Grzimek's animal life encyclopedia. New York,
Vas Nostrand Reinhold, 1972-5. 13 volt.
A major animal encyclopedia, arranged lccording
to taxonomic .principles.

.There is also a very large numberof encyclopedias
on specific subjects, often aimed at the layman
or beginning student. Representative examples
are listed in C.-C. Chong. Scientific and
technical information resources. (Cambridge,
M.I.T. Press, 1977), pp. 51-4. See also the
guides to the literature listed in Section 3.1.

M. Abercrombie at al. A dictionary of biology.
6th ed. Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1973. '1

For the layperson and beginning student.

I.F. and W.D. Henderson. A dictionary of
biological terms ... 8th ed: London, Longman,
1963.

016.574
BOT 1

016.574
SNIT

4

8574.03
GRAY
1970

1591
GRZ 1

1,

R574.03
ABE 1

R574.03
HERD
1963

Further examples 'of 'biological dictionaries, general
and specialized, will be found in .guides to the
literature.

2 0 ij
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313 Biolag_icalrdata

Like other scientists, biologists have a'great need for data
relating to the phenomena they study. In the case of biology;)
this data includes taxonomic classification of living orgdnis0s,
data relating to their physiology and biochemistry, and so on.
However, since biological data are derived from living
specimens, they -ale frequently not exact in the sense that
physical and chemical data are. The weight or life expectancy of
a partiCular species, for example, must be. expressed as an
average, or within specified tolerances. Thus the nature of
the subject matter gives a particular character to biological
Alta.

One of the most comprehensive biOlogy data books is

. sic2kaydatbOok. 2nd ed. Federation 8574.0202
of American Societies for Experimental BIOL 1-3
Biology, 1972-4. 3 vol,s.

An, important source of biochemical data' is

4

Handbook of biochemistry and molecular R574.1820212
biology. 3rd led. Cleveland,' Chemical HAND
Rubber Company, 1976. 8 vols. plue index.

For an illuminating account of how biological data is
Obtained, and vetted, lor handbooks of this kind, see
P.L. Altman. "Collection., analysis and publidition of
biological data:" In Communication of scientific information).
ed. by S.B. Day. Basel, Karger, 1975, pp. 140-148.

4e,

Another type of handbook is the aid to identifying birds,
animals,, plants etc. Those designed to bewportable are Often ,

called,field guides. Examples are w .

N.W. Coley. What, bird is that? Revised' 598.2994
,. .

ed.: London, Angus and Robertson, 1975. C 1

T. Harris.' ,1.2ild flowers of Australia.' 8th" i81.1994
, .

Atd. Lond6n, Angus and Robertson, 1979. HARR
.

.

H.R. Wilson and K. Gillett. A field guide to 594.320994 -
Australian shells. Sydney, Reed, 1979. Al= .

. 1

Floras are guides to the taxonomy and distribution of plants in i

a parti6ular meat to example we

N.C.M. Roadie et al. VssaoLtL_yitesdne 501.9944
region. .gydniy,,Reed,.1972. READ

Another type of handbook or data book is the ihow-,to-clo-it' book,
efor example

. It.,

Yates garden vide for Australian gardeners,.
Sydney, Collins, 1979.

1 204
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Biological data can also be obtained from. computer -based numerical
04 or factual data bases. Such bases are only just beginning to be '

developed in 46stralia:. they are not widely known, and access to
themris'often.restricsted.

... t. . .
, . , y.0. # .

10 y ,..
.

Example of a factual datA base ,- 1. Australian Biotaxonomic Inforimation
_ 4,

. System

)

Contain's re of specimens or field observations of flora
and fauna.

Coordinated by Federal Government Bureau of Flora and Fauna,
which enforces standatds for infotmation exchanges

. .- Cooperative network of local data bases round Auftrelia.
organizations involved so far include

Aiins:

A

Queensland Herbarium
Australian Museum
Royal Austtalian Ornithologists' -Union
Nati6nal Parks and Wildlife Service, Hobart
Northern Territory Herbarium
Museum of Western Australia.

(1) Assist institutions with record mapagement (e.g.
AushIglian Museum has 14,000 mammals, 100,000 species
of birds,and doesn't know how many insects).

(ii) Provide4ultiple access to records and specimens' (e.g.
by genus/species, where found, inititution, discoverer,
etc.), and hence

Fa6ilitate access to inforMation.

( (iv) Develop a national data base.

-4
"'..

...

quarlpIT of''a factual data base - 2. Australian Feed Information System.: -
.

a i
....-

. . . Operited by Australian Feeds Information Centre, Blacktiown -
a member of International Feeds Information Centre 0 4 2

a

O

Contains data on

Animal r qu11rements for nutrients
Chemice composition,. nutritive value, etc. of feeds
Efficiency with which animals can use seecific nutrients
Feedstuff prices

Aims: 4
r

, i
1 t
a (1) Help the livestock industries by improving access to

information ,

. % ,

a

(ii) Combine and-manipulate data to work out most cost,effective
feeding programs.

40 :295' --
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1.4 Finding journal articles, reports, c onference papers, books,
. etc. on a specific topic, sr

Biology digest. Medford, N.J., Plexus, 1974- R574.016
Absttacts 300 periodicals in the life BIOL
sciences for secondary pchool and
undergraduate students and teachers.

The moat important general abitracting service in biolog). is

Bidlogical abstracts. .Philadelphia,. R016.57
Biosciences Information Service, 1926+ . BIO 1
Abstracts of articles in about 8,000
serials, as well as monographs reports,
etc. 5 indexes - Author, Subject,
Taxonomic, Genus-species, Concept.

Biologicalhabstracts is supplemented by
4/N*

BiologicalrabstractszuRRK (Reports, liews,
meetings). Philadelphia, Biosciences
Information Service, 1967+ .

Covers the - 'irregular' literature not
covered in Biological abstracts. Until 1980
called Bioreaearch index.

A useful*guide to the usezof.Biological;abstracts is

M. Campbell. The use of, Biological Abstracts 016.57
and Bioresearch Index. Nathai, Griffith BIOL
University Librafy, 1977. Copies also

should be used with caution, however, in Lab.
nce it is out of date in places.

There is a very large number.of smaller, more Opecialised
abstracting and indexing services in biologyw nearly 300 have

en identified in the English language alone.]: Examples will
found in guides to the literature..

' Many of the printed indexing and abstracting services in biology
can .also be.retarched by computer. For example

BIOSIS Priwiews. Available through Dialog,
Orbit. Data base includeso,the publications
abstracted in both Biological abs acts and
Biological abstracts: RRM.

AGRIS - Agriculture Information Service. Run by UNESCO
in Vienna, and available in Australia through CSIRONET.

SWRA - SelectV Water. Resources Abstracts. An. -
international service, available through CSIRONET.

1
T.D./Crane. Final report ...: p.6.

V
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,

ASWIS - Australian Sheep and Wool
Available through CgIRONET.

I

ENVIROLINE - Environment Abstracts
Dialog, Orbit, etc.

Information

Available

. FSTA.- Food Science and Technology Abstracts.
through Dialog, Orbit, *etc'.

3.5' Keeping up-to-date

Srvice.

through

Available

Two sections of Current contents are especially useful to -

biologists. They are

Current contents: life sciences Samples
in'

Current contents: aRritulture, biology and lab.
environmental sciences

Current awareness sores can also be obtained toms computer-
based information retrieval systems. They nay be tailored to
an individual profile, Alternatively, and more cheaply, many
of these systems offer broadly based current awareness bulletins
relevant to larger number of people. Examples of monthly
-current awakenass bulletins.available tram the Australian
National Library are

Blowflies

Fish diseases

mframpial biology

Soil conservation

Wheat biology
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4. STUDY QUESTIONS' AND EXERCISES

1. (a) Give 401compiete taxonomic classification forthe
Rufous rat kangaroo. Indicate the category to
.which each Latin word belongs, as in the housefly
example above...

What is the scientific name of the rufous rat
kangaroo using the%inomial nomericlature?.

When was this species first named, and by whom?

(b) Give a complete. takonomic classification for the
.lion. Ikdicate the category-to whicheach Latin
word belongs, as in the housefly example above.

2. Four ofthe subdivisions of biology named in Section 2.1.2
are without definitions. Filllin definitions for two (one
from each group),

3. (a) What is the scientific name of the waratah? What
species of waratah grow in the Sydney area? What
family.does the waratah belong to? Name two other
members of the family.

208



Its (b) What is the generic or scientific name for the.
koala? To what family does,it belong?4

4. (a) What is tie chemical composition of the sex
attractant pheromone prOduced by bees? .

I

1

. (b) stidine is a naturally occurring hmino
FTnd its ehemica,1 formula, melting point
you could obtain detailed infwmation on
isolation and purification. Where is it
frofi?

I

)
acid.
and where
its
obtpined

(c) What are the comparative weights of Russians and
Caucasian Americans at birth, four Years and
seventeen years?

O

6

A

5. (a) An article published in 1977 reported that Mdcropus
parma, previously thought to be extinct in New
South Wales, has been found here alive and well.
Use Biological abstracts vol.64 to trace the
article. iCare - which index will.be appropriate?)
What is the common name of Macropus parma, and ,
where exactly in New South Wales is it found?

".

A

,

its
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5. (b) Us& Biolo ical abstr cts vol. 62. to locate an arkicle on

i'osidonia austra/ia n Botany Bay. What is itr:and i

it-increasing?.

nti

*

4

es

6. Case Study: The use of biological information by a residents'
action group

A

The Little Salt-Pan Basin Preservation Group was established in 1972

to fight a proposal to turn an area of swampy, neglected bushland on

the shores of the Georges River into a garbage tip. The Group was

successful, mainly 33d:cause it had good access to information, and used

this information constructively both to point out the drawbacks of the

proposal and to suggest alternative uses for the bushland area. Among the

.topics upon whichithe'Group prepared reports were:

O

Overseas methods of garbage disposal
Vermin in garbage tips
Flora and fauna.of the Little Salt Pan Basin area
Likely effects of the- proposal on flora and fauna
Alternative sites for the tip
Effect of the proposal on property values.

What other biological information could the Group have obtained and used?

List possible sources for the biological information the Group used or

could have used. What problems might be encountered in. obtaining and

using such information?

Reference

4.

POWIS, J. "Ecology action by the textbook: how to save Little

Salt Pan Creek". National Times, Jan.29 - Feb.3, 1973,
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1. OBJECTIVES
o

When you have completed this segment, you shOuld be able to*answer such
. questions as

i. What is medicine, and what are some of its traditional
and more recent subdisciplines?

ii. What kinds of people use medical information resources; and
for what purposes? I"

iii. *hat are so'e of the major characteristicS of information.
-resources-commonly used by people with an interest in
medical information?

iv. Wbat are some of the important factors to be considered' in
building a collection 'of medical information resources? How
are these fa ?tors affected by the different characteristics
and needs of' different types of users?

v. What are the important considerations in evaluating- medical
information and in answering medical enquiries?

You should alsollave4acquired certain skills, especially

i. Select and use appropriate information resources to answer
specific questions in medicine.

ii. Use Index medicus effectively

iii. Use resources containing information on drugs effectively.

O
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2. MEDICINE AND THE HEALTH SCIENCES

2.1 Medicine.and its'branches

Medicine is

that branch of science which deals
'with the diagnosis, treatment and
prevention of disease. in human beings.

Traditionally, medicine has)been primarily concerned with
.people who are sick. However, modern medicine is increasingly
concerned with the promotion and maintenance of good health,
as weal as with curing or alleviating disease.

Medicine can be divide in140 the basic medical sciences and
clinical. specialties. e basic sciences provide the
theoretical and practical knowledge upon which the practice
of medicine is baied. For example

OP

ANATOMY
PHYSIOLOGY
BIOCHEMISTRY
MICROBIOLOGY
PH#RMACOLOGY

Maj9r examples Of traditional clinical specialties are

4

'SURGERY

INTERNAL MEDICINE
PSYCHIATRY,

OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY
PAEDIATRICS,

Like all the sciences, medical practice and restarch are
becoming increasingly specialized.. Examples of more
specialized clinical specialties are

TRANSPLANTATION
MICROSURGERY
OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY
RHEUMATOLOGY .

CARDIOLOGY.

There is also a trend for clinical specialties to become more
interdisciplinary, and forthe primary focus of attention to
move from the di,sease to the patient and his /her total situation.
These trends are evident in the emergence of new specialties
such as a 10.

COMMUNITY MEDICINE
ABORIGINAL HEALTH CARE
SPACE MEDICINE.
SPORTS MEDICINE
INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE

214
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Many of the newer medical specialties demonstrate an' increasing.,
awareness of the social responsibilities of medical professionals..

Mid-way between thebasic medical sciences and clinical
specialties are various 'tool sciences' used by medical
practitioners and researchers. The rapid growth and change
in medical 'tool sciences' shows hoW much modern medicine is
influenced by technologibal advances. Some examples are

COMPUTER DIAGNOSIS
HAEMATOLOGY
PATHOLOGY
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

There is a useful list'of medical specialities in H.R. Malinowsky
et al. Science and engineering literature: a guide to
reference sources. 2nd ed. (Littleton, Libraries Unlimited,
1976), pp. 208 -9.

Medicine once was - perhaps still is - one of the most highly
respected and prestigious professions. In recent years,
however, there has, been increan4 questioning of the medical
profession and its activities. ' On the one hand this has
led to a proliferation of 'fringe' or'alternative medical
specialties, for example

eTh,

OSTEOPATHY
NATUROPATHY
ACUPUNCTURE
CHIROPRACTICE
ORTHOMOLECULAR MEDICINE

Disillusionment with the medical profession has also led'to
people seeking more information about, and control over, th6ir
own health anA.treatment. This has resulted in an increased
demand for medical information in forma appropriate for lay-
people.

2.2. Medicine and the health sciences

Medicine is one of a group of subjects often collectively
called the health sciences. Among, the others are

NURSING
PHYSIOTHERAPY
OPTOMETRY
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY .

SOCIAL WORK AND COUNSELLING
DENTISTRY

0

((1) Ivan Illich. Medical nemesis: the expropriation of-health.
New YoFk, Bantam, 1977. 'Ivan Illich, et al. Disabling
professions. London, M. ErOyars, p77.
Ian Maddocks. "Medical monopoly! a gamo for choseh players".
New Doctor, 10, October 1978: 34-6. .

215
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I
fricreaingi! health 'care delivery is seen as a team effort
involving a number of health care professionals who have
different, and complementary, skills. ',ncreasingly, too,
P)ealth)caie is seen to'involve counsellihg and behavioural
sciences, as well as traditional medical skills., These
changes moan that medical.pract4i+rsand.researchers
needq-icess.to information from a wide range of disciplines.
They also mean that there is a large number:of people
working in the health sciences who are not trained as
doctors, but who need access tp medical information.

O

1,
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'0

INTEGRATED, COOPERATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY AND

MEDICALINFORMATION - AN EXAMPLE

REGIONAL HEALTH CENTRES - funded by Health Commission

Under one'roof, individuals'and families can obtain

. Selected medical treatment, e.g. children's dentistry,
chiropody

. -.Counselling and information on drug:and alcohol problems

. Psychiatric counselling

. Counselling on marriage and relationship problems

. Infor4tion and advice about effective parenting
. Interpreter services
. Information and advice on contraception
. Referral to other sources of information or treatment
. Other services and information, depending on demand.

Health care professionals.at the centres receive informatio41 from

. Their own professional information networks

. Health Commission, including its main and regional
libraries

Their colleagues in other professions within the centre
Their clients..

4

.71
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3. USERS AND CONSUMERS OF MEDICAL INFORMATION

Or3. 1 "doctors

Some doctos operate in private practice, singly or A small
groups. Others are attached to institutions, such as
hospitals, research establishments, universities and
government departments. AneAustralian survey has suggested
that,the first group is disadvantaged in its access to
information, whereas doctors attac120 to institutions tend
to belong-to an information elite."'

3.1.1 Djpiptors attached to institutions

Many of these are engaggg'in trea6hgng and dOsearch, as well
as, or instead of, being praCticiA9: doctors. Their
information seek,ing and use tend to be like those'lof
aCademic scientists. In comparison with some academic
scientists, doctors rely heavily on the communication of
infortation through the 'conventional' literatufe (i.e.
journals and monographe). Report literature i4 not generally
an important source of information. Doctors ;are relatively

highly organized 'and,bohesive as a professional group.
Perhaps this is why they seem to make quite frequent use of
conferences and meetings as a means of communicating
information.

The medical fraternity was one of the first groups to.receive
widespread exposure to'computer-based information' retrieval
services. MEDLARS (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval
System) has been available in Australia Tivce 1969, and its
on-line equivalent, MEDLINE, since 1976. ' Not surprisingly,
doctors in universities, large hospitals and research
establishmts are more likely to be aware of, and use, such
services. Doctors in sugh institutions now have access
also to non-bibliographic data bases .(see page 221).

'I

3.1.2' Doctors not attached to largd'institutions

The most common information needs of doctors in single or
group practice are (a) information to assist in the diagnosis
and treatment of a particular case, and (b) the need to. keep
up7to-date with changes in the field.

Many doctors obtain much .of their information on drugs from
drug companies' sales representatiires, .and,from the

(.2) C. Maguire. "Drug information needs ofyt6 Australian medical
professiont some insights from a survey." Lasie, 6, 1975-6:
15-19.

. (3) National Library of Australia. -Annual reports.

(4) C. Maguire. op, cit.

%
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advertisements in medical journals like ,the Australian
Medical Journal, the Australian Family Physician and Drugs.(5).
This method of obtaining information is not as dangerous as
it might seem, since drug manufacturers axe subject to
extensive controls (in.Australia through the Australian Drug
Evaluation Committee), and the information ckyy disseminate
is generally both detailed and responsible.' ' Nevertheless,'
it is often felt that. more needs to be done to improve hon- --
iliVitution-based doctors' awareness of information services,':
or to make the services more appropriate'for them, or both.'

MEDLINE hash been found to be effective in providing a, swift
answer to questions relating to diagnosis and treatment of
specific cases. The problem is that the' typicdl non-institution
based" doctor 'does not have-immediate access, to a to final.

For updating doctors' knowledge, the pdstgraduate medi 1

education committees attached to the various universi
provide a variety of short courses' and workshops; bot r in the
cities and in count/it areas. These courses are also sold to
individuals in cassette form.

the Doctors Reform 'Society was established in 1973 withthe
aims of

. PrOmpting reforms inttae health care delivery system
Improving communication between doctors, allied health
professionals, the public, and governments

. Studying and promoting social aria) environmental r

\
forms

in areas related to medicine.

It offers doctors information (with a non-traditional per-
epeCtive), through its journal New Doctor, and through seminars.

3.2 Paramedical personnel

As mentioned in $ection 2.2, people trained in a variety of
subjects other than medicine are involved in health care
delivery., They maybe attached to institutions, or doCtors'
practices, 'as part of the health careteam. ,For eiample,

Social welfare workers attached to a hospital
. ;Community nurses attached .to a regional health 'centre
. Physiotherapists working in a hospital
. 'Nurses employe4 by doctors in group practice
. Nursesin hospitals'.

(5) For a list of major Australian mediCal journals, see List of
journals indexed in Index Medicus, 1980. This includes a
listing by country.

(6) R.V. Cuddihy. "Scientific information: philosophy and policies
within the pharmapeiltical industry". In Communication of
scientific information, ed. by S.B. Day (Basel, Karger,, 1975),
211-30.

. (7) New Doctor; 16, 1980: 23.

219
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Orr they may 'practice these and other professions independently,
or attached to non-medical institutions., Health care teams
may also include volunteer workers.

The information use and needs of paramedical personfiel are
not directly within the scope of this package. However,
people who provide medical information services should be
aware of them, ppd should guard against excluding-them from
such services.'

L.)
co 3 .. 3. Lay people

We suggested in Section 2.17 that ordinary people have in .

recent,years become more assertive in criticising, and seeking
- to understand an4 control, what medical...professionals do to
them. One result of this has been an increased demand for,
and supply -of,, medical information aimed at the non-expert.
Such information may emphasize 'alternative' or self-help
medicine, or it may simply thuislate orthodox medical

.

knowledge into lay terms.

-Organizations.and groups which disdeminate such Wormation
often have a radical or 'self-help' orientation.Y For
example,

MINER'S HEALTH CENTRES - Leaflets on self-medication
- Classeitin, e.g. relaxation,

massage, tai-chi
- Pregnancy testing

Abortion counselling

PALA SOCIETY

°

ARAFMI - Information and counselling
for the friend of the
mentally ill

CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

FAMILY i'LANNING'ASSOCIATION

- Alternatives to psychiatric
hospitals

MEDICAL C9NdUMERS ASSOCIATION - Has Published a guide
to patients' rights and

W.H.O.

WEIGHT WATCHERS

responsibilities

,- We Help Ourselves - drug
rehabilitation

ti

(P-

(A) An excellent account of-the information needs of one such group will
be found in C. Maguire et al., The Rfa.Tie you know: aninveutigal..iyn
,01 information trannfer among a group of Aus.tra lian social worker!: in
,a hospital agency. Sydney, UNSW School-of Librarianship, 1976.

(9) Hence community infeirmtion directorie8 are often a good way of
finding out about "them. See,.for-example,.the relevant chapters in
The New South Wales woman's handbook (Collingwood, Greenhouse,. 1980).
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4. COMMUNICATION OF MEDICAL INFORMATAN

Because of the crucial nature of medical information, it is important
that there is p free flow of communication tretweeii the research worker,
who is usually the first'to disclover new knowledge relevant to
-medicine, and the clinical mediCal practitionerwho is the person
most closely responsible for the health of the Communiti.e To
facilitate thi* flow are government bodies whosO.duty it is to monitor* research findings and pass on to medical practitioners any which are
of immediate importance.. In 04110 cases these bodies will communicate
directly with the public. The. Drug Evaluation Committee of the

lt

Australian Department of Health monitors possible side effects of
new drugs; the National Health and Medical Research Council advise
the governMent in all matters of health care and in the finding of
medical research.

The following model, taken from HAVELOCK, Planning for innovation
through dissemination and utilization of knowledge. Ann Arbor, Mich.,
Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan, 1969. p. 21,
demonstrates the relationship between research and practice. In the
medical wend, the researchers are located in universities, govern-
ment departments, hospitald and drug companies. The practitionerT
in private practice; goyernment departments, hospitals and health
centres. Information must-be communicated from the practitioner to
the consumer and the general public, as well as to each other and to
the researcher.

A Theoretical Framework
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It should be. kept in mind that this diagram shows a network of
medical communication which is relevant only to modern, "Western"
medicine. An earlier times medical information was passed on largely
by unqualified members of society, the so- called "old wives" whose
tales, having fallen into disrepute, are now being restored some
what to their former positions of influence e.g. herbal remedies.
In non-western; "primitive" societies, the dichOtomy between the
research worker and the practiser of medicine,/does not usually
exist, being combined in the one person who administers to the
whole community. It is interesting to note that, until recent times
and still to some degree in primitive societies, the role of the
"doctor" has been associated with religious forms or powers. (Some
would not 'agree that this is no, longer the case in our own society.)

Not all classes of medical informatiqn users have imam; to all types
of medical inforMationi even if they want to. The members Of the
public will not usually be admitted to the Isrohives.roompf the
medical society, for instance,,nor will the government bureaucrat
be given information from a patient's hospital reoord,.and nobody
will be allowed to view medical histories from a practitioner's
consulting rooms. The N.S.W. Privacy Comiltttee is. investigating ,

mechanisms of ensuring protection of hospital records from public
scrutiny while allowing patients to have access'to their own records.

The role of the library, p4kticularly the medical library, is an
interesting one. A standard rule in many libraries with regard to
medical and legal matters is that librarians will assist in finding
information but must desist from interpreting it for the reader.
While purporting to,ble disseminators of information; many medical
libraries will, however, as in the case of some hospital libraries
refuse admittance to patients/members of the public, or, as in some
libraries attached to educational institutions, will admit tie public
but refuse to giye them any assistance in finding the itlormation
being sought. Althougl( these practices are widespread, there is
some evidence that they are on t.he deCrease. The ethics'of the-
situation, still, however, exercise the consciences of many medical
librarians.

(
5. MEDICAL INFORMATION RESOURCES

A

5.1 Overview of the subject and,its infofmation.resources

CHEN, Ching -chip. Health sciences information R610.16
sources. Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press, HEAL
1981.

MORTON, L.T. Holito use a medical library.
6th ed. London, Heinemann, 1979. MORT

An ihtroductory guide
medical practitioners.
type of resource (e.g
'audio visual aids').

for medical students and
Arranged mainly by
!absti'acting services',

*

MORTON, ed. Use of medical literature. lst ed. at
2nd ed. London, Hutterworths; 1977. g016.61

Mall 1
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MALINOWSKY, H.R. and giCHARDSON, 501.6
Science and engineering literature: MALI
a guide.to reference sources. 3rd ed. '1980

_Littleton, Libraries Unlimited, 1980.
Chapter 10, Bio- medical sciences.

1

GREENBERG, B. How to find out in psychiatry: 8616.89
a guide to sources of mental health GREE
information. New York, Pergamon, 1978.

5.2 Journals.

Just as there are many levels at which medical information is
generated there are many vehicles used for its transmission.

'w

Much of the latest medical informatin is to be found in
journals and these can vary a great deal amongst themselves.
A.research scientist may wish to read of the latest on
cytogenetics in a journar.such as Annals of human genetics,
a medical practitioner may turn to the Medical journal of
Australia for an4interesting case report, an athlete might.

_gain some advantage Jrom reading Journal of sports medicine,
the member of the general public May do,likewise from a
perusal of Forum, the mother-to -be may find helpful articles
in Family Circle..

To reach the widest passibl.e appropriate audience and to
enhance their standing among their peers, authors strive to
have their articles published.in scholarly journals-such as
The Lancet.or, in Australia, the Medical Journal. of Australia,
which enjoy both high circulation figures and high pretige.

The first pibblem which arises here is that' the reviewing
panels of'such journals demand articles of a foimal,
'scientific' nature with an attendant concern for the
publication of first disclosures. There is a widespread
feeling that papers with another aim - that of education,. or

speculation, or case report - must be as formal and as rigidly
verifiable as the archival_literature proper. The result is
that an,,important function of-literature - communication -
tendd:tO be neglected. A well known example of thifi 'is the
attempt by Dr. William McBY'ide..to have his paper on the
'effects of thalidomideon the human foetus published in
The Lancet; after it-watt twice rejected his findings were
published as-a letter in the journal.'

The second problem concerned'with publication in periodicals
is that the majority oCauthors are queuing to "have their
work in the minority of journals.. This results in'a delay'

o
between acceptance of an article and its-subsequent
publication of perhaps six months. This poses the question of
how quickly medical. information bebomes dated. ,'In. some fields
such as anatomy,, surgery, opthaliology or-tropical medicine,
alt article fifteen years old may still be useful and sought
by practitioners. In other areas, such as immunology,
biochemistry and*preventive medicine, where there. is -a great.:;*
deal of research based activity being added to 'daili,,-the
information quickly becomes dated and delays can. impede
considerably the flow of'informatiori.,

A
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5.3 Finding journal articles,
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conference papers etc.

Theluost important general medical indexing service is

Index medicus. Washington, National Library of Samples
Medicine, 1960- . Monthly + annual cumulations. , in lab
Indexes about 2600 journals, and a small number
of congresses, symposia and multi-authored
monographs. Separate Medical reviews section.
Supporting publications are

,,ist of journals indexed in Index medicus.
Also listed-in each January issue, but this
separate publication inOludesoountry and
subject listingf.

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH Annual. Lists Samples
the subject headings used in Index medicus (MeSH), in lab
with cross references,' classified listing (tree
structures), etc.

Abridged Index Medicus. Indexes Samples
118 English language journals - designed for lab
individual practitioners and small libraries.

The Index medicus data base can alto be searched
on -lino (REDLINE) or in batch mode (MEDLARS).

A major abstracting service in medicine is

Excerpta medica. Amsterdam,44, xcerpta medica. Samples
Indexes... 3.5.00. journals... 11,40,44ed in 43 :separate..:.. in lab
sections, e.g. -

10. Obstetrics and gynaecology
31. Arthritis and rheumatism
35. ,Occupational health and industrial medicine
37. j)rug literature :index
38. Adverse reactions titles
40. Drug lependen6p

Supporting:Publications are

EXcerpta mediga *or manual. 1979,

/
List of journals abstracted. 1980.

Guide to the Excerpta medica classification
and 4fi4exin5 system. 1978.

eP
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Like Index medicus, Excervta medica is the print version of
a base which can al46 be searched by computer. One reason
for the greater popularity of Index medicus and MEDLARS/
MEDLINE is that they are considerably less expensive than
the Excerpta medica services.

There are many indexing and abstracting services in
specialized areas of medicine. There.is avery selective
listing, by subject,'in L.T. Morton. How to use a medical
library. 6th ed,. (London, Heinemann, 1979) , 'hp. 44-54.e
For further examples, See other guides to'the literature.-

5.4 Realia

t

Much medical information is not, however, in printed form.
"Realia", such as anatomical models, skeletons and pathology
specimens convey important information, especially to the,
medical student. Histology slides containing a smear of

. microbial material allow the same student, or the pathologist,
to directly observe the organism and, therefore, recognize it
far more easily than with a written description.

a

5.5 Graphic Records

There are many giaphic,aids in medical inforrAtion. Medical
illustration is one of the oldest branches of, the profession
and was vital before the days of legal dissection and of
photography. Recently, x-rays images, videofilm of, for
example, a patient's gait, and computer-assisted displays
are' used extensively.

Public health authorities often use posters to get their
message across. 'Examples of these are the notices in N.S.W.
Pub] c Transport Commission vehicles warning ofithe dangers of
venereal diaeases or adviSing parents on-the desirability of
inoculation for their children. The Lifet Be in it campaign
is an example of a project which used the electronic media;

-pictorial art asin posters and printed literature in the form
of pamphlets. Pamphlets and leaflets are a common way of
transmitting medical information to the general public.
Examples of these are thetones distributed by the N.S.W. State
Cancer Council instructing women on breast examination or giving
advice to sun bathers on which suntan preparation is suitable
for their skin types.

5.6 Mass Media

Medical information for lay people is often disseminated. via
the mass media. For example, advice columns,in newspapers
(Dr. Wright in the Sun), or in weekly or monthly magazines
(Australian Womb's Weekly, Readers' Digest); radio
programmes (e.g. The body programme on 2BL, The science dhow
on 2FC); TV documentaries (e.g. The body in question).

0
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The qtLstions
peopi Ic me

JAMPAIIID.IFINGIERS
Beery now and then one of the chil-

dren will manage to get some fingers
Jammed in the car door. It makes a
mess of the ends of the /fingers and is

,-invfidly painful. Is there some simple
first aid remedy?

Give the injuied fingers a quick rinse
in cold water. Add an antiseptic if you
have some handy. Wrap firmly with a cot-
ton bandage, and then apply an ice pack.

Keep the fingers elevated. This seems
to quickly reduce pain and checks bleed-
ing. Any dirty wound where the skin is
broken may need a tetanus up-date, and
antibiotics may be needed also from a
doctor toiprevent subsequent infections.

Often the nails will come adrift - do
not pull at theit. New ones will grow
back after several months.

The Australian Women's Weekly
Medicine Chest Book, Dr Wright's ad-
vice for every family which values
health and safety, is on sale for $11.98
at your newsagent now.

"''' ----TWAVOITSALIANWOMINSWIRKLY--JANUARYtt..100s....

The popular pr, ss - a medical information resource..

5.7 Medical Fiction

While lay people seek and use medical information for 1:ctical
purposes, the world of medicine is also a popular setting for

recreational material. For example, novels about doctors and
nurses; popular accounts of medical breakthroughs such as

test-tube babies; medical biography; TV series such as The

young doctors and Hospital. .Recreational materials can some-

times be a useful means of disSeminating serious information.(10)

5.8 Audiovisual. Resources

Audio recordings are important in medicine; "Original"

sounds such as heartbeats and pulses enable the student to

recognize signs of danger or distress. Cassette *recordings

(10) D.J. O'Connell. "Marctis Welby, M.D.' as medical communication."
In Communication of scientific infOtmation....pp. 165-173.

6
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of lectures help keep medical practitioners up-to-date with
'developments iu their fields. Cassettes containing medical
information are also available such' as those by Dr.'liyn
Barrow on insomnia, relaxation and his Child Development
Series.

Recorded sound cassettes.of lectures on topics of current
medical interest have been produced by:

University Of New Southyples - Postgraduate committee.
in medical educatioig6.. Medical cassette service.

These cover topicd such as sudden infant death, heart surgery,
hypertension, etc'. and are intended as a fOrm of continuing
education for medical graduates,

5.9 Lists of books and A/V materials

.;:BLAKE, J.B. and.ROOS, C., ed. 'Medical R016.61
reference works, 169V-19661 a selected MEDI
bibliography. Chicago, Medical Library
Assoc., 1967.

Suppl. 1, by M.V.'Claik
- Suppl. 2, 1969-1972
- Suppl. 3, 1973-1974.

LIBpARY ASSOCIATION. Books and periodicals
or medical libraries in hospitals. 5th ed.

London, L.A., 1978.

-

FORD, E. Bibliography
1790-1900. Sydney,

Bowker's medical books
New York, Bowker. A
Subject, author and

of Australian medicine,
Sydney U.R.,1976.

and serials inGprint.
nnual.

title indexes.

National' Library of Medicine.
Quarterly.
Lists books and serials by
and subject (MeSH).

National Library of Medicine.
catalog. Quarterly.

Current catalog.

name, title,

Audio-visuals

Copies also at
R610
MEDI

R610.16 .

LIBR

R016.610994
FOR 1

1977 ed. at
R016.61
BQW 1

Samples
in lab

.5.10 Definitions and brief factual information

General, medical dictionaries. and handbooks may be aimed at
the medical professional, .or the lay person, or both. Major
examples are .

,

Stedman's medical dictionary: %a vocabulary
- of medicine and its allied sciences, with
pronunciations and derivations: 24th ed.
Baltimore, Williams and Wilkins, 1981.

4
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Black's medical dictionary. 33rd ed. London, 31st ed. at

A nd.0 Black,. 1981. R61043

Fo practitioner and lay person. Longer BLAC1
4 ar icles than Stedman's and Dorland's.

Dorland's illustrated medical dictionary. 25th ed. at

26th ed. Philadelphia, Saunders, 1981. R610.3
DORL
1974

McGraw-Hill nursing dictionary. New York, R610.3

McGraw-Hill, 1979. MACG
For nurser and nursing educators. Includes
pronunciation.

Merck manual of diagnosis and therapy. R6]6.057
Robert Berkow, ed. 13th ed. RahwaNi, N.J., MERC
Merck Sharp and Dohme, 1977.
An extremely useful handbook designed for

. the - practitioner.

WINGA414,, P. The Penguin medical encyclopedia. R610.3
2nd ed. Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1976. PENG
Mainly for the lay person. Longer articles
than in Stedman's or Dorland's.

For further examples of medical, dictionaries and handbooks,
including ones relating to special areas of medicine, see
guides to the literature.

5.11 Do-it-yourself medicine
. _

Most general medical encyclopedias and handbooks are intended
for lay and home use. :Examples are

o

R. Spencer. The A-Z of Autralian family R615.10994

medicines, Sydney, Butt'rworths, 1980. SPEN

To give lay people information about medicines
which have been prescribed for'them. Endorsed

by the A.M.A.

H. McCaughey. Is it poisonous? The complete
guide to poisoning prevention and first aid.
Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1976.

Life, love and family. health: the encyclopedia Q610.5

of Man, woman and child. London, Hamlyn, LIF

1970. 20 vols.

International family health encyclopedia. R616.003

Los Angeles, AFE Press, 1971. 22 vols. INTE

Rees, A.M. and Young, B.A. The consumer R613.016

health information source book. N.Y., CON

Bowkei, 1981. IP.

5.12 Statistics

.Statistical informdtion is important in some branches of
medicine, for example, for planners and others concerned
with the state of the nation's health/ or the health of

specific groups. Examples of-statistical-publications

include 228
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I

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION. World health statistics
report. Geneva) Annual.

AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF STATISTICS. Perinatal deaths,
Australia. Annual. (Cat. no. 3304.0).

.ft

For details of other medical statistics published V
by the see its annual catalogue.

.

HEALTH COMMISSION OF N.S.W. Statistical and
financialt'ai public hospitals. Annual.

5.13 Data on drugs a

.,

Information on drugs is extremely important for doctors.
They may need to know, for example

what drug:is recommended for a particular disease,
who manufacturers a drug, under'what trade name,

and in what forms and strengths
recommended dosages

. contra-indications (circumstances in which a drug
should not be given)

reported Adverse reactions and side effects
chemical comppsition of a drug

w.

This kind of information is contained, in pharmacopoeias
and other pharmacological handbooks. For example

MIMS annual. Artarmon, IMS Publishing. 1 &615.105
Annual 4'suppls. MIMS
Very extensively used by doctors for pre-
scribing information. Incorporates the
Australian drug wmpendium.

The Merck index: an encyclopedia of chemicals R615.103
and drugs. 9th ed. Rahway, Mekck, 1976. MER 1
Chemical data on 'the most important
chemicals,. drugs, pesticides and biologically
active substances known.'

Pharmacopoeias, as well as.giving chemical, and therapeutic
information about drugs, lay claim standards for their

.

t

paration. For example

British pharmacopoeia. London, Pharmaceutical
'Press, 1980.

The accepted legal standard in Britain and
the commonwealth countries for the drugs
described in it. 1980 ed. incorporates.
considerable' changes to conform with European
standards.

The extra pharmacopoeia. Loridon, Pharmaceutical
Press, 1977.
Contains much additional. information.not found
in B.P. Usually known as Martindale.
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Those doctors who have access to Medl often use it to .

obtain information on the best tree ent for specific cases,
and on the actions and side effects of drugs. A new
development in Australia is the availability of drug data
on-line from non-bibliograEhic data bases (i.e. data bases
which contain factual data instead of bibliographic
references).

For example, RTECS available through the MEDLINE network,
contains data on the toxic properties of 34,000 chemical
substances. The Commonwealth Department of HeaAh's on -line
National Drug Information Service will, when complete, contain
profiles for all drugs commonly prescribed in Australia.
Each profile gives data on the drug in 38 standard format
sections (e.g. trade name, ph$4macology, use in pregnancy,
adverse reactions, dosage, 'etc.).

5.14 Information on people and.organizations

.Medical directory,of.Australia. Glebe, R610.5
Australasian Medical Publishing Co., MEDI
Lists doctors practicing in Australia.
Also includes a variety of useful.
directory type infOrmation,

. lists of hospitals

. specialist societies and associatiOns
relevant government departments, etc.

Hospitals: and health services yearbook R362.1105 -

Australia. ?rahran, Peter Isaacson, HOSP

Annual:.

Medical research index: a guide to world
medicar research. 5th ed. Harlow,
Francis Hodgson, 1979. 2 vols.

4th ed. at
R610.72
MEDI 1971

TOWNSEND, H. Where 8362.10250994

can't help. Sydney, Medipress, 1979. TOWN

Community information directories are also important resources
for some types of medical information.
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5.15 Standard texts

Medical students make extensive use of standard texts, many
of which have run into many editions. For example:

14:1ftedbY PeOrt- Wiltms41*-4,

!" 444 t. Roge.r ,rvite
thtwou rewseaandu

diktat is bly thestoriors
know medical book. 3.000 new ieferenceik

n Added, 00,200 new
II includinga large number of
elOstron micrographs. '

Smoot the illustrations feature dissection .

andspecirnens specially prepared for the
book. This is one of the few medical books

of V.,00e Ow. hoot medic4U

rrm411111/

2rOTUMTIR

0 "

1441ENTEMICANITERY

Doctor-s.often use 'physician's desk references', for
example

KRUPP, M.A. and CHATTON,M.J. Current medical
. diagnosis and treatment. Lange. Annual.

6. STUDY QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES
4

TO FINORAL

1. Answer one of the following questions using Index.medicus:

(a) 'I believe some articles on treating funnel web spider
bite were published in 1978 or-1979.' (Use Index medicus
to find at least one reference).

(b) In 1976 someone reported in a medical journal a case of
an attempted*suiCide by spider bite. (Use Index medicus
to find the citation).

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(c) Has interferon-been used to treat shingles? (Use Index
medicus 1978).

.-"4.

(d) What journals would you suggest as likely sources for
articles on the health of Aboriginals? (Use Index medicus).

(e) 'There was an editorial on battered wives in one of the
American journals in 1977. Ican't.remember which journal.'.
(1.1916. Index medicus 1977 to find the complete reference:

2.. According to the Australian Bureau of Stati
common causes of death in Australia are isc
and malignant neoplasms. (Causes of death
no. 3303.0).

tics, the most
emio heart disease

tralia. Cat.

Use dictionaries, handbooks or encyclopedias to find out what
one of these is. The definitions should be exact, but shouVr
be comprehensible to you as a lay person.

232
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3. Answer at least one of the following questions, using
pharmacological handbooks.

(a) rIs there any drug for the treatment of Paget's disease,
available in Australia, which can safely be, prescribed
'in pregnancy?

-4

(b) My doctor has. prescribed Visken. What's wrong with. me?
cOu1d it be Visken that is giving me stomach pains?

4

8

(0 *I've heard that pepo-Provera is a very-reliable contraceptive.
What is it,'andiThow safe is it?

t

0'

ti

0
r,.

- .

O

4. Do you think that.a library should answer questions like 3(a) -
3(c)? If yOu were responsible fdrreference services what
guidelines would you lay-down pollelp staff when they were .

asked questions like this? Would fite guidelines be'different
in different types of library? Where else could or -should
people go to obtainsduchinformation?

1.

i

4..

I
11.

6

a

N. 1
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5. Usingodirectories, answer the following questions:,

(a) Dr. S.K. Sutherland has done some work.on treatiiIg ftinnel
web spider bite. Where can I get'in touch with him? .

0.
4.

(b) Some brief information on the Waltet-and Eliza Mali,
Institute of-Medical Research.

41, 0

(c) Thereus an organization in Sydney which offers'advice
to women who have had breast surgery. What is it
called,.and where is it?

3

6. Why does the advert for G y!s anatomy on p. 222# imply that
few standard texts are useful throughout a'medical career?
What kinds of information resource might be more useful, and
why?

1

.11
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7,1 This winter, let Ventolin (salbutamol) work tor you and your patients in the
treatment of bronchitis.

Bronchitis and other obstructive lung diseases are known to be
accompanied by impaired mucociliary clearance'. It has been shown that
beta-adrenergic agents can accelerate mucus clearance rates from the entire
tracheobronchial tree of normal man, either by direct (aerosol) or
indirect (systemic) application2. The safe yet powerful bronchodilator effect3
of Ventolin (salbutamol), together with improvement in mucus
clearance from obstructed airways, can offer your bronchitic patient a
better time this winter .

Ventolin Syrup: Palatable and does not cause gastric upset. NHS 300m1
Plus 4 repeats.

Ventolin Inhaler: NHS One aerosol complete plus 2 repeats. For full
prescribing informatioti for all forms of Ventolin, refer ADC/Mims Annual.
For further information, please contact the Medical Director,
Allen & Hanburys, Mountain Highway, Boronia, Victoria, 3155.

pl))1)1111Plimuo,/; )1)111)Plimip.,v/1 !if,/

11

p Reproduced here is part of a
drpg manufacturer's advertisement
aimed at doctors. What do you
think of it as an information
resource?

8.- Reproduced on the following,page is part of A consumers guide
to childbirth edtcation (published by Parents Centres Australia).
What does it indicate about the attitude of lay people towards
the provision of medical information? Do you think that there
are lessons here forthe providers of medical information
services?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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. yu Ire pregnant, or planning to get
soun, you'll want the best in

pre-natal prepartion for birth and
parenthood. 'You'll also. want to know
where to find sympathetic medical care
and to establish. help lines for any
problems that may arise after your baby
is born.

If you'are shopping about for childbirth
classes, ask your-Self these questions
about the classes yo<have considered:

Are-the 'Classeql at night-so that. your
partner. can learn .kith you? 'You'll feed

th*OThupOrt of a constant companion 'in
labour; and sharing the experience with
someone. enhances: birth for you both.
Your partner will need to know exactly
what you have been taught to effectively
help yoU ,

How 'many hOrs of instruction are
offered? You'll- need at. least 0 hours
of discussion, practice sessions and
instructions to learn everything you'll
need to know. Anything 4,ess than this

leave you, half prepared!

Who will be your teacher? Will it be
a health professional who will aim to
tell you about the hospital's services
rather than explaining your choices? Has
your instructor been chosen because of
persohal experience with prepared child-
birth ancj for their enthusiasm and
ability 'to relate as one parent to
another?

Are there other support services
available,as an adjunct to your classes?
_t_if you miscarry and needitb.talk to

....1.161 , a' las

an undecE,tanding counsellor aJout it? Is-
there access to information about the
various hospitals and doctors and'their
attitudes and services? Is there 24 hour
counselling available aftek baby as born
should you need help with breastfeeding
or other worries? Are film nights;
birth option discussion nights, and
punning a pregnancy nights included in.
the total schemeof preparation?

Are comprehensive notes provided to
give you further background information
to the class content? Are these notes
free? Are they specially prepared, or.
free .handouts from drug or other comm-,
ercial 'interests?

Do you have an opportunity to voice
your opinion about the quality of the
classes,. or to pass on your experiences
so that other parents may benefit later?

.4

:13

5

ivcc

a.
CD

Finally, are you getting your monex!s.
.worth? Of course, classes may be free,

but they may be inadequate to. prepare
you fully. I£ you are paying a fee, does
it include your notes, back --up services,
membership (,of the sponsoring group ).
'and access,to ancilliary services? If
you 'are paying. more than $40.00 for 20
hours of inst.rultion, you may be paying.
too much.

to

0

Once the baby is born, will you'be
left to find a new source of support
for your parenting role? Will this
involve you in additional time, hays*
or expense?



9. The Rolland Regional Library Service (a public library service in
. rural N2S.W.) is opening.a new branch library at WarrangaMbilla in

1981. The branch is to have a small/basic reference collection.
Complicated reference questions will be referred to the Central Library.,
at Molland. You have been asked to.select suitable materials for the,

.

Medicine section of the reference collection 'at Warrangambilla branch
lAhrary.

1. List, and comment briefly upon, the criteria and considerations
which would be important in making your choice. (No more than one
page.)

2. List ten resources which you would include, giving a complete
. bibliographic citation for each.

3. For each resource lipted, comment briefly on why you chose it, Auld
how it fits in with- he criteria you established in Section 1.

4. Indicate how you know about the resource, e.g. personal examination.
If you are relying on a review or bibliography, give the citation.

.

'Notes

(i) Do not include general information resources le.g. general,
..,encyclopaedias or directories)-

(ii) Include only'informition resources which you have!

found out about through a source you regard as
reliablefOr which you have personally examined.

(iii) As well as being individually appropriate, the
resources should together make up a well-rounded
collection which meets all the criteria you listed .

in Section 1.

It
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l OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this segment, you should be able to answer
and discuss such questions as:

i. What are the characteristics of engineering? What are
its branches? What type of work do engineers do?

ii, How do engineers use information? What channels of
,supply of information do they prefer?

iii. What is the range of engineering information resources
available?

iv. What are the characteristics of patents, trade literature
and standards?

In addition, .you should have acquired certain skills, namely:

i. choose resources suitable for answering enquiries in
engineering seeking both factual and bibliographic
information.

use Engineering index effectively.

evaluate both the resources used and the information
located. ,

iv. identify problems in building a collection of engineering
information resources.

ti

111
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2. 'ENGINEERING: WHAT IS IT?

We see the results of engineering about us

roads, buildings, telephones - to name but

things have in common? Many attempts have

term "Engineering", none of which would be

It is useful to examine some of these.

.every day - bridges, cars,
a few. What do all these
been made to define the
acceptable to all engineeri.

"The application of science and mathematics by which the

properties of matter and the sources of energy in nature

are made Useful to man in structures, machines, prodUcts,

systems and processes."

- Webster's

"The science by which the properties of matter and the

sources of power in nature are made useful to humans

in structures, machines, and Products."

- McGraw-Hill Dictionary
of Scientific and
Technical Terns

"Engineering is the profession *in which 'a knowledge of

mathematical and natural sciences, gained by study,

experience and practice, is applied withAjudgemeni to

develop ways to utilize economically the materials and

forces of nature for the benefit of mankind."

- Engineers' Council for ,

Professional Development

,74ngineering is the profession that-puts powers and naterials,

s.-` to work for man. Engineers themselves often discover or

create new materials and sources of power that serve man.

To put power and materials to work, an engineer mist know

and use principles of science and mathematics.."

- World Book Encyclopedia

"The are of applying Science to the optimum conversion

of the resources of nature to benefit man."

- 'Encyclopedia Britannica.
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3. THE ENGINEER: HIS TASKS)

The tasks an.engineer carries out set the parameters of the type of
information he requires. .As has. .already been mentioned, the purpose
of engineering is to produce a functional piece of equipment. The
first stage of this is the design whiff must then be transformed into
some equipment, device or Component.

An architect can design a building, and a builder construct it, but
each must consult the engineers for its structure and methods,to-
establish the best materials to be used, and their strengths. Theoconstruction of the Sydney Opera House is the classic example. The
intricate shell4configuration of the Opera House was designed by an
architect. However, the existing construction techniques and methods
were not sufficiently advanced to erect such a structure. Therefore
new construction techniques and methods had to be developed. This ledto the delay and escalation of costs.

This example illustrates the critical difference between engineeringand other scientific disqiplines. Namely, an engineer must be able to
transform an idea into something which will work, whereas a tatliematiciancan happily dwell on mathematical equations without ever having to apply
these equations to practical use. This is not to say that the engineer
is totally devoid of any theoretical approaches or understanding toproblems. On the contrary, he must understand fully the theoretical
problems in order to find a satisfactory solution to the problem.

There are different areas in which engineers work and different tasks
associated with these, The three main areas in which the engineer is
likely to be involved are:

(1) Research Work

This work involves the development of new technologies to
satisfy the needs associated with a new. problem not previously
encountered. The fundamental laws and principles of science
and mathematics must be manialated and applied to the problems
to be solved. An example of This type of activity was the
design of the mon landing module. Designing machinery to flyin a vacuum was a totally new concept. This meant the
reinvestigation of the laws of aerodynamics applying to a
flying object. The engineer working in this area is usually
called the Research Engineer and works in a university type
institution or government department. To him, the theoretical
approaches to the problem are just as important'as the practicalapproaches.,

(2). Development Work

This work involves-the development of technology to find a
new solution to an existing Problem. -There may be an attempt
to replace or improve upon a previous solution. It usually
,involves the investigatiOn and re-assessment of the existing
problem, and a canvassing of possible new approaches. An
example of this is_the search for alternative fuels for themotor car. Methanol has been mentioned as one of the likely

242,



alternative fuels, because it.can be produced from coal.
The technologies of coal and extraction of methanol from
coal are well established and known. However, the problem
is to make these processes acceptably cheap andv efficient.
The engineer working in this area is usually called the
development engineer and he can be found working for large
corporations which have a research division., To him practical
approaches to the problems are more important than theoretical
approaches.

A. A

(3) Design Work.

This work involves the application of
.

existing' devices,

eqpipment or component to a new situation orto the solution
of existing problems:- Wmples of this type of work are:

(i) some one who is building a hi-fi set at home, and

(ii) an engineer who has to modify a piece of,equipment
bought by his company to the particular specifications
and requirements of the company._

The engineer in this area is usually called a design or a working
engineer. He doesn't developLtechnologies; he simply applies the
existing technologies. Theoretical approaches to the problem
are not important to him at all. He is only interested in "how

nZdo this to achieve that?" He usually works for a small
nedium size company or is tie hobbyist or home inventor.

4. INFORMATION. USE

4.1 Characteristics of engineering information

As previously explained, most of the activities of engineers
relate to the applications of research'to the solution of
problems. This means that:

, (i) because their information requirements are
problem=oriented, the information must be
:selective. and frequently-'synthesized. .

(ii) the information required may not be highly'
sophisticated (preferred information often
tells "how" not "why").

(iii) the information may be quite old as well as very
recent. .

(iv)ra picture is worth a thousand words. Charts,
tables, graphs or other graphic forms 'are more
efficient in communicating many types of information
required by engineerp.

ti
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'The construction of the Sydney Opera HoUse illustrates the
information requirements of the engineer. Imagine yourself
as the engineer who has just been asked construct the
roof structures' of the Opera House. Yo ne4I information
to solve this problem. What ihformatio do lyou need?
.$0010 of the considerations are: -

1. you need to know whether such a structue has been
built before. /

2. 'if so, "how" it was done.
! .

3. the-technical drawings of the constuction methods
would be *coke useful than a wordy description. of
the construction methods.

4. your information might be simple, sophisticated,
old or new.

r \5. if unable to locate this information, your net would
.sweep wider. You would probably look for more general \
information-and examine different types of construction
methods in existence which could be adapted or modified
to solve the problem.

Information needs of the engineer are always in response
to a problem'and subsequent problems. The engineer must
resolve the problem in the most efficient and cheapest way.

al 4-2 Information channels

\
Where do engineers get their information?

(t) Colleagues

Inter-:personal communication is probably the single
most important information channel for engineers.

: For the information required, talking to a colleague
who knows the answer is often the most efficient -
and certainly the easiest way of obtaining information
to resolve a problem.

(b)'orrnizations
..,

Organizations can also provide a major source by, which
information is gathered and disseminated in°4 scattered
community. ',The engineers' professional associations
such as /nstitution of Ehgineers (Aust.) are especially
important in this ,regard, but others may be: ,,1

. individual manufacturers, e.g. B.H.P.

i Consulting firms, e.g. Macdonald Wagner & Pridd,le Pty. Ltd.
re Government departments or organizations, e.g. C.S.I.R.o.,

fir;

;

,

Division of Soil Mechanics
: e

Organizations arrange conferences and meetings, publish
newsletters and journals, andmaintain..files which all '

facilitate information transfer.

. kr.

E
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Co) Pri ted material s

. .Engineers use rsonal files, and their own personal
collections of books .and other piinted'materials. As
.a whole engin ers are not good library users. The
patternof-Ilbrary usage tends to relate to the type
of erig.ineering activity as discussed earlier.

Research Engineers: This group tends to use the library
more heavily than the others. Mainly because research
means keeping up-to-date with what others are doing and
also th4oretical apprdaches to the problems to be solved
are important to research engineers. They tend to use
academic libraries or large special libraries which have
good research collection.

Development Engineers: This group is usually employed
by large 'companies which have special technical libraries.

t

Design Engineers: This group on the whole does not make
extensive use of library collections. Ideally, they should
utilize services provided by the Public Libraries, however
they rarely realize the potential of public libraries as
an information source. The'state libraries are often used
by this group.

Consulting Engineers: This group would carry out many
of the activities listed abOite, but do so on behalf of
another organization.'

5. SPECIFIC TYPES OF INFORMATION RESOURCES AND THEIR USE

The following summarizes what engineering and engineering information
is all about.

. (1) Engineeting applies fundamental laws of science,
particularly those of physics and mathematics to the
solution of problems: The output is an object or a
proceSs serving some useful purpose.

(2) The main task of the engineer is to transform input (an
idea, a concept or a design) into output, e.g. a process,
a piece of equipment,,a component, qr a structure.

(3) There are three main types of-engineers

a. Research Engineer,
b. Development Engineer
c. Design Engineer

_ 245
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14) The information needs.are selective and problem oriented.

(5) The channels used to transfer information may be people,
organizations, or printed materials.

Thq 'remainder of this guide concentrates on the printed materials.
These,printed materials may be'encyclopaedias or handbooks, journals,
books, trade literature, directories, technical reports, standards
or patents. /

5.1 .1.1ides to engiteering literature

. %

If youknow nothing 'about engineering and 'its information
resources, the best plaCe to start is with a "guide to the
literature ", such as:

MALINOWSKY, H.R. and RICHARDSON, J.M. Science 501.6
and engineering literature: a guide to . MAL
reference resources. 3rd ed. Littleton, 1980
Colo., Libraries Unlimited, 1980.

/

/
MOUNT, E.' Guide to basic information sources / R607

in engineering. 'N.Y., John Wiley & Son, 19/76. MOUN

PARSONS, S.A.J. How to find out about. R016.62
engineering. Oxford, Pergamon Press, 1972. PAR

Use of engineering literature. Edited by
K.W. Mildren. London, Butterworths, 1976.

R620.0016
MILD

These are general guides to all branches of engineering. There
are also guides to a specific branch of engineering, such as:

.

HOUGHTON, B. Mechanical engineering: 'the 621.07
sources of information. London, Clive HOU
Bingley, 1970.

5

5.2 Quick reference sources
I

Referende books such as handbooks, manuals, yearbooks,
dictionaries, and encyclopaedias usually contain factual
information that can be retrieved easily. The engineer
frequently keeps a working collection4of these books in
his office. Many of these synthesize information published
efsewhere in journals and books. A large part of the
contents of these Materials is devoted to engineering
data, recording such details as tensile strengths of
various materials, circuit design, and properties of all
materials likely to be used by engineers..
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5.2.1 Encyclopedias

There are few general engineering encyclopedias.
'Encyclopedias on science ;sand technology are useful
and there are mahy on specific aspects 'of engineering.

Encyclopedia of computer science. New York,
Petrocelli, 1976.

FIlye;ppedia of environmepttl Science and
engineering. 2 Vols. Na., Gordon,'Breach.
197b.

Engineering encyclopedia.
Press, 1963.

4s,s.

3rd ed..:N.Y., Industrial

GEWGAW, G.N. The 'complete encyclopedia of motor
cars.' 1885 to the present: 2nd od. N.Y., .
Dutton, 1973.

How things work: the universal encyclopedia of
machines. St. Albans, Herts., Paled/ jig 1915.
(1967). 2 'vas.

International petroleum enqclopedia. Tulsa, OK.,
Petroleum Publishing, 1978 (latest edition).

cyclopedia
4th ed. 15 vols.,'N.Y., McGraw-Hill, 1977..

5.2.2 Dictionaries

engineers use dictionari es:

to find precise definitions of terms
b. to locate standardized and accepted terms

o .'When writing reports.

DictiOnarietoo may be general or specific.
2

Chambers dictionary of science and technology.
6 N.Y., Barnes & Noble, 1972.

McGraw-Hill dictionary df scientific and technical
$4terMs 2nd edition. N.Y., McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1978.

THRUSH, P.W. ed.' A dictionary of mining, mineral
and related terms. Washington, D.C., U.S.
Dept: of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, 1968.

TURNILL, R. The language of space: a dictionary
of astronautics. London, Cassell,. 1970. .

.Van Nostrand's scientific encyclopedia. 5th ed.
N.Y., Van Nostrand, 1976.' 247
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5.2.3 Handbooks, Manuals and Yearbooks 1 .

;

In engineering, one author may call his work a handbook,.
anaher a yearlibok, .and yet.another a manual, but in fact
they probably all contain the same kind of information.
Engineers .use handbooks, manuals, or yearbooks mainly for .

reliable, factual information, such as:

a. products available
b. services availab le
c. engineering calculations
d, properties of materials
e. an illustration, of a process, a component or

a piece of equipment.

They upe these mainly to answer simple questions such 4S.1

. what is the tensile strength of concrete?

. how many types of heat pump are there?,.

Many of them are similar to specific subject encyclopaedias.
It is this type of information resource which is used very,
heavily by the hobbyist. The various manuals for ,cars are .

particularly popular.

The concrete yearbook, 1979, 55th edition.
_London, Cement & Concrete Assoc., 1979.

Engineering materials handbook. ed. by C.M. R620.1
Mantell, N.Y., McGraw-Hill, 1958. ENG 1 '

V HICKS, T.G..ed. Standard handbook of engineering R620.00212
calculations. N.Y.,IMeGraw-Hill, 1972. HICK

Hilhway engineerinqAtandbook. Ed. by .B. Wo9,ds, R625.7'

iN.Y., McGraw-Hill, 1960. HIGH

Jane's all the world aircraft. ed. by R629.133025
,J.W,R. Taylorl London, Jane's Yearbooks. s*JAN

Jane's fighting shilis: London,' Jane's .

Yearbooks.

Kempe's engineer's yearbook. London, Morgan,
1894- .

R623.625-
JANE

Y. -

R620.005
KEM 1

Marks' standard'hindbook for mechanical engineers. 8621.
ed. by T. Baumeister and otherg. 8th ed. STAN
N.Y., McGraw-Hill, 1978.

MARKUS, J. Sourcebook of electronic circuits. 621.3192
. N4Y., McGraw-,Hill, 1968. ' MAR 1

MERRITT, F.S. , ee Standard handbook forscivil R624
engineers. 2nd ed.. N.Y.', McGraw-Hill, 1976: STAN 1976

1
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feadirts Dftest-do-it-Yoursell Iowa. Sydney, Q43.7
Reader's Digest Association, 1965. k 1

WAIT, Di owner's bodyexitvair and naintenance
book'. .Sydney, Ure Smith, 1974.

1.

Q629.287
WAI I

15.3 Journals,

It is a basic principle of scientific investigation in
. areas like chemistry that a piece of research is not regarded
as complete until the results have been written up and
published. Journals have been used traditionally for such
publication bf results. However, with engineers, they often
don't want to publish the results of investigations or
developments quickly. This could be' due to pending patents

.

and industrial secrecy or often. because. the results of
engineering investigations are only applicable to local
conditions and environments. Therefore, engineers do not
use journals as a coMMunication channel to the same degree
as, for exaMple, do chemists. They'use journals mainly to
find out the latest products or how others have tackled the
same problem. Basically there are three types of engineering
journal:

(a) Scholarly journal

e Primarily aims at.the specialist in the field,
especially research engineers and academics. It
deals mainly with the application of theories and
mathematical" solutions -to problems. Articles tend ,'
to be lengthy. It would probably be used by our
research.engineer. Mahy of these are published by
the professional associations as well as commercial
publishers. One example is:

American Society of Civil Engineers. Proceedings 1873+.

(b) Technical journal

Primarily aims it the practitioners of the field. .The
articles tend to deal'with practical problems and are
usually accompanied by photographs, and diagram's or
illustrations. Articles are frequently about "How I did
it" or "How things work". These journals oceasionally
contain.advertisements and product announcements which
tend to be'low key. Although the level of the writing
is primarily aimed at the deVelopment or working engineer, a
reader with technical know]edge, such as home inventor
might be able to understand some of the articles.

E.g. Machine Design.

(c) Trade or bopular tournal
°

Usually comes with attractive cover. Contains a great
?humber,of advertisements and many colour photographs of
pro6ucts. Artidles tend to be short and written in simple
language. 'It is intended for a general audience ranging
from home-hobbyists,to the speCialists who want to find
out.about'events, new developments, productse servioes and
personalities.

E.g. Popular Mechanics. 2 IP)
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5.4 InOexinitand abstracting services for eng,ineering

ndegng and abstracting services list and often analyze
the ntents of a range of publications relating to a general
area, such as Science and Technology or a specific area such
as Engineering. The majority of the services list articles
from periodicals but they may also include books, conference
papers, reports, patents. and AV materials. They are used for
current awareness and also for retrospective searching on
particular ,topics. Most can now lie searched kb machine
readable format as well'as in the hard copy versions.

5.4.1 General

These usually 'include journal articles onlYland are
intended primarily for the non-specialist. The majority
of journals indexed tend to he technical an0 trade or
popular with some research journals.

Examples:

Applied Science and'Tecpnology Index (ASTI)
(Laboratory) 1958+ . Month1S, with annual
cumulations. (Formerly Industrial Arts Index.
1913-1957). New /brk, H.W. Wilson Co.
Excludes medidine and agriculture. Each issue
carries the names of the journals indexed which
are 90% Anerican and 10% Briiish.
Strictly subject index only; standard subject headings
are used.and sub-divided in turn by form, topic and
country. Once used to the format, it is easy to use..

'British Technology Index (Laboratory). 1962+
Monthly with annual cumulations. London, The
Library Association.

,

;'
Medical and agricultural journals are omitted.'
although Agricultural Engineering and Medical
Engineering are included. Entry-is under speclific
subject headings "chained" together.

Example: Roads: Traffic: Signalsi Left turn on red.
Entry points can also be found if ode looks under
Traffic or Signals by means of cross-references.

It also provides an author index.
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5.4.2 Specialized

Specialized indexing or abstracting journals treat. the
subject in greater depth by means of
(a) indexing or abstracting more than just journals,

they usually include reports, conference papers,
books, patents and special publications:

(b) they include materials in foreign languages as
well as English.

(c) thfli majority of the journals indexed or abstracted
are of research and technical type with only a few

'titles of trade and, popular type.

(d) they,usually have a list of core journals which

are indexed-or abstracted 6over-fto,-cover. These

journals are usually of research and technical tyliest
while the trade. and populiir^.journals are indexed

Air abstracted selectively.

(0.' they axeaimed at specialist:: in the tielit..

91

I

S.

Engineering Index V.1 -,1884 - N.Y., Engineering Index, Inc.
Issued.monthlywith annual cumulations.

This is a monthly abstracting service coloring the:world's significant
technological literature and conferences encompassing all engineering
and related disciplines. In spite of its title, it is really-an
abstracting service with short indicative or inforslatiye abstracts
being given for each item included." It is issue monthly with annual
cumulations. Entries ard-erranged within,each'issue under specific
subject headings. A There JO a separate author index referring the:Usex
to the main,subject arrangiment.

;,:

Sublect coverage includesa11,discipliUes of engiimering, technology
and applied science, and transdisciplinary functions which involve.
research,.develokent end testing, design and systemn engineering,
construction and maintenance, production sales and marketiA9, management,

'consulting and education.

Os.
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Tyres of resources abitracted include cquent serial andhon7serial,
publications, including more than 3,500 rular professional and trade
journals; proceeaings, transactions and special publications of
engineering societies, scientific and technical isiociatiOns etc.1,

monographs, standards and selected books; some conference and symposia
papers. e

Coverage is truly international.
English speaking Countries, there
"Germany, France,,India, Japan etc
a slight bias to U.S.' coverage.

As well as indexing journals from
are many from U.S.S.R., Poland;

Within tha.English'titles there is

Arranqement.Entries are arranged alphabetically by subject. under more
than 12,000 specific subject headings, and" sub-headings further di:Vide .

the into more 'specific areas. Thai() headings are chosen frOM the.Ei
authority list, Sublect Headings for Enqineerinq.- H.04. Each entry
is sequentially numbered with an Ei-abstract number. 'Seas' and 'see also'
references-refer user to alternative entries and are very numerous.

The following is an example of some of the main, subject headings and
selected 'see' --references from the Engineering Index. Annual:-

A

S.

INFORMATION STORAGE, AN I) RETRIEVAL,
10011)10N THEOR1

..-INPKAREI) DEVICES
- 1111Altkli.lkADIATIOS

INCOT 101,1)8
IN1..A11 WATERWAYS
INSIXT CONTROL.

1i+I RI %INI'S
INs1:1..V1 I4; Pel1TF:R1 %IN

16.atlivtd.atuOistrork

i\si;LA
Sre lie. Irk litudator,

IN I I. Tr') ci icct.1
IN i Enco. V...c.rEi NETuoitKs

N.,: I ?It: ransmbArn Interconnected
l If I? t.iti NIFTEltS
t\11.1t 11. CiAlill,S*1 ION ENGINE+
IN III(14.NETAIIV FLII,I FL

Sp.orr 1111,481. Intrrplatietalf
IN%F.N4OUVCONTkOL

'1014NE
ION BEAMS

IliN POM:I.SION
Sc.. Rocket 1:nijne.

ION SO1

11/N141111)N 4:11.111111AIS

Ion Nortilsion

10\oslifiERE
.IONS

11111111 %I

11111)11 %1 %N11

MIMI %I (:0111411 NI"
11(11111 %l IMOI/11!11 i 1.,o)
ODA 6
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Access to information in each monthly issue is also through an
alphabetical list of authdrs appearing in that issue, giving the
appropriate, Ei abstract, number in the main.subject arrangement.

L
The following is an example from the monthly author index:-

t.

4

11..0 w. V A . 056102
otisurnesmsr. Pittitr. 04543115
'Ilsurii chit/ober'. 031637
naatm)larltw. 1R . 0331114

W .11$1414
Nue. Vi I . 04)411I
Ituusw. A N 01)s1"1
ItAvntal. C. 011302
Niue. 1111. 0345111
II olio %num! S. ni5454

*Imam 1 . orsof
k r OSS1113

n.sy.. wails
K 41. 050711
Cu.41.m. 11541311

flays. Carte.. 041414
%Alum C aim%

n umw. Z P 051111
vItsit%. Yu V.. OS44

114:1emb. V K .ti$14711
11...111.), Norman. 0561511
Ikthile. floss. 014107
WA. A R 6304111
1441. I) owl.' It . 010712. 0!1(1150
11..Ie. I. M 1..113441/

1..ornte J . AS11114
, heard .1 11.031471

I. if I Lent TOM tr4 nizoo
wsr K S 03 10»9
Ile, !ob. AI I I. .O11u1S

Ilinsp. 1 L . 051;01
11...suo1. P. 11!141111

llama. 1.1.35921
Deccan. C. 0511AS
11neetJ CC. 015749
Oc.h. II .044446

/ C . (1441%
Itn 1. 1.. S. 01A10
net. . 01404n
no% littlhUh. Wolter. OSSIM

F . (norm. 0166:4

Beinitogodov. V v . 031601
Bents'. V 1. 0)1579
lletoglevAsys. T I . 031460
Ikisayttws. I N. 05171)
lkitilwruy.lits. Vs I.. . 05.11641

Iklety. S V . 05251o. 052444
'kin,: 1 Vs . 041140
ktiovni. V S 05479
lkinupeov. I A . 1110501
Iltionmy. V V. 041-)toi
Ileltne. Ms. 041..10
Wires. R . 032411
licitter. Mme's.,. COMAS
Ihrbsul. Y . es44:6
.ftelyscvs. 0 M . 037004
kel)sksits. P E. 04301
11e1s I P.4 . 0306
lislyklt. V N.. 05413
Rana. Robert W . 0S11511
UrnDarkl. A . 05 1111
kensliss. A. 03454
Odium.. Michel. 0%0214
Benayoun. Ohstlant. 0370641
lkoKk. a M . 0527/1,
Bowes. //stem. 01:166
licsdak. Altsttd co?.no
tist.Jewit. E . 051131
lienJoralist. ICI . 04160'
liencJek. Meth.) ,I'1174

"Iknrittnit. II . WAX bl
Ikeichmi. Mins. 011.111
14.-n4u5. V. 7... 01 1t.' '
11(ntt. H 0 011:19
Ilespmts. a . 0,0111
Iknismts. T Brews... 03:427
Rennet'. a E . 061 t1
Reantit. a T . 0,11:i
nevoneti. Clark. 0.! )))
affini. E. W . 004 IA
lienntil. LIS. 054115
Dltnelt. Herbert S. 0561)1

4
ci

%

In the-Engineerinj Index Annual the abstracts are indexed under
alphab ically arranged main headings and sub-headings. Each abstract
is arranged in ascending numerical order of its'Ei abstract number only..
under,subject headings and sub-headings for which there is more than one
entry; otherwise they are in random numerical order. The author index'
follows the subject index in the last volume.

'Scope of individual abstract. Titles and abstracts are in English. In
the monthly issue there is the Ei abstract number, latle of paper,
informative abstract, number of references cited in the paper (and their
language if not English); author's name and affiliation; title, volume,
issue, gate and pages of source journal.

The following example entry identifies the elements and their location in
a typical abstract.:-

ti
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Sit.44% gad 4..3
La attic4.**.c+
Pe**"11.64r.

Avt14.0%,..t act it
44,/41%Or pd. .4%

Mak iubj.44- koactin3

INFORM TION DISSEMINATION
microform,

.......i...,.......) 03319 MAKING MICKOVICIK IRRISIST1...,.....0.4;+14..
,

111LE. nottpurg hardeory end nuerofiche turcosii le 1taut interchangeably and oloquany tusgs multtrIt
brnefin An unusual feature of :fats new method n Oatthe fiche cope as unwed in the reader n larstr. sot. smelter, than On anginal copy A single ?KIR Puycono other 342 or 420 paps. tads *nth P4 of be
catty Ity of the usual AS p.spc Thus du 'domino**nu!), is tinged. mahout ampsotag (and so' fact411;. enInnettl) rerdabilny. I ref

=11111410...k

tt. Rohr,* W tionAl Int Ult. hoinis. Antv$ a I lon.Fell 1.? p 103-107

P11.1 a OP jOgrwoCa I

1/1/Luft tow' 6 C. 104trters14..0

Vo tome. kk.a &ft, 'Dais a F pv Iicat I kw.
-0 a. f.1,414.-

In the annual volume the arrangement of the elements in the individualabstract is slightly different and the following example illustratesthis:-
, )

'T; Ht. 0; Pcreie-
Atvi-kov5 "...At.

Au41...ove'c CLC-Ci I 10.40.

)11:1 IL) not

TSs 11% raohait

.ft

DR A INAGE
Stv also rt Photokriphy: Citnali--Sernstivz Coal Grob:my--Poland; Flood Cntrol; (10A lot 1-.:tittIS; I. low of Atter; Gcncht res-sitryoNutur.tt stir re; trtg.ttturvvC*1141.; 3Iuntclp.s1 LeAtnerrIng:1l4at and at it: '11; Rotd. .yite. SlnLts-.1)r.v:..tia; Sewers; Sotlsroi.vn; - Malsturc; Sollt-.Satintt ast-urcot: Stittoo Flow; Wattr PollultunControl; Assiut ResourVs

--Covervation: Water Re AO J 1.
r.t.sTK otsch rstes rel.O.ton rr cos .1.. le ,1.n jx,.! 'Leine, A.

lt.cvArsts i 5 6 lis 111..7 it I IS,0C-9. Vur ti»)01;rd -:r tir
it;tivct,' laiv.Kototen,L,0). \qr. t.N. 1: Y

if c Artze-trutortsconcd fro t 1 tviii0111(1+ k11111,11)01101 01 rs.n1.111A ttnothott for 1-Iilln;;vv4It h.srge to rAtrtf.01 uncaps.ort-1.1:04.1 hpir r.aph% a vm..-1 intutstr pt: dt IliCh.trgeIlion umitloying th basin Log t IV k.tt,tt factory. An.tlysta ofthe rucurO 43 tau Aled internic itur is on 12 dvatnge hAstnain 1,001,wris rn tAilopr vitivd volitiACtoty thl:I .1.01Am.
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Use. The monthly issues may be used for the latest, current information
in the field. To find an item, look under terms which best describe the
particular subject of. interest. For example, "Conveyort" is a subject
heading and the term may be used as a search term. If the term selected
by the user does not coincide-exactly with those chosen by Ei, then the
user must select synonymous terms. If you know the author of an article,
consult the author index. The number following an author's name here is.
the Ei abstract number in the main subject arrangement.

Aids to Use. Each monthly issue provides a guide for using the
Engineering Index, with details of its arrangement, methods of locating
an item of interest, and example entry.

There is no List of abbreviations of publications indexecb. or scientific
and engineering abbreyiations used in the monthly issues. To obtain
these abbreviations you must consult Volume 1 of the Engineering Index
Annual. In this volume of the annual you will also find a list of the
main subject headings and Publications Indexed for Engineering - P.I.E.
The latter list gives full publication title, abbreviated title, and
code indicating depth of coverage.

Types of Use. The Engineering Index provides a current source of
information to all levels of users of engineering and related technology.
It is an essential tool for latest developments in the subject area.
Ideal for engineers, scientists, research workers and post-graduate
students. The Engineering Index Annual may be used for retrospective
searching in the subject field, to obtain all refepances to a "particular
subject area.

4t,

There are many abstraCting services for specific aspects or branches
of engineering.

'International Aerospace Abstracts. 1961+ . Semi-monthly
with annual indexes. N.Y., Technical Information
Service Branch, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA).

This is a highly specialized abstracting journal. It has a world wide
coverage of journals, reports, patents, conference papers and books in
the field of aeronautics and space science and technology. The abstracts
are arranged in 74 sUbject categories. Eachabstract has an accession
number.' It provides five different indexes: subject, author, contract
number, report' number and accession number. An unusual feature of the
subject index is that a brief description of the content of the item
is given under thesubject'heading. Each item appears under several
subject headings, thus giving multiple access to the subject content
of the item.

Electrical and Electronics Abstracts (EEA). 1898+ .

Monthly with half-yearly indexes. London, INSPEC.

INSPEC stands fot "International Information Services for the Physics
ancTEngineering Communities". It is an information division of the
Institution,of Electrical Engineers (IEE). INSPECT was established to
co-operate with other learned societies both in the U.K. and overseas
to build a range of information. services which covers the whole field
of physics, electrical engineering and electronics, computers and
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control engin4ering and serves a truly international user community.
IEE published "Science Abstracts" (Vol. 1, 1898). When INSPEC took over
in 1969, "Science Abstracts" was split into three publications:

Physics Abstracts
Electrical and Electronics Abstracts
Computer and Control AttractS

INSPEC also offers "Current Papers" of these three abstracts designed
for current. awareness. "Current Papers" contain titles and bibliographic
details only and they are about two to three months in advance of the
full abstracts.

EEA covers world wide literature within its scope. It has a list of
about 1,000 journals which are abstracted cover-to-cover, other materials
al?stracted selectively are related journals, patents, conference papers,reports and books. Each abstract is simply given a running number, and
entries are arranged by means of a subject classification scheme which
consists of main sections subdivided into subject groups, each of which
is split into sub-,sections. Cumulative author and subject index appear
every six months to serve the monthly issues, thus making searching
easier.

1

5.5 Directories

As mentioned earlier, engineers often obtain their information
and keep themselves dp-to-date through informal channels, such ass_
acquaintances or colleagues, professional institutions or attending
COaferenies. Publications listed below are samples of the kind of
publication that you can use to find information such as:

engineering consulting firms'
details of conferences

names of research engineers that often
are available as consultants

- details of professional organisations.

Australian scientific societies and professional
associations. 2nd ed. Melbourne, CUM, 1978.

Directory of engineering
organisations, 176.
Council

Directory of Austrplian
1st ed. Edited by 8.
Australasia Reference

societies end related
N.Y., Engineers Joint

i{tlens .978 -1979
n". Auckland,

Research Pub. Ltd., 19/8.

Engineering consultant firms in the Asian emir
Pacific region. Canberra, Registry of Scientific
and Technical Services, 1973.

Directory of technical information sources for
}ndustry. Canberrao_NLA, 1978. (NLA - Network
Studygeries No. 1).-

2 6.
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Cientific- and technical research centres in Australia.
Edited by Ian Crump. .Melbovree, C.S.I.R.O. 1975.

Scientific meetings: describing future meetings of
technical, scientific, medical and management
organizations and universities. Powey, Calif.,

p Scientific Meetings Publications.

5.6 Trade Literature

R507.2094
SCI 1

A506.02505
SCIE

Trade literature can be loosely described as books ana pamphlets issued
11 A manufacturer or a dealer, or by a group of manufacturers illustrating
awl describing their products, goods or services and sometimes including,
ul accompanied by, a price list. Trade literature is also known as
tk.10e catalogues or products information. There are several.- 'kinds of
lr.ide literature. Trade journals have been already "mentioned. Trade
lituLature can be categorized by its purpose.

(a) materials whose emphasis is to promote products, goods,
or services. They are-usually well presented with
glossy colour photographs and minimum amount offictual
information.

E.s. A catalogue of electronic equipment. p

(b) Materials whose aim is simply to supply factual information
about the products, goods or services.

E.g. B.H.P. Engineering Steels
Melbourne, E.H.P. 'ty. ad., 1974.

This latter category may .not contain any glossy photographs or
advt.! L isements, but listeB.H.P.'s steel dimensions and properties.

1r

The level of information cont t of trade literature varies. :Some
would contain high level of f2ctual technical information and some
would contain none at all. These are the types of information that
one is likely to seek when using trade literature:

(a) product information

description
illustrat4on, photograph or
dimensions
performance

(b) manufacturer information

where to get the products.
- whom to contact. etc.

drawing,
I

(c) price - someiimesjorice is included but not always.

If you are running a special library attached to a commercial am,
you probably need to keep at least a small working collection of trade

literatUre. These points are worth bearing in mind about its collection

and management:



'a

(a) it becomes but-of-date ve quickly

(b) it is conmonly undated an its currency cannot eapily
be determined. without ref rence back to the manufacturer
concetned.

(c) the technical information co tent is often ex.remely low.

(d) cost,or price information is ften not include .

(e) no standardized format and layqut. It could Come in the
shape of the telephone directoiy or simply a single sheet
pamphlet. This makes storage and retrieyrdifficult.

(f) because tradE'literature'usually is,!ree, acquisition tends
to be haphazard and cannot easily be controlled.

There are commercially available'sets of trade literature which are
updated continually.

Australian Electr6nics Data System. Melbourne, Technical
IndeXes Pty. Ltd.

Presents microfiche technical literature from overseas
and Aus' alien manufacturers. ls

Australian Engineering Index. Melbourne, Technical Indexes
Pt. Ltd.

Consists of loose-leaf binders. containing trade catalogues,
data sheets and prim lists on engineering materials,
components and equipment.

.

; .

Suppliers Index., Sydney, Suppliers Index (Aust.) Pty. Ltd.

Consists of looseleaf binders qontaining trade catalogues
and pamphlets concerning all aspeCts of the building
industry.

V
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5.7 Standards

A general definition of standadization i
by authority, by custom or by general con
disciplines, techniques and other defined
have to be followed to enable a society or
sections of it to function smoothly and 'ef
Standards have evolved whenever repetitive
have been developed onto organized procedu
mass production is impossible without st

the establishment,
ent, of rules,
onditions which
particular
iciently.
operations
es. In fact, i

ndardization.

Engineers are usually concerned only with
standards which can be national (e.g. Austr
or international (e.g. International Electr
Commission Standards).

dustrial .

Tian standards)
technical

Industrial standards can be conveniently di ided into:

(a) Dimensional .standards specify -the *me ions
needed to achieve interchangeability

(to) Standards of performance or quality will ensure.
that a product is adequate for its intended

0 purpose.

(c) Standards of testing enable materials and products
intended for the same purpo7e to be compared.

(d) Terminology standards enable engineers within a'
particular industry to communicate more exactly.

(e) Code of practice i8 A:special type of standards
for engineering Rrocesses or procedures, such as
installation and maintenance of equipment.

Some organizations issuing standards are:

Australia: Standard Assodiation of Australia (SAA).

SAA issues standards with "AS" prefix.

Then standards are listed in Annuafi'

list of SAA vublAcations.

United Kingdom: British Standards Institution (BSI).

It issues standards with "BS" prefix

and codes of practice with "CP" prefix.

These standards and codes of practice

are listed in BSI Yearbook.

United States: The, Americans do not have a single body

that issues their national standards.

Their standards are a collection of
standards issued by different authorities,

associations, societies or institutions.

For example, AmericanSociety for Testing /
and Materials (ASTM) issues ASTM standards

for materials testing.
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Germany Deutchas Institut fur Normung.issues standards
with "DIN" prefix.

International Standards

Two major organizations exist, to promote and. develop
international standards.

International-Organization', for Standization (ISD) based
in Geneva.

international Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) also
b sed in Geneva.

r

. 5.8 Pat nts

A very substantial portion 9f engineering designs, methods
and processes, used in the past and today, are described
in-Patent specifications; this is true, in particular,
regarding significant modern developments. Therefore,'
patent spcificaabns are an important source of inform#ion
for the engineer engaged in research and development.
However, obtaining patents is one of the mogt difficult
information tasks. The. task often starts with verification
of the patewt, i.e., when the patent was filed,(who filed
the patent, when it was accepted, to whom it was granted,
and countries) where the patent was filed, etc. Once the
patent has been verified, the nextproblem is where to go
to obtain the patent. Most patents can be bought directly
from-the patent office of the country' of origin. The
Australian Patent Office also--stocks patents from major
countries of the world.

r

5:i Technical Re orts
/_

The tec 161 report is an important means used by
engineer to ,communicate the resultg of their-development
and n activities. The main, difficulty with a
technical.report is its,accessibility. Most technical
reports are produced for limited distribution only:
mainly withina company or to selected individuals outside
the company. Often the company wants to keep the ,content
of the reports confidential. The accessibility of
technical reports is a nightmare for information workers
because they are difficult to locate.

The following publications are attempts to control the
, existence of reports.

,
Australia. Ayatralian Telchnical Reports (AUSTRE).

Published by the National. Libfary of
Australia: It is still in its infancy as
a comprehensive Australian technidal
reports bibliographic tool. It started
in 1978 and still in the. developient stage.



o

Governmgpt Reports Announcement and Index
1964+ .. Semi-monthly.- Original to
control reports issued by U.S. Governmene
departments and agencies... Nowit covers
everything and anything that in one way-or
another have something to do with the U.S.
Government. .

_

e.g. A. translation of a RdsAkan fiction
novel, done by the C. I..

Othdr sources

Other, sources used by engineers are nape, plans and
specifications. These graphic forms supply intermatiOn
appropriate toparticular needi. Books have oft been
mentioned in' this guide. They syllibesize and summarize
information, but are less used in this subject area
than in others.
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6. STUDY VESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. From quotations on page 232, and ,the use of dictionaries,
'list .three essential bharacteristics of "Engineering".

.
.\

2. The following is a diagrammatic repreAentation of Engineering.
Can you suggest the components of the diagram?

it
Knowledge Required ,

-Activities Carried Out

7

r

There are many branches of engineering civil .engineering and
elec %ric, engineering are two ofthem., The overriding purpose of,
engineering is to produce a functional

different
of equipment. Thebranches of engineering correspond to different types of product::;.

Each branch therefore has'different concerns and meihodplogy.

p.
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3. List at least six other branches of engineering. Define each

one briefly (no more than ten words) or list at least one type

of kutput or product, e.g. civil engineering - bridges.

Some of the sources listed .on page 237 may be useful.

Compare and contrast two sources in terms of their approp-

riateness in answering this question.

,,,,,

fic

4. For each category of .engineei-, xesearch, development, design;

and. consulting,' list, in order of priority the information

channels you think would be most heavily used. Give reasons

fOr your:answer. _List the advantages and "disadvantages ofseach

channel.
4.
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5. Locate three definitions of filter. Evaluate the.answer
found in terms 13f:

(a) length
(b) simplicity

cep used in termsEvaluate the
arrangement.

of ease of use.-, including

P'
6. Answer the f011owing questions, wherever possible validating

the answer in another source. ,

(a) Locate an illustration of the method of erection used
for the Sydney HarbOur Bridge.

(b) What happened to the Tacoma 'Bridge in 941?

. (c) How does a ball pointimOrk.atid why is it friequently
,

called a biro? --
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6. (d) The Australian Governmeht is thinking about replacing
the Caging Mirage fighters with the McDonnell-Douglas F-15

Eagle. Where can I get a colour photograph_of this aircraft

and 'other technical information about it?

(e) CANA take my "woofer" for a walk or let my "tweeter!' fly?,

f)

0
Aerosol-spray cans are said'to have harmful environmental_

effects in thinning earth's OZONE layer which protects
us from excessive radiation. Who filed the first patent

for the Aerosol can and when? How high above the earth

is the OZONE concentration at its maximum?

(g) HoW many submarines,aro'in the Australian Navy?. What ar

their names and what-is their speed and range? .

f) p.()0.



7. Choose three engineering journals. Carefully examine and
inspect these journals, and comment on the features which
differentiate between them. How could you classify them
according, to the three types of journal discussed above?
Hints: compare the publishers; compare the physical formats;
compare the types of articles contained.[.

8. Use Current Australian serials or Ulrichs to locate three
engineering journals publishpd in Australia, one for each'.
of the journal categories discussed earlier.
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9. (a) Choose an issue of En2ineering Index.

(b) Describe the scope of Engineering Index referring to
subject areas, language and country, and type'of
materials abstracted.

(c) How often is the index published?

(d) How up-to-date is it?

(e) What is the arrangement and indexing method of
Engineering Index?

(f) For what kinds of Ase is this. arrangement most suitable?

(g) The title of the article appears first. How useful is
thislparticular arrangement? What is the disadvantage?

(h) Locate an article by J. Huht. What is its title and date
1;f publication? Are there any references cited?

(i) Find an article on digital computer systems.

(4.) In what journal was the article published?
(ii) When was it published?

'(iii) What is the Ei abstract number of the entry?
(iv) Who wrote the article?

(v) What subject entry did you use?

What additional subject headings might be useful in
the above question?

t

f'.
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10. Answer the following questions using directories:

(a) Who is P.T. Fink? What branch of engineering is he
involved in? Did. he publish anything in 19787

Wit position is he currently holding?

(b) What is the Wright Brothers' claim to fame?

n(c) Which Australian company can I consult about industrial
transmission equipment problems?

11. Choose three samples of trade literature. Evaluate these
in terms of.

(a) authority
(b) accUracy
(y) scope

,

4.

k
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12.. Choose one of the Australian standards in the laboratory.
In which of the categories (a)-(e).on page250 does it
belong? Who would use these standards and why?

13. What types of engineering resources would you collect for

up.

(a) a public library in Port Kembla
(b) a public library in the southern suburbs

of Sydney
(c) the B.H.P. library

Give the reasons for your decision in each case.

.---
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